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The News Has Been

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Volume Number 66

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 5, 1937

Number 31
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Board Makes
Plea For Local

Cemeteries

Holland Party
Delighted Over

News Items Taken From the Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

LANDLORD CATCHES THREE
RARE FISH

Heyns
Already At

Garrett

Landlord Howard Lillard of the

and Fifteen Years Ago Today

Warm Friend Tavern. Vaudie VanThe Great West den
Berg, Dick Boter. and Andrew

meeting with prayer.
• • •

Ionia Prison

Klomparens have just returned
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY vears was City Clerk of Holland.
ASK FOR ENOUGH ROOM
SERVICE STATION MEN BE• • •
Mr. Sipp was a lame man and in SEE THE NAVAJO SETTLE- from a two-dav fishing trip at HE IS WARDEN AT REFORMAJohn Van Voorst asked for a liBURY THE DEAD
MENT; SAW VAULTS OF JEAN Lake Hamlin, seven miles north TORY; MRS. HEYNS WILL
LIEVE THAT INSPECTION
The farmers in the neighborhood our then party elections, both Recense to collectjunk by wagon,
of Ludington. The party caught
HARLOW AND MARIE
BE MATRON
publicans
and
Democrats
would
OF $2.00 PER PUMP IS UNof 'Drenthe have to go to low
100 blue gills together, and thev
while Guy Clark asked for a li- Park Board Says City Must Not
DRES8LER
ground for water for domestic pur- generally endorse him. For many
FAIR. PRIN8 CHAMPIONS
were dandies, but the whole 100
Garrett Heyns, former Superincense to put in a shooting gallery
Wait Longer
poses. and some must drive their years the large, old. weather-beatPUMPERS’ CAUSE
faded out when Howard Lillard tendent of the Christian Schools
at either 232 River Ave.. or 70 E.
stock for two miles to get to some en house was used as the fourth Visioned Alcatraz.National Prison
ward polling place. It was then on Island in San Francisco Ray caught three black speckled trout, of Holland, is already taking up
8th St. The matter was left to
A communication came from the water. The severe drought has
very rare fish in Michigan. One his work at the Ionia Reformatory,
The report of Aid. Oudemool,
dried up nearly all the wells and located at the ed«-o of a larer
trput weighed 1V4 pounds and the where he was appointed as Wardthe License Committee with pow- Park Board to the Common Counswamp— Eleventh Street was not
who was to look into the inspection
cisterns in thr.‘ locality.
cil last evening, which would indiThree junior high teachers.Miss two others weighed 1 pound each. en by Gov. Murphy. The position
yet— while Twelfth Street was onsystem of the police as this relates er to act.
•
•
»
cate that Holland is finding diffiThose who go fishingin the fu- tame as a surprise to Mr. Heyns
* • «
to gasoline pumps, brought in a
ly a winding sand road. In getting BeatriceVisser,Miss Joan Vander
culty to supply graves for those
ture. call on Howard for a special and surely was unsolicitod.
Representative Gerrit J. Dieketo the polling booth, voters had to Werf and Miss Jean Bosnian have
verdict that the $2.00 inspection
kind of bait with which to catch
Mr. Vander Heuvel asked to put who want them. It appears that ma this week opened a law officein
Bis family is still in Holland,
cross this bog through which Tan- just returned from a month’s trip
fee and the $10 charged to inspect
the black speckles.
in a gasoline pump at River Ave. the old Pilgrim Home Cemetery, es- Grand Rapid* at- No. 60 Monroe
out
West.
Miss
Doris
Brower,
who
but will leave between the 10th
nery
Creek
wound
its
wav.
There
the pumps when tbev were installtablished
when
Dr.
Van
Raalte
2nd St. Aid. Drinkwaterof
Street. He will, however, be in Holand the 16th of August, as soon
wasn’t even a walk in that va'ley accompanied thegi. is expected
ed should remain. This report and
the second ward was on his feet came here, is nearly filled and that land every Saturday at his old ofas they can get packed.Mrs. Heyns
on
Eleventh Street and those who home today. She remained to visit
brought a flare-upin the council,
instantly and objected, statingthat the old part of Fairlawn has also fice and attend to legal matters
STRANGE PLACE
will be the matron at this state
crossed made fallen logs stepping Miss Nella Mever. who is spendespecially from Aid. Prins who didthis was dangerous in that residen- been utilised largely for graves.
TO REAR A FAMILY institution, and her duties will be
here. He will retain his residence places in order to negotiate the ing the summer in Los Angeles at
n’t see that, after the inspection
Holland has olentv of room for here. His Grand Rapids partner
tial district. Aid. Bultman suggeslargely to entertainthe people who
swamp at this point. This valley the home of her sister. Mrs. W.
of $2.00 had once been made and a
ted that the matter be left to the cemeteries:in fact, it is ‘‘cemetery is Attorney Markey, Speaker of the
A pair of Indigo Bunting birds cojne In an bffleial (rapacity a«
was filled with fresh water springs Mills.
<10 fee had been made at instalpoor.”
A
long
time
ago
it
purchasZoning Board, and this was done.
House at Lansing. Note: — Mr, and no doubt is today. At one Miss Geraldine and Miss Adelaide chose the mail box of E. L Spring- guests.
lation, that there should be a coned several acres on East 16th St.. Diekema couldn't leave Holland for
Jacqueline Heyns. the daughter,
time the “Water Works'" drove Dvkhuizen were in the party dur- er at Fennvile for a nesting place.
tinuance of $2.00 inspections. If
beyond the Allegan track, and later
A large petition came from res- it acquired the Holland fair long. After a short period the of- down "ipc points to find out if ing the earlier part of the trip. In The cover stayed alightlv open and who has been attending Chriatian
this inspection of $2.00 can become
fices in Grand Rapids were disconthe birds have hatched four pretty High School in Holland,will enter
there was enough water at that Salt Lake Citv the six enjoyed a
a marathon,why not inspect all idents on 18th St. from Van Raal- grounds, which altogetherwould be
tinued and permanent law officesescomplete
tour
of
that
interesting little blue babies. Every precaution the public schools in Ionia. Roger
te
Ave.,
west,
asking
that
the
point
to
augment
the
sunnlv
of
the merchants,$2.00 for every scale
a cemeteryten times as large as tablished in Holland which 60 years
was taken by the Springers as well Hevns, who is a graduate from
Holland's spring water. Apparent- city which seems a piece of well
and ever^ measure. Mr. Prins con- street be treated to lav the dust. the nresent two cemeteries togethlater is the Diekema. Cross and
as the mail carrier for their protectended- He says it is about time The petitionpointed out that in er. The trouble is. up until now. Ten Cate law firm. Mr. Diekema. a ly these springs were never deve’- wrought civilizationin the midst of tion. It is said the male bird kept Holland ChristianHigh School,
will enter Calvin College. Grand
oped. This deep gullv. at least 60 desolation. Oddly enough, the group
th§t we give some of our people a dustv weather it was unbearable.
constant guard over the mall box. Rapids.
year later, was named Speaker of
feet deep at the bottom and 600 met Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell. Superbre&k, rather than load them down The committee on streets and
the House of Representatives at feet across, was filled in bv the intendent of Holland Public Schools
Mr. Heyns and his family will
cross walks wiil eo into the matwith taxes, fees and licenses.
WHILE WE ARE TALKING Lansing. His rise to fame is well late Warren Hanchett. manager of at the noon organ recitalin the YACHT BURNS
occupy a fine home near the Reter.
Aid. Kalkman stated he thought
known.
AT 8AUGATUCK formatory,maintained bv the state
CEMETERIES
the then old C. L. King Co. basket Mormon Taberacle.Thev had a
• • V
it was unfair to charge for pumps
• • •
at no expense to the Warden— no
factory
at Kollen Park, who did a short visit with the Fells who had
and not charge for scales. Either
The pleasure vacht Oak Open- rent, no coal and grocery bills, for
Aid. Ben Steffens stated that
toured Yellowstone and were on
The
thermometer
shows
98
in
the
lot
of
filling
in
of
lot*.
The
city
take it off the pumps and not tax through the good offices of Austin
Since this cemetery matter came
ings burned to the water's edge at the home is run In connectionwith
shade at J. O. Doesburg's Drug graded the street. There is only their wav to Colorado.
the scales, or tax both. Aid. StefA week after the six left Salt its dock at Saugatuck. It was own- this institution. IMr. Hevns also
Harrington the in-take at Kol- up. the Holland Citv News would Store on Main Street— no wonder one spot which shows this old rav
fens, who by the way, has a gasolike to suggest that Fairlawn
Lake City, thev were still combing ed bv J. Thompson. A gasolineex- has automobiles which are mainleu Park in the little cove had been
Cemetery be called Pilgrim Home farmers are suffering from the ine, and that is the sunken garden quantitiesof Morton's from their plosion was blamed.
line pump, stated it was entirely
cleaned up. This was clogged and
tained bv the state, and besides,
at the home of former Mayor. Nicofair to have the tax. He was not
Cemetery.
Both
cemeteries
are prac- drought.
• • •
receives a salary of $4,000 a year.
made sprinklingin the park diffihair.
demus
Bosch.
He
turned
the
low
tically
combined,
senarated
only
by
against it and it showed him when cult. Austin Harrington donated
At Yellowstone National Park,
Mrs. Hevns. as matron, receives
Here
is an introductionto the land into a beautiful landscape
he was giving too much gasoline, this work and was given a vote of a street. Pilgrim Home has great
11,000 a vear. So apparently the
ironing board. William Ver Beek, which should have been done with thev spent four glorious days stay Nellie
significance having to do with the
which was remedied after the in- thanks for his aid.
Heyns family of Holland will not
a new furniture man is selling a the entire stretch from 13th ing at the sumptuoushotels there
pilgrims who pioneered here and
spection. Everythingelse is inhave to fear “the big bad wolf"
new device, the Champion Ironing street to 10th street. The old. so- an admiring the diversified beauty
spected — milk, restaurants,
who selected this spot to burv their
at the door.
Table, which all good housekeepers called ‘‘TanneryCreek", is stall of the gjfat nark.
weights and measures, and why not
Aid. Huyser brought up a mat- first dead. It is the place where should have. Note: Today an ironAt Salt Lake the Dvkhuizen sisBefore going to Ionia. Mr. Heyns
there
only
it runs through culverts
pumps? He thought that an in- ter that 4th St. running through they also founded the first log ing board in the house is as imters again left the others and jourwas entertainedbv the Jeffersonian
and
is complete'v covered.The Mr
spection periodically would save a the old Ottawa Furniture Co. prop- church in which thev worshipped.
neyed home on the Royal Gorge
Cub, which gathering was largely
portant as "salt in the cellar."
Fairlawn Cemetery was not a William Ver Beek started this fur- Sipp spoken of had a wife who route taking the streamlinerfrom
gasolinepumper money in the end. erty. should not be sold should this
WOMAN FROM AFRICA WILL attended.
Some of the aldermen felt that if property be used for industrial Holland project, but was establish- niture store when he was let out was very efficient and for many Denver to Chicago.
The meeting was opened bv
years she was Holland Librarian.
BE ON BIG CHRISTIAN REthe pumps were given a “free bill" purposes,but it should be retained ed bv Holland Township. It was at
The rest of the party began a
prayer bv John Swete, who waa
of the Post Office by the late She served the citv for manv years
FORMED
CHURCH
MISSION
then eventually billiardhalls bv the citv. This street, in reality, the request of the Holland Town- Democratic President, Grover
tour of the Utah Parks from Cedar
prayer by John Swets. who waa
PROGRAM
would ask for an exemption, as runs West to Black Lake. Aid. ship officialsa few years ago that Cleveland, which was also fifty after her husband had parsed on. Citv. Enroute. thev viewed Cedar
aai^lnted Superintendent of the
The
library
was
then
located
in
well as kindred enterprises who Drinkwater pointed out that ac- Holland took over the cemeterv. the
Christian Schools In Holland to
years ago.
the Citv Hall on East 8th street- Breaks National Monument which
now pay a tax.
Arrangements for the second succeed Dr. Heyns. who resigned
cording to his recollections, when funds and all the assets and liais a vast amphitheatreanointed
t t •
now
Fire Station No. 2.
annual
mission
festival
of
the
bilities.
and
now
this
cemeterv
is
Another alderman stated that the street was closed many years
Grace Episcopal Church will hold
with all the colors of the spectrum.
this post to accept the governor’s
the police department does the in- ago. the factory owners paid the under the jurisdiction of the Hol- divine services in Hope College
They jemained long enough at Christian Reformed Churches of appointment, effective August 1.
land
Board.
spection. He says it is not infre- Citv of Holland $1.00 a year rent
Chapel Sunday morning and evenBrvce Canvon to see it in every Zeeland to be held next week WedResponsive speeches were made
Unless the name Fairlawnhas ing. The congregation feels very
quent that the pump goes a quart in order to show that the property
While riding to school Carl type of light. It is probably the nesday afternoonand evening, have by Charles E. Misner of Grand Hamore in a five-gallonlot. and if was retained bv the city even some significance, aside from just gratefulto the trustees of the col- Schermer, a teacher in Vriesland most astonishingblend of exquisite nearly been completed, although ven. a member of the Michigan
this is remediedthe service sta- though the street was closed. Both naming it, it would seem that both lege for their kindness in tender- school was run down by an auto- beauty and grotesque grandeur the definite program has not yet prison board, Mayor Henry Geertion could make that inspectionfee Aid. Huyser and Aid. Brouwer cemeteries should go under the ing them the use of the Chapel mobile. The buggy conveying ever produced bv the forces of ero- been arranged.
lings on behalf of the citizens of
stated that the industrial name “Pilgrim Home.” Whether gratis. Note: This was made Schermer was overturned and the sion. Leaving Bryce Canyon, they The various mission fields in Holland.Judge Fred T. Miles of
within a few hours.
committee should be contacted be- this could be done legally, of course, necessary because Grace Episcopal teacher thrown into a ditch. One were taken bv buses through the which these churches are directly the Ottawa and Allegan circuit
Aid. Oudemool pointed out that
interestedwill be represented on court. Vincent Martino of Grand
is one of the considerations, but it
the service stations received the fore it was too late, and the prop- seems superfluous to have two church was partiallyburned. It of the bones in his hand was brok- stately Kaibab forest in which they
erty be sold before this committee
was then locatedon the southwest en and he sustained other minor saw wild anirpalsin their native this occasion, through speakers Rapids, a member of the United
greatest benefitfrom our ten-day
was aware of it. Mayor Geerlings names for our cemeteries, which corner of Pine ave. and 11th st., injuries.The buggy was completely state. The painted desert, the home who have already been secured States department of justice at
Tulip Festival, where the city conadjoin.
for this program.
now the site of the Hadden home. wrecked.
of the Navajo Indians, and the prisWashington. D. C.. and Joseph C.
tributesliberally and they should also thought it was wise to confer
The churches participating in Rhea of Holland.
with
this committee, and that is
The
Chanel
at
Hope
college
spoken
matic
plains
extended
in
the
disbe “tickled”to pay back the citv
this festival are the three Zeegoing to be done.
of was located on the site of the
tance.
He and Mra. Hevns were also
in the form of inspectionfees. He
• • »
none of this area has been improv- Carnegie Gymnasium. It was a
Because thev remained at Grand land organizations, the First Chris- honored by the consistoryof the
stated that service station men had
tian
Reformed
Church,
the
North
An
Ottawa
County
farmer
deCanyon for a day and a half, the
Ninth Street Christian Reformed
fifty-two Sundays a year over and
The matter came up that Colum- ed. but a start has been made to long wooden structure, boarded up
Street Christian Reformed church,
above any other merchant with bia Ave. and 16th St. was a dan- the west of the present Fairlawn and down and had a gallery around clares that gince he began taking group was able to thoroughly ab- and the Third Chriatian Reformed Church, when they with their wivthe entire interior except over the
es. entertainedin behalf of the descales, who are closed on Sunday, gerous crossing and should be prop- Cemetery, but this has not gone so
a certain patent medicine he can sorb its vast magnificence. John church,all of Zeeland.
parting couple. About thirty atand besides,thev received direct erly marked with “Slow” signs, far that plots have been laid out speaking platform. It was heated plow all day and eat everything. Muir has said of Grand Canyon:
Rev. J. R. Kamos of Rehoboth.
and made available. Considering by two Targe Round Oak stoves.
“It was a gigantic statement for
tended the affair, which was held
benefit from all the holidays,and or a blinkerlight should be estab• • •
After plowing all day a man should even nature to make in a single New Mexico Mission, will present at the Heyns’ home.
surely thev should not "hicker" lished. The matter was referred that the present cemeterv area is
the
cause
of
the
Indians,
describample for nearly one hundred years,
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO be able to eat everything,including word of stone." On the wav to Zion
The Rev. N. J. Monsma. pastor
oyer a $2.00 tax. (Some of the ser- to the Police Board.
ing some of the experienceshe has
the unimprovedcemeterv area is
TODAY
of the church, spoke briefly,and
* • •
vice men, of course, do not open
the plow, without the help of mere thev traveled through the longest
•
•
•
met
in
his
work
over
a
period
of
ample for at least five hundred
tunnel in the world — over a mile in
presented Dr. Hevns with a pen
their stations on Sunday for remedicine.
about ten vears in that field. Mr.
Att. Daniel Ten Cate, in behalf future years, if Holland’s growth
length.
and pencil set from the group. Dr.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ligious reasons.)
of the Knickerbocker Society of continued as it is.
Zion Canvon. a stupendous red Kqjnps is a native of Drenthe and Heyns responded. Refreshment*
Eilander of Holland Township,a
Aid. Brouwer closed the argu- Hope College, who have rented the
immediatelyafter his graduation were served by a committee comBe that as it mav. the Board of son.
and white gorge is truly the most
ment by stating that these fees old Hospital property, the former Parks and Cemeteries, composed
Mrs. L. M. Thurber, who has romantic for there the lodge is at from Calvin Seminary spent one posed of Mr. and Mrs. John Wag•
•
*
were necessary under the ordin- Dr. Kremers home on Central Ave. of Chairman Ben Brower. Cecil
conducted the Ottawa County the base and people, look up at its year in the mission work in China, enveld,Mr. and Mrs. William Van
Ben Nash, manager of the Holance and the budget earlv in the and 12th St., asked that certain Huntley. George Moomey, Herman
and then in 1927 went to Rehoboth
Buildingand Ix>an Associationvery
colorful walls.
Liere, Mr. and Mrs. James Muusse,
year was made out accordingly.He rooms be decorated and certain re- De Neut, and GilbertVande Water, land Independents,has just signed successfullyfor nearly 35 years,
where he has done mission work
To
thoroughly
appreciate
each
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Slenk.
suggested that matters "ride pairs made. He stated that the so- asked that this improvementof our up the Western Bloomer Girls for has resigned and the place will be
since.
canyon, it is necessary to see the
Naturally,Holland is pleased at
along” as has been the case until ciety would be willing to do this cemeteries be given earnest consid- a game on the 19th Street grounds. filledby Wm. Brusse, former local
Mrs. Edgar Smith of the Sudan
the new budget is arranged next work at a very reasonable figure eration. The interesting and en- The Holland lineup is Steffens, p.; clothierand at one time mayor. others. They are all entirelydif- Mission in Africa, now home on a the recognitiongiven both Mr. and
Mrs, Heyns. If the influencethey
spring, and in the meantime the through decorator Dinkeloo, pro- lightening communication,signed Mersman.IB.; Sirrine. p.; C. Smith. Note:— Mr. Brusee conducted the ferent.
At Los Angeles the group spent furlough,will address the audience brought to bear on young folk in
matter could be gone into thor- vided three months rent at $40 a by Ben Brower, chairman of the 2B.; G. Smith. 3B.; Vick. C; Ens- affairs of the Airaociation successon her work in the Sudan. Mrs.
oughly to find out the justice or month be set aside for that pur- Park Board, is conveyed in part as trom, cf.; Nash, ss.; Gilmore, If.; fully for nearly 10 years, when some time with Miss Nella Mever. Smith will be better known here as attainingtheir education will also
They attended the Chinese Theatre
be as potent on the wrong-doers
Dronkers. rf.
injustice of such a tax.
pose. There was considerabledis- follows:
John H. Post took over the duties. in Hollywood, ate at the Brown former Miss Nellie Breen, daughter at the Ionia RcformiVtory. thi$
This brought the matter to _ cussion relative to this building.
of Mr. and Mrs. John Breen. 246
Mr.
Post
is now on the staff of the
Derbv and through the kindness of
state institutionwill be a long
Johnny Boersma of Hamilton
vote and Aid. Brouwer’s proposal Aid. Drinkwater, Chairman of the
West 16tb St., this citv. and forYour Board of Parks and Cem- siiffered painful injuries to his Holland post office and Ernest Mr. W. Mills were admitted to Forttay? ahead, as will society. You
carried. Those voting against it Building Committee,stating that
mer
teacher
in
the
Zeeland
ChrisHartman,formerly on the Holland
mav be assured that both Mr. and
were Aid. Prins. Kleis, and Drink- this old hospitalwas costing alto- eteries. has for severalyears past, right foot which occurredin a most high faculty,is today in charge. est Lawn Cemetety and were al- tian Schools.
Mrs. Hevns will do their level best.
water. Those voting for it were gether too much money for repairs been confronted with the problem unusual manner. The father was Mrs. Thurber was a splendid wo- lowed to see the unique and inspirDr. lignrv Beets, director of mising reproduction in stained glass
pertaining to the development of driving his automobile and it went
That an honest effort will be made
Alii Kalkman,Oudemool. Brouwer, and upkeep compared to the revsions since 1920. has consented to
man,
loved
by
everyone.
There
was
window of Leonardo da Vinci's
is assured.
the so-calledFairlawn Cemeterv. into a hole, throwing the bov out.
.
, , .
Steffens,Damson, Bultman, Huy- enues derived. Aid. Bultman stataddress the audience on missions
You are well aware of the need and the boy’s foot got caught be- a>80 a tragic period ^nh^Jife be- “The Last Supper."
ser and Smith. Aid. Vogelsang ed that it is deplorable the way
in
general,
speakine
in
the
Holland
fore she came to Holland many
TWO FATHER-PASTORS
The personal guide pointed out
was not present since he is “laid this place was run down. Even the of making at least some advance- tween the chain and the gearing. years ago. It appears that her
language.
MARRY THEIR
up” at his home as the result of sun parlor needed a lot of repairs ment for preparationpertainingto His toes were badly mangled. Note: husband, a very fine man, was a tax the vaults of Jean Harlow. Irving
At the evening session Rev. Sam
Thalberg and Marie Dressier.Imthis duty.
SON AND DAUGHTER
—motor cars of today do not have
an accident
to keep it fit. It is understood that
collectorin Michigan, and while posing statuary graces the walls Dykstra, who is home on furlough
From time to time we have been, such parts uncovered.
from the China mission field, will
an inventory is to be taken as to and are confronted,bv the citizens
• • •
Before a background of green folmaking his rounds a wealthy tax throughout.
STREETS DESIGNATED FOR what the needs will be and then of our city, asking the question, A bicyle was stolen from the delinquentwhen he was approached The Wee Kirk of the Heather and speak on his work there. Mr. Dyk- iage and flowers bordering the spacompetitive bids will be asked on “When are we able to obtain lots
for taxes became so irate that he The Little Church of the Flowers, stra has spent most of his time in cious lawn of the parsonage of Dr.
ANGLE AND PARALLEL
shop of Bishop and Alofs Memorthe China mission field at Jukao, and Mrs. Van Peursem. Arloa May
the work.
in
Fairlawn
Cemetery;”
and
just- ial Day. Holland police did quick shot and killed Mr. Thurber while add to the reminiscent loveliness
PARKING
Ku. China, since 1924.
Van Peursem of Zeeland and James
in
this
angry
state.
The
man.
in
• • •
ly so, for you are all well aware of work, traced the wheel to Saugaof the Cemeterv. Forest Lawn is
Rev. Edgar Smith, of England,
George Damson, who takes a the necessityfor the development. tuck, and it has been returned to realitv, first shot and killed the certainlya ''lace of happiness and who is in Holland at the home of W. Tysse formerly of Holland now
of Chicago.II!.. were married WedThe common council concurred deep^interest in playgrounds,young For the last few years we have the owner. Note: The bicyle shop sheriff and when Mr. Thurber in- not at all indicative of sorrow.
wife's parents, during his labor- nesday afternoon at 6:30 o’clock.
A trip to Catalina Island was his
in the new regulations relativeto folk, and bands, told the council improvedthe east end of the Pil- is still at the old stand on the south terferredhe, too. was shot. He was
ing in the Sudan, now on furlough,
angle parking and also favored members how gratifyingit was to grim Home Cemeterv until we are west comer of 9th st., and River sent to prison for life. After serv- enjoyed before the party went on will also tell of his experiences The couple was united in marriage
by Rev. Van Peursem. the father,
ing
several
vearg
he
was
given
a
now
at
the
very
edge,
and
the
lots
to
Yosemite
Valiev.
They
discovflares being put in where streets go to the band concert and see the
ave., but is now conducted bv Mr.
there.
who gave the bride away. The parare dangerous. The recommenda- wonderful efforts of our American that are still left are fast being Raffenaud and has been for a parole and fled to Africa, where ered the latter to be a fairylandof
Later in the evening motion pic- ent of the bride was assisted by
in all probably he died, since this beauty with its manv graceful
ijops of the police board and ap- Legion Band. He stated that those taken up; and in some instances number of years.
tures of the Indian mission field Rev. (I. Tysse. of Holland, the fa• • •
tragedy is more than fifty vears falls, its majestic walls of pure
proved bv the common council are who had not gone were missing citizens have bought lots in Pilwill be shown by Mr. Feringa of ther of the groom.
as follows:—
Seven local Knights Templars ago. It was after the death of her granite and the earth's oldest and Grand Rapids.
something. He said that many grim Home Cemetery with the unThe ceremonywas performed in
husband
that
Mrs.
Thurber
came
derstanding
that
if.
and
when,
tallest
trees,
the
redwoods.
are attending the Masonic state
1. On the south side of 8th St. strangers and resortersmade it a
Besides the speaking, there will
, . the presence of sixtv guests and
San Francisco was the last stop
point to attend these band concerts Fairlawn Cemetery is developed, encampment at Detroit. Those to Holland. Mrs. Thurber.
from River to Columbia Aves.
wedding music was played on
when she left Holland, went to the and the four spent a few delightful be several other numbers on the
2. On the north side of 8th SL in Kollen Park. He showed how thev desire the privilege of trans- who attended are John "R. Scholprogram.^The Drenthe band^ con- the vio|in and Diano by Mr Monte
ferring to the new place. This to ten, H. P. Burkholder, Henry Kra- PhilippineIslands, where her days in that quaint city. A comthis
large
crowd
made
the
park
an
from Rjver to College Aves.
daughter was teaching. She later plete tour of the citv revealed its sisting of forty pieces will give a Emons and Mr. Gerard Hanchett
8. Vertical parking on Central amphitheatre,fillingthe terraceto us has only one meaning, we are ker, Dr. Ludwik Thiele, Frank
concert in the evening for one of Holland.
went to Californiawith her daugh- fascination.
compelled,
to
buy
what
we
can
get,
Congleton,
Dr.
C.
F.
Sherman,
Ave. adjacent to the Holland State the band stand. He stressed the
hour, from 6:30 to 7:30 o’clock.
The bride chose a redingote
ter,
where
she
passed
away
a
few
The
Oakland
and
Golden
Gate
not
what
we
would
like
to
have.
and Ed Van Tak.
Bank and Salvation Army proper- point that Holland should begin to
Other musical numbers will be gown of pink silk net over pink
It is only a few weeks ago that
vears ago and there is where she bridges are naturally the newest
think of giving this worthwhile
ties.
given bv the Robed Choir and the satin in which she looked charmattractions.For five cents toll, the
4. Vertical parking on College band a band shell, which they have a reputable and influential citizen, FIFTEEN YEARS *AGO TODAY found her last resting place. Mrs.
Junior Choir of the First Christian ing. She wore a face veil and car• * •
group
walked
over
the
powerful
Thurber
was
an
ardent
church
a
business
man
on
one
of
our
main
Ave. adjacent to the John Arends- been longing for and which they
Reformed Church; by a male quarhave asked for so often. He did streets, came and asked if he could Jacob Lokker, of the Lokker- worker and also took a deen inter- Golden Gate Bridge and looked out tet and the LaMar family of North ried a bouquet of white roses and
horat property.
Swainsonia.
into
the
Pacific.
It
seemed
to
them
buy
a
lot
in
Fairlawn.
with
permaest
in
our
local
women's
clubs.
She
Rutgers Clothing Co., is building
6. Vertical parking on 9th St. not demand action at this meeting.
Street Christian Reformed Church,
Miss June Van Peursem, sister
was the -secretaryof the Centurv that thev were only a stone's and a mixed quartet of the Third
adjacent to The Netherlands Hotel. bu$ wanted to have some progress nent upkeep. He further stated that a $9,000 home on the old George
of the bride, was her maid of
made, and the aldermenappeared he wished to be loyal to the City of Sipp property on West 12th Street. Club for vears. Mr. Roy Stevenson, throw from Alcatraz Island on ChristianReformed Church.
honor. She looked becoming in a
which A1 Capone is imprisoned.
Holland, and was interestedin its Note:— “Jake" still lives in that local optometrist,is her brother.
to be in a very receptivemood.
It is anticipated that a large
gown of peach moussoline de soi.
On the trains in which the party
Parks and Cemeteries,and in beau- fine home. The site is rather hisMrs. Minnie Rietsma,70, died
audience will be in attendance and She carried a bouquet of garden
travelledoccasionallya conductor
tifying the same, and preferred toric. The old Sipp house torn
Wednesday night at the home of
all those interestedare invited.
While we are speaking of the to buy ip Fairlawn. but if it was down to make room for the new
flowers.
would sav, “It’s 110 degrees outh|r daughter. Mrs. Joe Geerds, 674
It is expected that a large numband.
Aid. Frank Smith, who made impossibleto furnish him with this
Dr.
Bruno
Meinecke,
head
of
the
The best man was Gilbert J.
side now,” and all the passengers
Lawndale court, following a lingLokker home, looked much like an
ber from Holland will attend.Mrs.
ering illness. She was a member a complaint a few weeks ago that necessityhe would be compelled to old fortress. The house stood long department of Latin at Hope col- would smile while they enjoyed the Nellie Breen Smith has many Plasman of Zeeland,friend of the
of ProspectPark Christian Re- several of the people in the crowd go elsewhere.This is only one before the fire of '71, in fact, lege, has resignedand has accepted deliciouscoolness of the air con- friends in this city who will be groom.
A reception was held on the
ditioning.
formed church. Surviving are five were disrespectful and made noises instance among the many.
it was one of the dwellings
to hear her give a review
so the vast majority could not lislawn following the ceremony and
Two or three of our members that escaped the flames 67 a positionas Latin instructorat Before the four departed, thev pleased
children, Simon of Grand Rapids,
of
her
work
in
Africa
and
also
to
Mrs. Geerda of Holland, John of ten to the band, stated that now. were asked to attend your budget years ago. 1 The (house was Carleton college, Northfield, Minn. all agreed that the line. "Out where meet and hear the discourse on the Misses Agnes Wolters, Eleanor
Pvle. Bettv Plasman.Eleanor D«
the hand clasp’s a little stronger"
Holland, Mrs. Jane Davis of Char- since the common council passed meeting last year, and we made a built by George Sipp. who for Meinecke came to Hope in 1916.
African Missions bv Rev. Smith.
Vries. Nella Pyle, and Bertha Mae
is true of the great west.
lotte and Mrs. J. Tuthill of Grand the resolution, there is no noise; plea for this project and were inWestenbroekassisted..
o
Rapids, and a sister. Mrs. C. Ver and director Heeter complimentedformed that nothing could be done.
JusticeGalien arose Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Tvsse left on a
It will not be long before we will ACCIDENTS NUMEROUS
Hulst of Drenthe. Funeral services the gathering.for being so attenBertal Slagh, Ottawa County morning to find that his goats had
ing her fall to the pavement. She
will be held Saturdayat 2 p. m. tixp and so quiet The noise for- be confronted with the fact that
Chairman
of
Young
Democratic been marked by the officers of the short wedding trip to Chicago afwas
rushed
to
the
Grand
Rapids
IN ALLENDALE FAMILY
from the Geerds home. The Rev. merly brought interruptionsin the we will have no more place to
hospital where it was found that clubs was notified Wednesday, by night police cruising car for over- ter which thev will vacationat Eureka Beach on Lake Michigan, near
L Van Laar will officiateand bur- middle of the olaying of selections bury the dead. I believe that the
she sustained a double skull frac- Clifford Montague, chairman cf night parking in violationof the
and Mr. Heeter had to ask for Council has enough civic pride so
Anna Mae Lemmen, three and a ture besidesdeep scalp lacerations the fifth district, that a district city’s new traffic ordinance. It Holland. They will be at home
ial will be in Fairlawncemetery.
quiet
-•
after >a«rust 20 at 46 E. 110th
that It will not become necessary half year old daughter of Mr. and and bruisesabout her entire body. meeting has been arranged for SatFriends mav view the body at the
was reported that the officers Place, Chicago. Illinois.
• * *
to inform our dtixens that they Mrs. Gerrit Lemmen of Allendale,A sister of Anna Mae* Nettie Jane urday at 8 p. m. In the Pantlind
Nibbelink-Notier chapel tomorrow
found the goats “parked" in the
Rev. Van Peursem is a former
from 2 to 6 p.<m. and from 7 to
Aid. Kalkman couldn'thelp but will have to go elsewhere with this ii recoveringin Buttenrorth hoepi- died some time ago when she met Hotel in Grand Rapids. The pur- street hear Justice Galien’s home
9 p.
/
get into that Tannery iproperty1 necessity—w« are not m a k i n g a t»l in Grand Rapids from painful with an accident as she attempted pose of the meeting wiil be to se- after the 2 a.m. deadlinewith a re- Holland pastor at Trinity Church
again when a band shell was men- plea for a luxury,but for a dire injuries sustained to an ateident to climb through a window in h«r lect delegates to the national sult, that the goats’ horns were and is now in charge of the First
Reformed Church at Zeeland. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Vande Lay- tioned. He wanted to buy the Tan- necessity.
during the past week when she fell house in the absence of the family. Ypqng Democratic clubs at Indianproperly decorated with police Tysse lives in Holland at 88 E. 18th
tee
from the motorcar operated by her Her neck was broken as the win- apolis August 19 to 21. Mr. Slagh
ter of Holland and Mr. and Mrs. nery site right away for a band
stickera. Galien is seriously con- St
«
Clyde Bottles of Zeeland were stand and other civic improve- Mr. Brouwer’s plea and that of father while the family wert on the dow caught her when it unexpect- urges all young. Democrats to at- sideringa suggestion to trade his
-0
highway
going
to a relative in edly came down.
Showboat visitors Wednesday nite ments.
'
the P»rk Board was given careful
goats for the mountaintype specLeon Moodye general director of
at Lowell
--o ..... .
Coopersville. After reaching a point
• • er
ies. It was felt, in suggesting the this city'e playgrounds, will acattention, when read by City Clerk
about a mile from homa the girl
The families of B. Schuitema, Jeanette Gebben. Laurine Syb- tradingof the goats for the moun- cept furtherentries in the younger
Aid.. Kleis proposed the opening Oecar Peterson,and the whole mat- attempted to close a rear window
be&ma,
Simon
Svbesma
and
Jim
ElMel Mouw filed an applicationof 12th St between Lincoln and ter was referred to the Ways and
Mr. and Mrs. W. Schuitema. Mr.
tain type species that the new girls' jacks tournament only if they
with City Clerk Oscar Peterson Fairbanks Ave. This street is well Mean* Committee, and it is honed and evidently opened the door, caus- and Mra. A1 Schuitema of Holland. hart spent Wednesday in Chicago, species could thus climb into nearare presentedby Monday. SeventyWednesdayin the city hall for built up. hut ha« not been extend- that before long the necessary
Mr. and Mra. James Schuitema taking in the ball game and other by trees, for the night and not vio- two girh have already entered tha
permission to erect a new home at ed from Lincoln Ave., East There fandB wiU be available to take care necessary to make a start on these of Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. E. Fish alpce* «f
late the. citv ordinance thua plac tournament in the Washington,
22 West Third St, at an estimated is a dwelling to the middle of the the needs of the Park and Ceme- improvements, and surely the re- of Grand Rapids and Miss Edna
ing Justice Galien liable to a fine, Longfellow. Van Raalte and Lincoet of- $600. The home will be
Mrs. J. Vander Schel of West should it be found that goats come
tery Board. It is apparent that quest of the Park and Cemetery Plagenhoef of Holland enjoyed an
coln school playground divisions,
26 .by 28 feet of frame construclota are not available when they Board should be given moet ear- Dating at Tunnel Park Tuesday lltb 81 is confined to her home under the jurisdictionof the or- accordingto Mrs. Edward Donivan,
(Continued on Fife Four)
tion and with an asphalt roof.
with
illness.
evening.
dinance.
are not improved, and money if nut and favorable consideration.
who is in chairge of the
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Premium on Manners

(btabUahed 1872)
82 W. 8th St
Holland,Michigan

In recognition of their good manners, 444 Boston school children
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AAA A

POLICE AND FIRE BOARD
ONE FEATURE
HAMILTON PREPARING FOR ELIMINATE
IN RULES
A A A A A
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A A A

A

LABOR DAY; LARGE COMMIT-

Vvvf

LOCAL NEWS
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f

ivvvvvVvvvvVVvf f
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SHOP

BILL’S TIRE

FREE

group of nine boys and girls

of Trinity Reformad church »re
WM. VALKEMA, Prop.
At a meeting of the Holland PoSand for the hauling.
and Fire Commissionen held at Waldenwoods this week attendGeneral
Deko Batteries
The next regular meeting of the
ing a conference sponsored by the
jiK^hti at Mm*. Mkk.. oUar tha act
in the City Hall. Cornelius HuiiPoat
will
be
held
on
Wednesday,
Youth
Fellowship
movement.
The
Federal
Co.
Road
Service
Telephone
2729
af CMcnaa. Hank ti*. im.
the awards were based not only
enga presided, and the rule that
group includes Carol Jane Bos, Ausuat 26th, at Port Sheldon. A«
was
objectionable
to
the
common
Vulcanizing 50 W. 8th St
- - - 2020 on courtesy and good manners, but The annual Labor Day meeting
Office
Holland
Doris Mae Bos, Eleanor Dalman, before, supper will be served at
Used Urea— AU Size*— Real Buys
on honesty, friendliness and good was held in the auditorium last counciland voted down, was gone Norma Rutgfrs, Patty Haskins, 60c per plate at 7:00 o’clock. There
into by the Board, and it was unanMonday evening,with a large imously decided to eliminate rule PhyllisOverway. Joan De Kraker, will be soft ball games, horse shoes TVTTVtVV WVVVVVVVVTT VTVT
Gentlemen! The Gad^eteers! character.
It is nice to know that manner- crowd in attendance. The meeting
Donald De Fouw and Roger Stroop. and swimming. TjiU meeting will
four of Chief Blom’s regulations
ly children are being rewarded. But
fall on our regular meeting night
was
called
to order by the nresident. embracingthat feature where the
Lovely woman haa lately taken it is a commentary on our civilizaand all members are urged to be
Mrs.
Henry
Van
Noord
is
in
a
drivers of the fire departmentare
present.Cars will leave the corner
to wearing all manner of slacks, tion when, by implication,good John_ Brink, Jr. It was decided to
favorable
condition
in
Holland
to make fire inspectionsas desigHolland’s
shorts and jackets, from coveralls manners are the exception rather have the annual celebrationtake nated by Chief Blom. It is under- hospital following an emergency of 8th St and River Ave. any time
than the rule, and when a public place at the community grounds on
appendectomy Sunday afternoon. until 6:30 p. m.• • •
Busiest
patterned in color and style after
stood
that
this
rule
does
not
conschool is the place where they are M-40 south of the auditorium,inBefore
her
recent marriage she
form
with
a
city
ordinance,
where
Drug Store
garage mechanic's working encouraged.
Anticipationis not always more
stead of Sals’ woods as in provious
was Miss Esther Bade.
The qualities which this Boston years. Officers for the vear 1937 it says that fire inspection work
than
realization.
Commander
Van
clothes to the canvas “beer
• • •
"Holland's Price Maker"
must be done by the fire chief, the
president,John Brink, Jr.;
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Verhoeks Tongeren entertainedthe winners
jackets"once sacred to the seniors school recognizes in the children
are those which contributelargely vice president. Herman Nvhoff; fire commissioners and the city in- announce the marriage of their of last year’s membership campaign
Phone
Corner River and
Holland
of an Eastern college for men.
to pleasant and profitableliving. secretary.Bernard Voorhorst; spector. and not bv the drivers. daughter. Doris, to William Demp- at a supper at his summer home
Further evidenceof her maraud- Good manners, courtesyand' frienid- treasurer. Rav Maatman; trustees, CommissionerJohn Donnelly made
sey of Fremont. Mr. Dempsey is on Lake Michigan. A horse shoe
35c
Pt.
ing nature came to light at the liness, are not frills. They are E. A. Dangremond and John Haak- a motion that this rule be defeated section foreman at West Olive- tournament was staged on the
5-Ib. Bag
so
there
will
be
no
rule
contrary
beach before supper and cards after
Peterman’s
MILK OF
National InventorsCongress in fundamentals.They are an expres- ma.
Grand Haven Tribune.
EPSOM
SALTS
to our city laws.
• • •
supper. And the supper itself put
sion of the Golden Rule and a
The committees for the coming Chief Blom. when questioned
Discovery
New York, where is was announced practical demonstrationof the simMAGNESIA
anv
Armistice
Banquet
in
the
back16c
A party was held at the Henry
celebrationare as follows:—
said that although he had studied
14c
that more than 11 per cent of the ple art of being kind which, as
21c
C. Steketee cottage at Tennessee ground.
» • •
Nominating
committee—
H.
J. the ordinance,he did not know that
new inventions have been developed another has observed, is what the
Beach
last
week,
before
moving
inLampen; John Brink. Sr.; Henry his regulations,rule number four,
70c
The Holland American Legion
by women. Most of these, as might old world needs.
$1.00
Kempkers; Wm. Ten Brink; Basil would conflict in any wav with the to town Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. band presented a concert.Thurs100 5-grain
KRU8CHEN
be expected, have to do with the
| Kibbv.
ordinance.When thia was evident, Willis Diekema and family are now day afternoon,at the United States
I RON IZ ED
ASPIRIN
YANDER SLl’LS STARTS SI NSALTS
all agreed to abide by the city at- occupying the cottage. Present at
concerns of women— such as a
YEAST
Cashiers—
Ray
Maatman;
H.
J.
Coast Guard fete, in Grand HavDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION
the
Steketee
party
were
Mr.
and
torney’s interpretationof Section
He
42c
63c
Lampen;
John
Elzinga.
en.
which
closed
there
Thursday
“magic powder puff," a hot water
CHORt'S
17, Ordinance 16. as this relates to Mrs. Milo De Vries. Mr. and Mrs.
bottle beauty mask, a device for
Program committee — G e o r g e fire inspection.
John Olert. Mr. and Mrs. M. Pelle- night after a three-day program.
Harold Karsten is presidentof the
PECK’S
winding yam and one for making
The music at the Ottawa County ^rnaQat:.
Chief Bom stated,in an inter- grom, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Notier. band.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal VanDvke, all of
Sunday
to
be
^.ev•
^.?n
1
Kerkhof;
School
convention
to
view,
that
this
inspection
would
artfleial dimples.
o
Rev.
Scherpemsse;
Bernard
Voornever have been a burden to any of Holland and Jack and Fred Gelders
A woman who spoke at the con- held Oct. 5 and f> at Memorial horst.
NEW GRONINGEN SCHOOL
Chapel will be one of the outstandthe drivers. In the first place, the of Grand Rapids.
HOLDS PICNIC
gress, which discusses invention ing events. Mr. Vander Sluia has
Advertising committee— C. F. inspectionis not long enough — only
Pint
and patent rights, said that she and already enlisted 150 of the leading Billings; Jacob Eding; Henrv Boer- a few hours; and it is not at freQuart
A surprise shower w a s given The reunion of the New Gronand her sisters do not want to voices of Hqjland to give several ieter; Roy Siple; Peter Van .Swe- quent intervals, and is largely a Friday evening for Miss Florence ingen school is scheduled to be
Thick
Malted
Milks
15c—
Thickest
in
Town!
den: Andrew Lubbers.
matter of becoming acquainted with Essenburg bv her mother. Mrs.
be called }‘nut" inventors.They numbers on Wednesday evening.
held on Thursday.August 12, in
Grounds committee— John Joost- places in the city where there are Henry Essenburg. and Mrs. Jack
The Melody Men of Zeeland, a chorwant to J* in a class by themselves, us of 20 voices will sing on Tues- eberens; Tony Elenbaas; Henry fire hazards. He felt that firemen, Essenburg.at the home of the the Lawrence St. Park. Zeeland.
25c
$1.00
10c
The activities of this year's reas "gadgeteers,"a remark which day evening. This will be 50 years Nevenzel; Martin Nevenzel;Ed. drivers and everyone connected former. The marriage of Miss EsCUTICURA
ANTI-COLIC
j
n
l
ii .
union
has
been
somewhat
changed
ADLERIK
A
classifies
the
fruit
of
rlaaaifUs tho
nf their brains | since the organizationcl the Ot- Boerigter;George Sale.
with the fire department should be- Benbunr and Bob Donma w.II tako
the oro|[rIm wi|, ^ eiven
NIPPLES
OINTMENT
and annouces the advent of a new taw a County S. S. Association. Mr.
Purchasing and Auditing— E. A. come acquainted with certain con- place in Grand Rapids on August
64c
promptly
at
two
o’clock in the
4c
17c
school of special iats.
Dangremond; Henrv Schutmaat; ditions as a nrecautionarvmeasbre 20. Games were enjoyed during
Geo. Schuilingis the president.
afternoon, with music, dialogue,
Henrv Nyenhuis; Mrs. Donald should fire start in hazardous plac- the evening with priws being a- and
^speaker':
Complete
Slighter;Ted Harmsen.
es. He stated that in Holland we warded to Mrs. H. L^ Stratton and Thjs wil, ^ followed
by
60c
U-40 — IOcc
followed by a visStands— John Brink. Sr.; Hen- were doing no more than is being Mrs. Russell Essenburg.A twoLUNCH
INSULIN
iting hour in which old acquaintMEADS
rv Van Doornik:Rav Maatman; done in every city of anv size. He course luncheon was served.
Lilly-Stearns
ances will be renewed. Supper at
KIT
PA BLUM
James Busscher; Harm Kuite; Don- didn't argue the question further,
Muiford
5:00 o’clock.
ald Dangremond; Henrv Drenten: but stated that he would abide bv
34c
$1.09
$1.13
After
supper
a
program
of
sports
Mrs. Gordon Van Eenenaam.
John H. Volkers; Henrv Wedeven; the ordinance and bv the request of
wife of former state senator of this has been arranged, to be followed
Joe Lugten.
the Board.
by another program of entertainPop Stand— Henrv Van DoorThe Board deferred action in re- district,entertaineda group of rel- ment.
nik; Marvin Bush; Donald Klein; gard to making West 8th St. from atives at a luncheon Friday at her
The evening program
summer
uiiiivi iiuiiic
home on Lake .vi
Michigan
ii iii)' an on
- — ---- has
--- been
----®88888888888888888888838»s8888888S|
Floyd Kaper: Ted Joosteberens; River Ave., west to Lake St., a ou
Benj. Eding; Henrv Kemnkers. Jr.; through street as recently recom- the scenic drive, north of Muske- arranged to allow for those who
find
it
impossible
to
attend
durgon. Those attending the affair
Julius Kempkers; Fred Mason; Gor- mended bv the common council.
ing the afternoon to meet their old
don Veen; C. J. Billings; Benj. NyChief Van Ry. who was present, were Mrs. William Vander Hart.
friendsand enjoy the reunion with
kamp; Charles Newcombe; Richard stated that the new traffic ordin- Miss MargaretVander Hart, Mrs.
them.
Elenbaas; Ed Tellman; Ed Schro- ance. now effective,repealed the old Jacob Haan, Mrs. Rav Van Dyke.
o
tenboer; Henry Oldebakker; Law- ordinance and that under the new Mrs. Howard Sweet. Mrs. A. W.
ilinl M 1mm4 dam

Hatttr at tka

have each been given an award of
$6. The school principal said that

TEE IS APPOINTED
vvvvtTvtyyTTTyyfVfvVv
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Only two more days

Mez
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SALE
HURRY FOR BARGAINS

— Remember,

Week

Friday,

Saturday and Saturday Night

For Exceptional Bargains
Visit

DU

MEZ BROTHERS

I

31-33 East 8th St.

One

of the

Holland

NEW FALL DESIGNS

Bedroom

-

-

BLUE TAG

Saturday Night

13c Fresh ICE

Suites
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rence Lohman.
ordinance a through street could Warnshuis,Mrs. H. D. Hofmeyer
HOLDS MEETING TODAY
Striking Machine— Henrv Boer- not be created unless the Police of Grand ffcipids and her house
igter; Gilbert Lugten; Jake Date- Board or common council should guest. Miss Anne Tysseling of PelThe Zeeland Garden Club will
ma; Geo. Lampen; Gerrit Van pdJSIXd AOUOjJJdUidUB *Bq} dJB[0dp la. la.. Mrs. H. P. De Pree. Mrs.
Dyke; Herman Kalmink: George which demanded a through street. Henrv De Pree. Mrs. W. J. Van hold its next meeting this Friday
H. Oetman; Harvev Folkert; Mar- It was contended bv the commis- Kersen, Miss Helene Van Kersen. afternoon. Aug. 6th. at the home
vin Etterbeek.
sioners that such an emergency Mrs. Edward De Pree of St. Louis. of Miss Edna Brandt. Mrs. Wm.
Committeeon Sports— E. J. Mo- does exist, but felt that “Slow" Mrs. Ed Everhard and Mrs. John Ossewaarde will read a paper on
"Bulbs for Fall Planting" and a
sier; Jacob Eding; Henry Krmn- ^i.gns and other methods might H. De Pree.
part of the afternoon will be spent
kers, Sr.; John Brink, Sr.; John serve the purpose for the present
Brink. Jr.
in the hope that motorists would
Miss Gertrude Kramer of New on educationaltable games. MemDrinking and Sprinklingand heed these signals.Mr. Kamfer- York City has arrived to spend bers are asked to take note of the
Lights — Joe Hagelskamp;Geo. beek moved that the matter be de- several weeks vacation with her fact that this meeting is placed a
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kra- week in advance of the date schedBrewer; Wm. Vander Ploee: John ferred for the present.
The matter of approving streets mer. 79 West 12th St.
uled in the year-book.
Illg; Harrv Brower; Fred Reimink;
• • •
o
for angle narking as provided for
Ben Veneklassen.
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry O.
FIRST ORTHODOX BAITIST
Committeeon new games — Hen- under provisionsof the new trafCHURCH
ry Drenten; Jesse Kool; Joe Slot- fic ordinance was referred to the Hospers and daughters. Mary and
committeeon trafficto meet with Margaretof Utica. N.Y., have left
19th St. and Pine Ave.
man; Jacob Eding.
Dr. Chas. F. Fields. Pastor.
Blanket SUnd— Benj. Kooiker; Police Chief Van Ry. Their recom- for their home after spending
Res. 359 College Ave.
Dr. Hamelink; Dr. Rigterink;Geo. mendationswill be presentedto three weeks with the former’s
Phone 3923.
Kaper; Andrew Lohman; Louis council for approval. Such a mo- ojirents^Dr.and Mrs. Henry HosSUNDAY
Johnson; Harold Dangremond;An- tion was presented by Commis- oers, in Holland.
10:00 A. M. Morning Worship
sioner Donnellv and seconded bv
drew Lubbers.
Bert Svbesma of West Eighth with sermon.
Ice Cream— Basil Kibbv; Richard Commissioner Kamferbeek. Chief
11:15 A. M. Bible School. InterBrower; Jack Rigterink; Justin Van Rv informed board members Street spent Tuesday with friends
national lesson studied.
Sale; Glen Folkert; Harrv Japink; that this matter should be given in Grand Rapids.
2:30 P. M. Scripture Memory
Walter Monroe; James Busscher; immediateconsideration. At the
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Brower left work service for boys and girls.
Marvin Kooiker; Wallace Kemp- same time CommissionerDonnelly
2:30 P. M. Bible School at Port
kers; Bud Ten Brink; Lewis Mok- requested the committee to give Wednesday to spend two weeks vaSheldon.
ma; Jesse Kool; Geo. Joosteberens; consideration to parking about cation at Lake Gogebric in North6:30 P. M. B.Y.P.U. service for
ern Michigan. Miss Katharine Post
Flovd Kempker;John Kronemeyer; churches in Holland.
A report was made that signs, who has been vacationing at Ot- young people.
Bernard Smit; Geo. Timmerman;
7:30 P. M. Gospel Service with
warning of a traffic light ahead, tawa Beach will be at the Brower
W'illLs Timmerman.
special music and gospel sermon.
had been placed on River Ave. home during their absence.
Corn Game— Rov Ashley; Fred near 14th St. and that several com9:30 P. M. Street meeting at
Johnson; John Haakma; John
Saugatuck.
plaintshad been made in that the
Mr. and Mrs. Addison J. HooDrenten; Marvin Kaper; Gerrit aigns were too close to the light
WEDNESDAY
ver of Algonas. Mich., returned to
Lugten; Art Hoffman; Harold Lug7:45 P. M. Mid-week Prayer,
and could not be seen when auto- their home Monday after spending
ten; Gordon Timmerman;Marvin
mobiles were narked nearby. May- their vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Praise and Testimony Meeting.
Van Doornik; Alvin Strabbing; or
o
Henry Geerlings informed board
John Kaper; Earle Tellman; Sher- members that results were being John Van Zanten, 149 East 15th
CITY MISSION
man De Boer; Ted Harmsen; Ed obtained from installationof the St Mrs. Hoover is a former resi- 51-53 E. 8th St. Telephone 3461.
dent of Houston. Tex.
Miskotten; Rov Cobb; Julius LubGeo. W. Trotter.Supt.
signs. However, it was agreed that
bers.
Saturday 7:30 P. M. Preparatory
the signs should be changed and
Janet
Kay
is the name of the Service.
Confectionery — E. A. Dangreit was decided to have them placed baby girl born to Mr. and Mrs.
mond; Ben Rankins: Wm. Drenten; at the intersections of 13th St. and
Saturday 8:00 o'clock. Open Air
Ed Lampen; Dan Kooiker; Henry River Ave.. and 15th St. and River Lloyd Hoyt in Douglas Hospital Meeting.
July 21.
E<fing; Fred Eding; Roger Van
Sunday at 1:30. Sunday School.
Ave. where they could not be hido
Dyke; Albert Klokkert; Harold den from view bv parked automoSunday at 2:30. Service of Song.
THIS IS GULL SEASON
Music. Praise and Message.
Lohman; Justin Schevink; Johil biles.
At 7:30 One Hour Evangelistic
Klein; Harvev Schbper: John Smit
o
AND GULLS FEED
Service — Special music and MisLunch and Coffee — Jake Dren- HOLLAND WOMEN HONORED
WELL
sion Orchestra.Geo. Trotter will
ten; Gerrit Sale; Louis Vande Meer.
AT ZEELAND PARK
speak.
Harrv Hulsman; Joe Alderink;
Gulls of the Great Lakes get
Tuesday 7:30. The Y'oung PeoHenry Sal; James Joosteberens;
their treat of the year during the
John Kolvoord;Harvey Immink: Mrs. Wilson Van Loo of Holland, sailing races from Port Huron to ple’s Fellowship Club meets.
Wm. Vaner Ploeg; Ben Lohman; a recent bride, was honored with Mackinac . . . They quit the wakes Wednesday 7:30. Prayer MeetClarenceLubbers; Homer Bolks; a kitchenshower. Monday evening, of the freighters and passenger ing.
Friday 7:30. Regular Mission
James Lohman; Harven Lugten; bv a number of relatives who had ships to “follow the fleet ’ and one
Garrv Alderink: Gerrit H. Bolks; gathered at the Lawrence St. city of the diversionsof Mackinac rac- Meeting. Highlightson Sunday
School Lesson.
Harm Kuite; Louis Pol; John Ter park. Zeeland, for the occasion.
ing, during calms, is feeding gulls
Avests; John Tanis; Vern Van OrThe time was spent at playing . . . Because as a carrion-eaterthe
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
der; Martin Sternberg; Henry games at which prizes were award- gull keeps the waters clean, he is
SOCIETY
Wedevem; Ben Reimink; George ed. A delicious pot-luck supper was protected by law in all seasons . .
Services in Warm Friend Tavern
Reimink; Cornev Kempker; Hen- served.
There are 53 species of gulls in
rv Strabbing;Henrv Nyenhuis; Those present were Mr. and Mrs. the world . . . They range in size Sunday services:10:30 A.M.
Subject: “SPIRIT."
Fred Wentzel; Henrv Schutmaat; C. D. Van Loo, Mr. and Mrs. An- from that of a pigeon to that of
Wednesday Testimonial Meeting
Ed Lohman; Steve Kalmink; Stan- thony KorsUnie and daughter, a goose . . . Pure white below and
ley Japink; Allen Dangremond; Phyllis. Mr. and Mrs. James Schip- pearl gray above is the prevailing 8:00.
Wallace Klein; Wm. Roelofs;Jus- ners and children. Mr. and Mrs. color. Gulls walk with ease and
tin Roelofs;E. Kleis; Albert Klom- Wilson Van Loo. Mina De Vries,
swim well but are incapable of
parens.
Frank De Vries, and Dorothy and diving.
Marjorie
Van
Loo.
all
of
Holland;
Doll Throwing— Allen Calahan;
Cornev Lugitheid: Harrv Brewer; Mrs. John Vereeke. Mr. and Mrs.
BEARS LIKE PIG
Harold Wesselink; Ivan Lezeman; James Vereeke and daughter. ShirEarl Pol; Martin Brink; Harold ley, Martin Korstanje. Harry Van
BETTER
PIGS
Lugtiheid; Edd. Groters; James De Pels and daughter, Helen, Mr.
LUMBER BARGAINS
Johnson; Marvin Klokkert; Ray and Mrs. John Korstanje and chilThe old notion that a pig is predren. all of Zeeland; and Mr. and
Johnson.
Hemlock, Rough or dreaaed, 2x4.
ferred
food
to
a
black
bear
hardMrs. John De Vries and children
Order and Parking— Joe Hagel- of Borculo.
ly holds up in view of what’s 2x8, 2x8, 2xl0-$30.
Shearing, $30.00, Shipiap. $30.00.
skamp; Bert Vos: Glen DannenMrs. Van Loo was the recipient been happening at Pigeon River Boards, rough, $34.00.
hsr.e; Tony Elenbaas; Geo. TellOCC
camp
near
Gaylord,
Mich.
of many fine gifts. Mrs. Van Loo.
man; Wm. Klokkert; John Jooste- before her marriage, was Miss Lil- Several bears have made a rende- Get our prices on Barn shingles
and rough Hemlock and white
berens: Gerrit Vos; Geo. Sale; J.
zvous of a pig pen near camp and
ian Lissey of Battle Creek.
pine Barn Boards. Anything you
H. Volkers; Wm. Root; George Janot only ignore the pigs but cuff
o
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine
cobusse; Henrv Johnson; A. C.
them
aside so as to monopolize
FORMER ZEELAND LADY
and Fir lumber at lowest prices.
Jackson: Fred Smit: John N'vboer;
the trough. The bears are reported
We deliver anywhere.
BECOMES BRIDE
Martin Nevenzel; Henrv Nevenzel;
to have been visiting the place
All Types of Insulation.
Gerrit Veen; James Koopa; Herregularly, more often at night, and
Bolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
man Miskotten; Geo. Tein; Man- Friends in Zeeland are interested actually climb into the pen. No
200 E. 17th St.
nes Maatman; Justin Bultman; to know of the marriage of Mrs. casualties have appeared among
Holland. Michigan.
Wm. Ten Brink: Henry E. Brower; Nella De Witt of Grand Haven, a the pigs, which either retreat to
former resident of Zeeland. Her a safe comer or get cuffed away
Jhn Stankey; Andrew Stankev.
Prizes— Henry Nyenhuis;Jacob marriage to Linn Turner of Lyons. as the bears head for the camp
QUICK CASH— Loans $25 U $800.
Colorado, occurred at the manse refuse. The pen is mainUined bv
Eding; Ben Kooiker.
Autos — Livestock— Furniture.
of
the
First
Christian
Church
at
Committee on Tickets— Ed. Lamone of the camp enrollees.Black
Holland Loan Association,over
pen; Herman Nyhoff; Ed. Miskot- South Bend, Ind., in July. The cou- bears seem numerous in the PigOlliea Sport Shop.
ten.
ple spent a few days on a tour of eon River State forest region. One
The next Labor Day meeting Michigan and Indiana,and are now member of the Pigeon River Camp
will be held on Monday evening. residingin Lyons. Colorado.
FOR SALE
reported seeing
r five
five black bears
Aug. 16. Everyone be out!
. Mrs. Turner is the sister of Mrs. in one day, including a she-bear
Acre lota or lean. Located on the
Louis Hendricksand Mrs. John and two cubs.
Northeast aide of Holland m the
Hendricks of Zeeland, and resided
River front Beautifal view of
Grace Buizema and Janet Van in Zeeland about five years ago.
,
.n
Holland.
Some ~ef the lots are
Dyke entertainedtheir Sunday
-o
Frank VUser 40 of Grand Rap- beantifnllywooded. If yen are
School claavea of the Noordeloos
___ ____ when he thinking of beilding, here le
Mrs. Earl Vanden Bosch, forwas severelv injured
church at Tunnel Park with a welnmerly Miss Mildred Essenburgh, fell from a ladder while at work Meal apot, large lota, raaaanal
er and marshmallow roast on
was the guest of honor at a mis- on a buildingin a local plant. Via- price. See Ed Scott m the prepThursday evening. A very enjoy- ceJlaneoua ahower given by Mrs. ter, employedby the Hall Electric•rtr.
able time was reported toy all.
'
C. Trapp and Mrs. E. Post. Friday Co., fell while installing
Those attending were Helene and evening at the home of Mrs. Trapp
mm a ------- J 4 a DaI
Delia Bosch. Neline Morren. Julia
Leramen. Beatrice Overway, Jum
ior and Justin Maatman, Ward
Van Dyke. Marvin Overwav, Rob-
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Hosiery

-

Pure Silk-Chiffon

•r
isr

BEAUTIFUL MODERN DESIGN WITH WATERFALL FRONT of First Quality Walnut Veneer!

OF—

—

Full-Fashioned
Sizes

Vanity with round mirror—
Chest with four drawers!
(Suite very similar to illustration)

BROUWER

CO.

The Old Reliable Furniture Store
Holland, Miehigan

to IOV2

WHILE THEY LAST

Summer Shades

All

-

SPAULDING’S
BROWNbilt SHOE STORE-11 E.

—

8ih St., Holland

EASY TO

CLEAN
Westinghouse
One-Piece Sealed-in-Steel

• Here’s reason No. 1
why women prefer West-

COROX UNITS

.

-

-Fopma. Harold Kapenga and

the two teachers.

•

Ben H. McGinn of Grand Rapids,

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Stiehler and
daughter, Helen, and Mrs. Neiser
of Hollis, Long Island, are viai
Mr. and Mrs. James Vander
480 WashingtonAve., and Mr. __
Mrs. A. Van Ry, 201 West 14th St.

district supervisorof the Mich-

igan unemployment compensation
commissionaddressed the Holland

B. J.

.

utensils.

Enjoy

_
m -

1

speed, and better cooking ;
results with a Westing-

bouae Range — equipped
with Coroz Units. Let US
tell you

howl

Model

TM

Cabinet Model— Less Clock

Up To 3 Years To Pay

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT
1936

Model Westinghouse Range

$49.50

MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
W

CHIROPRACTOR

ANTED

LOUIS
IB PADNOS
P. _____

17

Wants to Bay aU Kteds of Scrap
Material Old Iran. Radiatera,OM
Batteries and other Jonk. Baal
market price; alee feed and saga?

.

________

t 1

greater

cleanliness,economy,

BACHKLLB

Holland City State Baak
Rotary tlub at its weekly meeting (Mm:
•
Uiis Thursday noon at Warm
* 14*74
IMltMaju
Tavern. “B1U” Burg, the general 1H 'Si* ltd 8t

presided;

—

•

^

d;c*
ccLitk

Friend

J

,

„ ,n

‘JJ“

;

.

.

-

v.
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inghouse Kitchen-proved
Ranges
. Cor ox Units
dean with a damp doth
... no cracks or crevice*
to catch dirt. And economicalCor ox Units are
/as f • Asa t in J... stay
fast. They can’t warp
.
aAraya provide maximum
heating contact with

some

ert

JAS. A.

8%

.
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Bed-

—

-

-

-

Full-sized
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-

FEED
THAN

SUITE CONSISTS

CREAM

ZEELAND GARDEN CLUB

Bros

This Popular Sale Closes This

FAMOUS
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NEWS

Many from here attended the tion Church. BurUl w«* In Olirn
was called to Akron. Ohio men approved the purchase of hospital. Sunday, and is improving
ZUTPHEN
ill for several months, was again
Sunday because of the sickness signs to be installedalong the nicely.
able to attend the church services Sundav School picnic held at Tun- Center cemetery.
Rev. P. D. V»n Vliet exchanged
Mr. and Mrs. John Ensing of last Sundav.
nel Park Saturday afternoon.
and death Monday of his mother. highway, setting out the speed
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J. Lsmpen
Durinjr the past week only six
Those calling at the home of pulpits with Rev. James Bruinooge
Mrs. J. Bertals. 86. at her home in limits.The jpatter was referred and daughter. Esther, and Mr. and Forest Grove visited at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Velteman were
persona were fined here for trafAkron. Funeral, rites were held, to the public property committee Mrs. Ed Schaap and daughter. of Mr. and Mrs. L. Van Ess on notified of the death of a cousin. Mr». James Knoll and family the of Moline. Sunday.
fic violationsaccording to Police
Many from here attended the
Thursday, at 9 a. m. Mrs. Bertals to carry out purchase of the nec- Jovcelyn.attended the Agricultural Sunday evening.
Lewis Velteman of Hudaonyflle. past week were Mr. and Mrs. GerChief Frank Van Ry. Those fined
was an aunt of the late J. P. Kolia cesaarv signs. Regarding the mat- Exhibit at the Michigan State ColHenry
Velthuis.aon of Mr. and who passed away at the age of rit Meistc, Mrs. Fred Meiste and Kooyers reunion held at Tunnel
included Carl W. Rood. Henry
of Holland.
Mrs. Henry Velthuis. submitted to thirty-nine years. Funeral ser- Mrs. John Meiste and childrenfrom Park Thursday afternoon and eveter of paving Wall Sts.. LincolnSt. lege in Lansing last week.
Wleringa, Pat H. Gailmore. C. De
•
•
an
operation for appendicitisat a vices were held last Mondav at Saugatuck and Mrs. John Overbeek ning.
from
State
to
Wall
Sts., and one
On
Tuesday
afternoon
the
memGraff and Louis Van Gelderen,
Hermina Wolters who has been
Emnlflvees
of
the Charles R. block of North Church St. from bers of the Christian Reformed Grand Rapids hospital recently and the Chr. Ref. Church at Hudson- and children and Clara Phillips
speeding, fined $5 each; Luke Stegconfined to her home for several
from Holland.
Slight Co. ami their familieswill Washingtonto Main Sts.. Supt. G. church held their Mission Fest in has now returned to his home.
villc.
ink, failing to stop for stop street.
Farmers have nearly finished the weeks with pneumonia, was again
gather at Tunnel Park Friday af- P Rooks reported that he would combinationwith the people of
Lenora Orman and Geneva Van
$3.
cutting of grain and some are al- able to attend church services Sunternoon and evening for the com- meet with propertyowners on Oakland and Drenthe. Speakers Haitsma of Zeeland spent the past
OLIVE CENTER
ready started with their threshing
pany’s third annual picnic. About these streets during the present were the Rev. S. A. Dykstra of week with their grandparents. Mr.
The regular monthly meeting of 325 are expected to attend. Chair- week to discussthe placing of the China. Rev. H. J. Mulder of the
d,yM,r. and Mrs. J. De Zeeuw of
and Mrs. L. Van Ess.
Rev. Jonker, Sr., conducted the in this locality.
Grand Rapids called on their father
the board of park and cemetery men of the various committees in- pavement. The council went on home mission field, and Rev. J.
Gladvs
Hulsman
and
Mrs.
Chas.
Henry Brower who has been in ill ser\-icesat the church Sunday
Dick Dams. Sunday.
commissionerswas held Mondav clude Jim Cook, transportationand record as wishing to carrv out Kamps of the Indian field. In Jhe
health for some lime, is confined morning and Student L. Veltkamp Risserladafrom Holland called on
night in the office of City Clerk grounds: George Tubergan. refresh- the paving on an 85-15 basis, the
The annual Mission Fest of the
evening the Rev. A. Jabaay spoke, to his bed.
Mrs. Jack Nieboer Thursday afterhad charge in the afternoon.
Oscar Peterson in the city hall. The ments; Manlev Beyers, sports, and citv paving 15 per cent of the and Mr. Peter Ferenga of Grand
Chr. Ref. Church will be held
Recent visitors at the home of noon.
Rev. and Mrs. S. Vroon. Ruth and
board voted to discontinuethe use Clarence Dokter. tickets.
Thursday afternoon and evening
costs. The curbing and gutters Rapids showed picturesof the InMrs. Jim Knoll were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kraai enterof the Kollen Park well, drilled
have been installed as WPA pro- dian mission work. Mrs. G. J. Van- Paul, are spending their vacation Wm. Overbeek, Jr., from Holland, tained the followingat their home at the Prospect Park woods in
in Paterson.New Jersey, with relanear the pumphouse for drinking
and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brower from recently: Mr. and Mrs. Fiovd Kraai Holland.
After this week anv cars found jects. Considerablediscussionarose de Riel and Mr. G. J. Lampen rentives.
purposes ttnd to make arrangeNext Sundav an opportunity
North Holland.
by the Holland police force park- over the matter of canteen ser- dered a vocal duet accompanied on
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Mvron
ments to have the city water piped
The Indian Creek School reunMr. and Mrs. Jacob P. Brandsen Veldheor and children.Mr. and will be given for infant baptism at
ing in the streets all night will be vice at the city park. Alderman the niano bv Mrs. G. J. Lampen.
from the top of the hill to other
the local church.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Reinders spent ion was held Saturday. July 31. at and family from Portland visited Mrs. John Vinkemulder.
tagged. All night narking means P. Kai^ten raised the question as
parts of the park. Permission was
A serious automobileaccident octo whether Gladys Moerdvke and the week at the home of their chil- the schoolhouse. An interesting relativesin this vicinitySunday.
2 to 5 a. m.
Several families from here atgranted the ChristianReformed
Zelma Hendricks should be re- dren in the Christian Reformed program was given and it was deMr. Henry Siersma from North tended the annual Kraai family re- curred Sunday evening when LawChurch to use Prospect Park for
cided to hold the next reunion in Holland visited with Mr. John union held at Port Sheldon re- rence Prins and Rev. 8. Fopraa
quired to vacate the building manse.
ZEELAND
its annual festival to be held Thurscollided at Crisp. Rev. and Mrs.
after it had been brought out
The Hartgerinkfamilies from 1939. Harm Timmer as president, Knoll, Thursday.
cently.
day.
that thev were not in favor of Kalamazoo attended the Sundav presided
Thl annual Sunday School picnic
Henry
Mulder. John Redder and Fonmn are confined to the hospital.
Zeeland'scommon council mem- co-operating with various church
• • •
Little Miss Joyce Brandt from
School picnic at Tunnel Park on
The serviceswere conducted by of the local church will be held at Howard Lievense spent the week
Mrs. Chester Harris who left bers in session Monday night vot- groups wanting to use the can- Tuesday afternoon.
Holland spent a few days at the
Tunnel
park
Saturday
afternoon,end camping near Cadillac.
Titus
Heyboer,
Sunday,
and
will
Mondav noon for her home in Ba- ed to increase the speed limit along teen. In producing the lease. AtThe Kronemever family reunion also be conducted bv him next Sun- with sports and a program.
Otto Fletcher. 74, a former res- home of her grandparenta.Mr. and
sin. Wyo., entertainedat a family Washington St., which is used as torney J. N. Clark stated that the
was held Wednesday at the Com- day.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Kooyers en- ident of Holland, passed away Fri- Mrs. Harm Looman last week.
diryier party for 12 Sunday, in the M-21 in passing through the citv. operators did not have to move
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob P. Brandsen
munity Grove in Overisel.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Popovich tertainedMr. and Mrs. John Arens day evening at his home in Muske and family and Mrs. August Hort
dining room of the Warm Friend from 20 miles per hour to 25 miles from the canteen as there was no
Mr. and Mrs. John Boerman and
gon
Heights.
Funeral
services
from
Crisp.
Thursday
evening.
tavern. Mrs. Harris before coming per hour. A request for the in- such provisionin the lease but he Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ivommen took and ehi.dren of Chicago are visitand children of Portland, called
Earl Prins, son of Mr. and Mrs. were held Mondav at 1 p. m. at the
to Holland two weeks ago, was con- creased speed limit was presented expressedan opinion that any a vacation trip to Niagara Falls ine with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zwiers
Oark Fun”ral Home in Muskegon on relativesin this vicinityFri
Charlev
Prins.
had
the
misfortune
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
Ver
Hage.
to council bv Dr. George J. Brood- church organization could operate
fined in a hospital in Chicago.
last week.
and at 3 o'clock at the Ottawa Sta- day.
Mrs. Dick Kamer who has been to break his arm recently.
man. Grand Rapids dentist, in the a canteen in the building but not
• » •
The Reformed Church Sundav
Holland firemen made a run at form of a letter. .Upon advise- in the same locationas the one School picnic was held Tuesday at
2:15 p. m. Wednesday,to the vic- ment of Police Chief Fred Bosma. operated bv the two women.
Tunnel Park. A large crowd atinity of Haxelbank to answer a the council took the matter unMiss Elaine Becher went to Zee- tended the dinner at noon, and the
[MONTGOMERY
der
consideration
and
voted
the
call from the E. A. Fisher cottage.
land, Sundav. to visit Miss Ethel sports program in the afternoon
It was reported to be a grass fire. speed increase.5 to 1, Alderman Brower, until Wednesday.
proved to be very exciting. EvervPeter Brill casting the opposing
The executive committeeof the bodv enjoyed a good time.
J. J. Trammel of 243 East 16th vote. In the same motion, alder- Zeeland Lions club, recently organThe Overisel baseballteam, last
ized. has made the followingchair- night, conqueredthe league-leadman appointmets: attendance.Fred ing Jamestown club. Glenn Albers
Langeland;constitutionand bv allowed the visitors onlv three hits
laws. Otto W. Pino; extension.Pet- while his teammates were collecter W. Cook; finance. Henry Baron; ing ten hits from the offerings of
Lion education. George Caball; two Jamestown hurlers.The final
Fresh,
membership, Anthony Mulder; pro- score was six to two in the home
Street,

• • t

-

o
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WARD

Wards Great Angus!

Sales
Home

New

gram. David VanOmmen;publicity.
Kenneth J. Folkertsma: blind work.
Dr. C. E. Bloomendaal; youth
work. William VanEenenaam; citizenship,B. H. DeWitt; civic improvement.Nicholas Cook; community betterment. John Ozinga;
education.Robert DeBruyn; health
apd welfare. John C. Rouwens;
safety.John Kole.

CARLOAD SALE

WATERMELONS
Sweet, Ripe, Dixie

While They

MUSTARD

Fancy

7

Light

oz.

Meat

can

Cream

qt.

Salad

Jar

Fresh

CRACKERS

box

17c

Sodas

Evaporated
Sunshine Brand

MILK

15c

lb.

#

Crisp

tall

3

cans

20c

IRSS
Wholesome

lb.

A
^
ClarasJli
V Med. Size V
New Pack A

no.

Early

cans

10c

A Sweet
Santa

A
Sweet, Tender “

PEAS

CORN

June

lbs.

19c

2

Sweet Golden Bantam
Cream Style no. 2 can

25c

10c

Swift’s

Navy Beans

lb-

7c

Cheese Spreads
1/ lb. 0

Am. Brick

Bulk

Piemento /4

Vi

Special
Thomas

C.

OC

Fancy
Sandwich

4 pkK»- 15c

Dessert
Sureset G'latin'

Tea

pkg.

,h 14c

Marshmallows

ib.

13c

Cookies

lb.

12c

THOMAS STORES

32 West Eighth Street

Holland, Michigan

Do Yon

HAY
FEVER

VOL-Iodlne Inhalant will
glva you full seaaon

£2

relief.

Sufferera everywhere are
acclaiming this new inhalation treatment aa an Indls-

penslble relief from an
ing, water discharge
obstructed breathing.It

Is

availableon a money-back

MODEL

DRUG STORE,

Ask for Copy
free booklet

Ask

Dr. Cantine. formerly a missionarv to Arabia, but now retired, will
have charge of the Sundav afternoon services in the Reformed
Church.

ALLENDALE
Rev. and Mrs. Henrv Colenbrander and family of Orange City, la.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker
Those from here to display catand Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma on tle at the Black and White Cattle
Friday.
Show held at Berlin fairgroundson
Prof. Stanley Bolks of Purdue July 23. were Groen Bros, and Art
University.Lafayette.Ind., is Van Farowe.
spending his vacationwith his parMrs. John Van Dvke entertained
ents. Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bolks.
the Coldbrook Ladies Aid Society
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Calahan and of Grand Rapids at her home reMr. and Mrs. Donald Slighter mo- cently. 35 members were present.
tored to Three Rivers. Michigan,on
pot-luckdinner was served.
Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. Er- Games were nlaved and prizes were
nie Kronberg.
won by Mrs. B. Scholten. Mrs.
Miss Gladys Lubbers spent last John Zuverinkand Mrs. Boerseweek vacationingat her home here. ma. An enjoyable time was spent
On Friday evening Miss Lubbers by all. Mrs. Van Dvke is a forand Joe Mosier of Allegan motored mer member of the Coldbrook soto Three Rivers. Michigan, where ciety.
The Rev. CorneliusOldenburg of
thev were the guests of Mr. and
Harrison.South Dakota, had charge
Mrs. Ernie Kronberg.
Messrs. Howard. Melvin and of the mornjn?. afternoon and eveLawrence Lugten motored to Kal- ning services at the Chr. Ref.
amazoo Sundav as guests of Mr. Church Sundav. while the Rev. Henrv Keegstra conducted the morning
and Mrs. Bob Wolters.
Mrs. D. L. Brink is at present and afternoon service at Drenthe.
Mrs. A. Oonk and Mrs. Bert Kraconfined to the Holland hospital
Mr. and Mrs. George Harmsen ker called on Mrs. Dick Van Farof Holland were Sundav evening owe on Tuesdav evening as a comguests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Schut- mittee of the Ladies Aid for Christian instruction.
maat and family.
Mrs. R. Sietsema of PearlinevisMrs. Dena Schutmaatand famiIv spent Sundav visitingrelatives ited at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Sietsema and family in Allenhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooiker and dale on Thursday.
Mrs. Sam Centers accompanied
Joyce were Sundav evening guests
of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Schutmaat bv her son, Mr. Dick Centers, attended the funeral of Mrs. A. De
and Evelyn.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Kibby of Boer (Sena Centers) of Cicero. III.
Kalamazoospent last Tuesday with Who passed away Saturdaymorn
ing after a lingeringillness. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Kibby.
Mrs. Pansy Gillis and daughter. De Boer is a former Allendalegirl
Olive, of Bucvrus.Ohio, visited and is well known here. She is surMrs. P. H. Fisher on Friday and vived bv her husband, a daughter.
Sophia .her mother. Mrs. S. I>enSaturday.
Rev. and Mrs. I. Scherpenisse ters from here; two brothers, Dick,
and daughter. Bettv Anne, spent and Harry, and six sisters. FranSundav in Muskegon with Mr. and ces. Nellie, Nettie. Josie, Cora and
Mary.
Mrs. Wm. Vander Werp.
Girls' Societvmet on Friday eveMr. and Mrs. C. J. Billings. Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Kool. Mr. and Mrs. ning with 15 members present. Mrs.
Duff Dangremond. Miss. Dangre- Bert Horlings was hostess.
The Misses Lena and Rena Gemmond’s grandmotherand Miss P.
H. Fisher enjoyed a weiner roast men were named a committeeto
at the Saugatuckoval last Tues- visit Mrs. Car. Nanninga of Eastmanville, who is confined to her
day evening.
MargaretAnn and Llovd Arthur home with illness.
Misses Louise Lemmen, Beatrice
Kaechele of Allegan are spending
the week with their grandmother, Aldink. Ethel Aldrink. Julia Gemmen. Fenesta Dyke, and Evelvn
Mrs. Emma Voorhorst.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrit Palmer of Lotterman ore spending this week
Grand Rapids were Saturday even- camping at Lake Michigan with
ing visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mrs. Herman Lemmen acting as
chaperone.
Kool.
A good program was given bv a
Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of
Chicago spent the week end with squad of the Dorcas Ladies Aid retheir parents. Mr. and Mrs. John cently in Gemmen’s Grove. Several
good numbers were given including
Kolvoord.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Klomnarens the “Old Plush Album." A good
entertained relativesfrom Detroit crowd attended. Proceeds were
for the "Church Decorating Fund."
last week.
o
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Kihbv spent
JAMESTOWN
the week end at Gull Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roll and
Mrs. Fisher motored to Gull Lake
The Hawaiian Messengers of
on Sundav.
Grand Rapids rendered special muMarv Kroeze spent Sunday with sic at the Hanely Church on Sunher sister. Mrs. Emorv Mosier. dav evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Ensing and
daughter.Connie, were dinner children were guests of relatives
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kooi- in Grand Rapids on Sunday.
ker last Sunday.
The Old Settlerspicnic will be
The Hamilton Cubs played off a held at the Spring Grove Aug. 14,
tie with the Duff’s from Holland afternoonand evening. All are
which resulted in a 6-4 victoryfor welcome.
Hamilton.
The Christian Endeavor Societv
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Clough and of the Second Reformed Church
son left for Conn., Tuesday after met Sunday with the North Blenspending several weeks with their don society. Prof. Lampen deliverparents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry ed the address,who spoke on the
Strabbing.
topic, "The Universe God Made."
A beach party was enjoyed last
Mrs. Ada Van Haften has reMonday evening by Mr. and Mrs. turned to her home after a few
H. W. Schutmaatand Evelyn. Mr. days’ stay in Traverse City.
and Mrs. Geo. Schutmaatand famMiss Henrietta Van Der Kooy
ily. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Schutmaat and Mr. Jim Dornbos of Grand
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Rapids dalled on Mr. and Mrs. John
Kempkers and Norma, and Mrs. Van Der Kooy and children on
Dena Schutmaatand family.
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. John Slighter and Mrs. HarThe Women’s Mission Aid Sociold Slighter visited Mrs. Donald ety of the Sec. Ref. Church will
Slighterlast Wednesday afternoon. meet Thursday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moomey church parlors.
were Sundav evening, dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Van Weelde
of Mr. and Mrs. Bud Ten Brink.
called _on relatives at Coopersville
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Schpan and Saturday.
children of Holland were Sunday
The Annual Mission Fest was
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Ten held Wednesday afternoon and eveBrink.
ping., An interesting program was
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kenipkera rendered.
visited.Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Drenten
Rynibrandt and
and Mrs. A. R
on Sunday.
of Fulton. 111., are visiting with relatives here.
HaroldGrot. son of Mr. and Mrs.
OVERISEL
George Grot, had the misfortune
Mr. and Mn. John Nyhof became of again fracturing his leg.
Elaine Holeman of Zeeland spent
the proud parent# of a l>aby dau-_
a week with her cousins,Mr.
ghter last Saturday.
Mrs. Albert Haxekamp was Mrs. Jacob H. Tigelaar,Garrietta
brought home from the Holland and Arie.
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The Mission Circle met Thursday afternoon for a sewing meeting. A social time was enjoyed and
Rev. and Mrs. I. Scherpenisse lunch was served bv Mi«s Della
and daughter. Betty Anne, attend- Agters, Mrs. Frank Immink. and
ed the Scherpenisse family reun- Mrs. Henrv Beltman.
i at Fremont last Saturday.

29c

Last, each
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club’s favor.
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Elzinga of
Peoria. 111., are spending their vacation at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
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2 Pcs. Mohair Blend
Quality that only the finest

cra/timen could turn out I
Value that only Wards
could offer I Beautiful new
piped back style I Extra
high, comfortable springfilled backs! Covered in a
long-wearing new mohair
blend fabric

I

Uiual S90 Quality 2 Pc. Velvet Living

Room
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proof! Gay Moderns, colorful Florals,
and Tile patterns to choose from!
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$100 washers

Wards De Luxe Model
Recent tests prove this new, modern washer the sensation
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THE HOCCXHD CITY

Nature Begins
FORMER HOLLAND WOMAN
Retrenching
DIES AT HER SUMMER HOME
During August Relatives of Mrs. Robert A
DifferentRe-Acting from June in
August can he Noticed

When you go

afield in August,

you get a differentreaction than
when you look at nature in June.
That is because the impetuous ad-

I

Bauld from Holland were called to
Douglas hurriedly because of her
death Monday at her summer home
in that resort village, where she
has spent the summers for more
than a decade. Despite her illness
of three weeks her condition was
not considered serious and death
was entirely unexpected.

Homes

HEWS
of Nesting

Birds are Fasci(Continued from Page One'
street where the intersectionof
Lincoln Ave. and 12th St. would
be. The matter was referred to
the Street Committee.
• • •

nating to Find

Holland

HOLLAND FOLK ATTEND
CEMETERY CONVENTION

Man

Heads Farmer’s
Insurance Co.

SOME EASY, SOME HARD

MUTUAL CO. HAS ENJOYED

One of the most fascinatingdiscoveriesin late May or early Jane

VERY SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS OVER THREE
DECADES

August 9 the Michigan Cemetery
Convention is to be held at Ann
Arbor according to invitations sent
out by Roy Hatton. The convention is to hold meetings throughout the day and men of national
importanceare on the speaking
program. Luncheon is to be held at
the Michigan Union Club, and

that of a bird nest, either on the
many interestingfeatures includJ2th St. had become very rough and ground or hi$h up in the trees.
The Farmers’ Mutual Fire In- ing cemetery lot selling and inproperty owners wanted to know Such discoverieswill enable you surance Co. can boast of 30 years surance are to be discussed.Cemvance of the wild things has been
whether
something could not be to answer many ouestiona about of successfulbusiness and Oct. 19 etery landscaping, perpetual care
checked. Mother nature is beginMrs. Bauld was formerly Miss
ning to take stock of herself. The Anna Sprietsma. one of Holland’s done to smooth out the wrinkles. birds first hand, suen as; how large is the anniversary of this event and many subjects of that nature
winter months are not far away. most popular girls some years ago. Citv Engineer Zuidema stated that is the nest, what is it apparently and on that day without doubt the pertaining to cemeteries will also
In the fields, hard-stemmedflow- daughter of the pioneer family of the onlv thing that could be done made of, how is it constructed, how company will have a renewal of its be discussed.
many eggs are there, what color charter for the privilege of doers of late summer and autumn Simon Sprietsma. She received was to re-pave the street.
Those from Holland who are to
• • •
are they, and numerous others.
are beginning to replace those her fundamental education in Holing businessin this section f?l an- attend are Charles and Fred HolloThe easiest nests to find, of
earlier blossoms of pale color and land and was graduated from Holwell. George Ebv. Mr. Fink. WilliThere were, a half dozen mem- course, are those of the ground- other thirty years.
juicv stems. Now you will find land High School. Early in life it
The company was organized in ard De Cook, and Charles Van
bers of the Park and Cemetery nesting birds. Along the edgi of
goldenrod, chicory, Queen Anne’s was noticeable that Mrs. Bauld
Zeeland. Holland and vicinity thir- Zylen. These men are identified
crew present,who asked the comlace and Joe Pye weed. Later in possesseda beautiful singing voice, mon council for a week's vacation the farmer’s potato patch you will ty years ago tor mutual protection with the RestlawnMemorial Park
the month, the asters will begin and whenever possible she cultivat- with pav at some time when it find the shiftless nest of the kill- against fire and lightning by a project, where the “Singing Towdeer. It is nothing but a hollow group of farmers, manv of which er" has recently been dedicated.
to bloom alon: with the blue gen- ed this lyric soprano and studied unwas not so busy. Thev would divtian and the bottle gentian, most dor "some Vmine"nt artist in voice ide their work among them so in the ground, lined wPh a few charter members are still living
twigs and filled with pear-shaped and carrying insurance with the
beautifulof the late summer flow- training
there would be no expense to the spotted eggs enormous!
OLD PIONEER PASSES
sly large for company, chief among whom is
ers. In the swamps, you should find
city.
Aid.
Kleis
spoke
in
behalf
Mrs. Bauld’s ability as an arti-t
a bird as small as that. Should you Mr. G.J. Veldman. of Holland, presthe cardinal flower in red and its
was soon well known -and she was of the employees.Then the mat- Three lines back was one of them?
sister, the spiked lobelia, in blue.
ent presidentof the company. The
One of Holland's early settlers,
called upon often to participatein ter was brought up bv Aid. Prin« visit various islands in Saginaw
On the ponds and lakes, the lilies
primary work of the company falls Jelte Reidsems, 83. died late Wedrecitals, home talents, church pro- that in that case all departments Bay or Lake Michigan, you will in a measure upon the gecre_
are in full bloom.
nesday afternoon at his home, 52
of the city should be given n vaLook at the birds and you will grams. oratoriosand church chor- cation of a week on the same basis. find the nests of terns and gulls by urv-treasurer.which office is now West 11th St., after a week’s illuses. She never failed to take part
the hundreds along the water s 1 •
• • •
~
find a great differencein behavior.
held
bv -Zeeland's Mayor. Mr. Gerness. He was born in Holland Dec.
Aid. Smith pointed out that in the
Most of the birds have finished in these and gave of her talents lib- Board of Public Works arrange- edge. If there is a marsh near by, rit Yntema. The first secretary- 10. 1853 and was employed by the
erally. Repeatedly she was asked
you
will
find
the
nests
of
ducks
and
their nesting. Even the second
treasurer.elected at the time of Cajipon-Bertsch Leather Co. for
ments were made that all employbroods have taken wing and are to sing in neighboring cities and ees who had been employed for i sometimes even geese, all built on its organizationwas the late Hen- manv years. He was a charter
whenever
possible also contributed
the
ground.
on their own. The chorus of song
rv Bosch of Zutnhen. Others filling member of Fourth Reformed
one year should receive one week
to out-of-town programs. The nual
Our game birds all nest on the the position since that day were the church, helped in the church’s oris stilled,for it is the time of the
itv of Mrs. Bauld’s voice was un- with pav. and those who had been ground. Pheasants and quail are
moult and the birds do not want
late John G. Brower of North Hol- ganizationand served several
employed five years, two weeks
to call attention to themselves. usual. the tone was clear, the enun- with pav. The a'dermenthen de- likely to pick the edge of a farm- land, and the late Albert H. Bosch years in the consistory.On May
ciationunusually distinct, and the
er's
field
or
even
the
shoulder
of
Perhaps the birds are ashamed of
16, 1877. he married ChristineGrecided unanimouslythat not onlv the highway to lay their eggs. of Jamestown.
range exceptional.
their ragged plumage. Before the
Since its organization the com- vengoed. She died May 3, 1931.
Several years ago she met Mr the park employees, but other citv Grouse, prairie chickens and woodmonth is over, many birds will
pany has done an ever increasing Surviving tare four daughters,
Robert Bauld and they were wed departments inaugurate that plan. cock prefer to nest on the edge of
unite in flocks, preparatoryfor the
business,so that tpdav its policy Mrs. M. G. Losev of East Orange,
and
first lived in the citv of De- After the vote was cast the park the woods, often at the base of a
southward journey. Some seem to
holders number about five thou- N.J.. Mrs. Ralph Van Lente and
troit. From there thev made their crew present arose and gave the tree.
feel the urge of sight-seeingbesand and the amount of risks ap- Mrs. Dick Vander Meer of Central
home
in Chic»jo. In the latter citv “city fathers" a hearty hand-clap,
It
is
among
the
songbirds
that
fore leaving for the South, and
• • «
proach 18 milliondollars. Its total Park, and Mrs. Harry E. Dunn of
we find some of the most interestmake northern excursions in Aug- she was verv active in club life, but
The Church Committee, the Wavs ing developments in nest building. in losses sustained during the last Holland; two sons. .Chris Reidsema
also found enough time to do a
ust. In the last couple of years,
calendar year was nearly $48,000 of Holland and Henry Reidsema of
great deal for her church,contribu- and Means Committeeand the Wel- The robin is the most common and
the American egret has been espaid without delay while it car- Los Angeles, Calif.; 22 grandchilting of her talents as she did when fare Committee will look into the its nests are even more common
pecially noticed to do this. Purries a net balance of about that dren; five great grandchildren,and
she
was
in Holland. She was at one case of Fred Woodruff, a citv em- than the number of these birds
ple martins begin to gather in
sum.
a sister. Miss Alice Kamstra of
time treasurer of the Austin Wo- ployee. who must be sent to Mayo would warrant. That is because the
ever-increasingflocks, roosting in
Its board of directorsis com- Wyoming Park. The body is at the
man’s
club and treasurer of the Hospital for the treatment of his robin is very erratic about its nest
tall trees at night. It is one of
West Suburban Free Bed Guild leg. Mr. W’oodruff has been able building. Often it may build sev- posed of the following personnel: Dykstra Funeral home awaiting
the first swallows to go south, and
Her
personalityand beautv made to work and was self-sustaining eral before it locates exactly at the G. J. Veldman; Holland, president; funeral arrangements.
by the first of September has usuuntil his leg became worse. Aid. spot it wants when the female Gerrit Yntema. Zeeland, secretaryally left Michigan.Blackburnian her a forcefulfigure in her manv
treasurer; A. H. Schrotenboer,HolKalkman stated that Mayo Hospi- is ready to lay eggs.
constructive
activities.
warblers, most brilliantof their
land. G. J. Brower, Hamilton, H. H9LD FILLMORE SCHOOL PICtal would cure him if he was only
Most
ornate
of
all
the
bird
nests
The
Sprietama
family
were
piotribe, begin to move southward
given a little help. At a meeting is that of the oriole, which builds F. Knoper. Allendale. Albert ScholNIC AUG. 18
this month, but many will linger neer shoe dealers in this citv and
of these differentunits mentioned a suspendedhammock-likehome ten, Holland, John Freeman. Jamesfor a half century conducted an
into September.
town.
George
F.
Brower,
North
above it will be discussedwhat can for its hatching young. The vireo
If the birds are on their own emporium on West 8th St., now be done.
Holland. Fred Berens. Blendon. School District No. 1 of Fillmore
builds a shorter nest, more closely
this is scarcelytrue of the furred occupied bv John Pieper. optomAlexander Klooster. Jamestown. townshin is planning on holding
attached
to
the
branches,
but
susetrist.
This
building
has
alwav«
animals. They are still traveling
CorneliusC. Zeerip, North Holland. its first annua! reunion at the
ZONING
LAWS
REMAIN
nded
like
that
of
the
oriole.
This
with their parents, learning the been known as the Sprietsma buildLuther Mulder. Polkton. Fred En- school grounds on Wednesday afr.
as
caused
people
to
call
the
vireo
THE
SAME
technique of wresting a livelihood ing. which replaceda wooden strucgel, Door, and Marinus De Kleine, ternoon and evening, August 18.
“little hang-nest."
ture where the grandfather,father
from the wild.
Drenthe. directors.
to which all former teachers,paSome birds use snakeskinsin the
and brothers of Mrs. Bauld were
At the meeting of the board of tron*. and pupils,as well as the
Governor
Murphy's
veto of the construction of their nests, but
engaged in that tvpe of trade. Nichdirectorsheld at the secretary’s present are invited to come. All
MILLION COPIES OF
olas Sprietsma.one tjme citv treas- Steele bill did away with a measure there is no evidence to support the office in the Zeeland State Bank
friends, of the school are also inidea
that
these
skins
are
used
to
GAME LAWS PRINTED urer and now countv treasurer, was that would have been a problem to
building recentlyheld, a resolution vited.
frighten
away
predatory
animals.
the last to follow the shoe business
almost every municipality in the
was adopted applying to the MichA nice program has been arRecently,when cellophane has beOne millioncopies of the 1937- in that building.
state and the city commissionis come common, such birds as the igan Commissioner of Insurance ranged by the committee in
The remains of Mrs. Bauld were
38 digest of game and hunting
for the extension of its charter for charge, at which Rev. Arthur Maatto be commended for its share in flycatcherhave accepted this new
laws are to be printed this sum- taken from Douglas to Chicago for
another period of thirty years, man of Grand Rapids, formerly of
material
readily
in
place
of
castmer and distributed before the fall cremation and funeral services were bringing about the governor’sveto,
which grunt will be made without North Holland, will be the princihunting season. The booklet has held Wednesdayat the Kampp thus keeping local zoning laws in- off snakeskins.
question.
I pal speaker.
been revised by the department of Funeral Home. Relatives of Mrs. tact.
In the evening there will be a
Bauld
attended
the
services.
conservation to include the many
HEN GOES TO DOGS!
The Beef-Eaters Lose
The bill would have empowered
picnic sppper at which coffee will
changes in laws and regulations Mrs. Bauld. at the time of her
PUPS
WONT
EAT
CORN
be furnished free to the visitors.
made by the legislatureand the death, was fifty-two years of age. associations numbering 25 per cent
At last pork has ousted beef as
copy is now in the hands of the
The survivors are the husband, of a community’sproperty owners
An
undiscriminating hen went There will also be a canteen on
state printer.
an electrical engineer of nation- to lay down zoning restrictions for the principal meat consumed in to the doghouse — to tend a litter the grounds at which lunches can
wide reputation,who is employed a given area. These restrictions Canada, according to the Dominion of seven pups. Attendants at the be bought by those who do not
WTV »
VV V
by the Citv of Chicago; Luke would have been enforceable by Bureau of Statistics at Ottawa.
Elizabeth Cuddyback farm Ganes- care to bring a lunch basket.
WALL PAPER AND
municipalauthorityand would have
Canadian consumptionof beef ville N. Y. reported the hen drove
Snrietama of Chicago; Gerrit and
PAINT STORE MOVES Nicholas Sprietsma of Holland; included condemnationpower. It and veal dropped from 723,679,000 a mother dog away from her newMrs. Henry De Koch of De Motte. would have permitted “home rule pounds in 1935 to 665,390,000 born litter. She lets the dog come
within home rule,” since under pro- pounds in 1936, while the consumpThe wall paper and paint store Ind.; Mrs. W. G. Van Dvke of Madhack at feeding time but between
visionsof the bill the interests of tion of pork jumped from 678,070,ison.
Wig.;
Mrs.
B.
M.
Flikkema
of Van Grondelle and son, former
meals tries to teach the pups to
a small group of property owners 000 pounds in 1935 to 748,005,000
location at 232 River Ave., Hol- of Preston. Minn.: Mrs. Joset>h
eat cracked corn and wheat.
would be served, though frequently pounds last year.
land. has been moved to 152 East Kooiker and Miss Gertrude Spriet60 acre farm, good practical*
detrimentalto the communityas a
Why this shift from beef to pork
8th Street accordingto an an- sma of Holland.
The Montgomery Ward store on
ly new house, 7 rooms and
whole.
in Canada has come about is not
nouncement of the firm in this
East 8th St. is holding their great
basement. All other necesiwua. The proprietorsare inviting
Zoning laws are enough of a explainedin Ottawa dispatches, but August LeadershipSale for the
it has followed a similartrend obsary buildings.A miles from
patrons to rive their new emporiMr. and Mrs. Marvin C. Linde- problem without interferenceby servable in the United States for home, where savings can be made
Holland, owned by Widow
um a look.
up to 50%. A perusal of the anman and children. Donne and Bar- state legislators. The governor has many years.
bara. are spending the month of recognizedby his veto the line that
nouncement on page 3. this section
must be sold soon.
The
average
American
in
1907, [
Pels Naptha soap — 6 bars for 25c August at their cottage at Maca- should divide local from state powwill show vou some exceptionalvalOnly $2,000
for
example,
ate
77.5
pounds
of
ers.
at Kroger?
tawa.
ues and pictures of the merchandbeef and 7.4 pounds of veal, a total
ISAAC
ise in a u e s t i 0 n.— Montgomery
of 84.9 pounds of beef and veal,
Ward. 25 E. 8th SL, Holland.
Phona 3074
and only 67.7 pounds of pork.
A quarter of a century later he
29 W.8th St.- Holland
Peaches 4 lbs. 25c at Krogers.
ate 72.2 pounds of pork, and only
47.4 pounds of beef and 6.8 pounds
of veal.
The consumption of mutton and
lamb in this country increasedin
the same period from 6.4 pounds
per capita to 7.0 pounds.
The latest official figures on meat
consumption in the United States
are those for 1932, which show that

Complaintwas made that East

is

New Loto

Prices
KLEENEX

KOTEX

....

12's

20c

Boxes . .
36’s ...
48’s .* . .
2

Sheets .

13c

Boxes . .

98c

200

39c
8

57c
500

75c

Kurb Tablets 23c

Sheets . 28c

Odesh Powder 31c

YONKER'S DM1RB
20 West 8th St.— Holland, Mich.
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BARGAIN

.

ME&T5
BUEHLER BROS .

Holland

7 West 8th Street

“The Home

Some

of

of Quality Meats'

Saturday Specials:

Beef Pot Roast

lb.

17c

Best Beef Roast

lb.

20c

Boiling Beef Short Ribs

lb. 13i/2c

Lean Pork Roast

lb.

23c

Veal Shoulder Roast

lb.

18c

Veal Breast for Stew

lb. 14c

Boneless Veal Roast

lb.

Mutton Shoulder Roast

23c

lb. 12i/2c

Mutton Stew

lb. 10c

B.B

lb. 16c

Special Coffee

Best Creamery Butter
Oleo,

33c

lb.

Golmar

lb.

12k

Buehler Bros. Boiled Ham

lb.

Ring Bologna

lb. 16c

Club Franks

lb. 16c

Sliced

Lunch Meat

49c

lb. 17c

Peanut Butter, bulk

lb. I21/2C

KOUW,

jSeH^
THE

PLAY GOLF

meat of all kinds.
A variety of factors might be
cited to explain whj( both Canadians and Americans are eating
more pork and less beef.
The closenessof the per capita
consumptionof all meats in the
two countries is obviously due to
similarityof economic conditions
and social customs.

Ernest Krpnemever.28, son

Ifou cant itay

die.

The

can't live in your kitchen; they wilt and
air that kills them is the same fume-

laden, burned-outair that saos vour own
vitality, gives you that wilted “kitchen look.’’
Where there is a flame used for cooking, there
muat be a burning-up of oxygen, a givina-off
of fumes. Ventilation helps; exoulsion of the
fouled air through a auction fan helps still
more. But an eaaier, more natural way of correcting the aituation is to change from flame
heat to concentrated, direct electic heat in your
kitchen range.

COOL
ELECTRIC COOKING

SWITCH TO CLEAN,

Electric cooking is flameless cooking. That

maans no soot nor fumee, no burning-up of
oxygen. It givee you a clean, cool kitchan
which makes of cooking a new delight It gives
you easy, quick and accurate cooking, cutting
your work to a minimum. It's the modern way
of cooking which smart women everywhere
•re switching to because of its benefits and
economies. Decide ... now ... to get ell of the
llow-costfacts.

Jeha Gael

Ca

DeVrfc, tad Dornbo.

—

Board of PubUe Work*, City of Holland.

SPORTY
HOLES

$1.00 ALL DAY

HOLLAND
COUNTRY CLUB

!

a'

suffered fatal injuries last

KROGER STORES

March 19 when struck bv an automobile near his home. Mr. Kronemever has been in ailing health
for several v^ars but his condition
became worse after the death of
his brother. He was able to i>e up
and around his home Tuesday but

hi? condition took a sudden turn
for the worse yesterday morning.
He had beep suffering from a
heart ailment. The deceased was
well known in Holland, where he
attended school, graduating from
Holland high school a number of
vears ago and attending Hope college for two vears. While attending college he was employed by
hia brother. Ray Kronemever, and
operated a press shop. Mr. Kronemever also spent four winters in
Phoenix. Ariz.. returning here for
the summer. He was born in Hamilton Dec. 11. 1908, to John G. and
Gertrude Brinkjnan Kronemever.
He was a member of First Reformed church of Hamilton. Besidesthe
narents. he is survived by four
brothers,Ray. rural route No. 2,
Holland; Howard of Grand Rapids. Morris of Holland and Harvev
at home; and one sister. Miss Viola
at home. Private funeral services
will be conducted Saturday at 1:30
n. m. at the home and will be followed by formal servicesat 2 p.
m. from First Reformed chufth in
Hamilton, with the Rev, H. Van't
Kerkhof. pastor, in charge, with
burial in the Hamiltoncemetery.

-

0-

—

John Van Tatenhove of
ce eperatiea with the

18

NEW

SPLENDID CONDITION

been causd from shock resulting
from the death of his younger
brother. Louis Kronemever. 18.

who

Flowers

IN

Mr. and Mrs. John G. Kronemever.
residing on M-40. two miles north
of Hamilton, died at the home of
his parents,at 7:50 p. m.. Wednesday. His death is believedto have

FRESH

in a kot, itufjfjy kitchen

of

GREAT

GREENS AND FAIRWAYS

Americans then averaged 133.4
pounds of meat a vear.
The Canadian figures for 1936
show that last year, for each unit
of population,there was consumed
in the Dominion 134.10 pounds of

>

Inc.

.the

French Cloak Store returned from
Chicago today where he has been
on a buying trip for Fall goods.
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For the Best in

Groceries,

Baked Goods, Meat, Poultry

•••••

\

and Fish
It

Pays to Trade at Krogers*

We

$49.50

invite residents in Holland and

vicinity

and the resorters ol this area to

These
are located:— the De Luxe store in the
Van Ark building on West 8thJ5t., also
food stores at Central Ave., near 16th
St.; Washington Square; 12th St. and
Washington Boulevard.
visit

any of our Holland Stores.

-

See

Our Regular Axmouncement
in the

Next

Issue
*

-

—

-

Only

$1.00

—

$1.00 a

weak

Th« wbofe town'* talking about th* btanttfal now
ilpM Wbtto Uno ol wcwlMn, tbo nartMt wahois
•vtr (ntrodacodl ThoyYo to hemdaomo. *o •cay to
oa*. thay mate* waihdar a plaaaur* Big walking*
« small a tubful ol laundry or fnat a littl* Ungorlo
In a imall amount oi water, theta fipex woahwa
daonaa them all galddr. thoroughly/ and a* geofly
as your own band*. S*o th* smart, modem Apex
WHITE LINE at our store NOW1

Mass Furniture Co.
50 West Tenth

Street

Phone

2011

Holland
*

Standard Quality Tomatoes 4
No. 2 cans 29c at Krogers.
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BAKER FURNITURE CO.
PICNIC WAS UNDER
SUPERVISION OF EMPLOYEES

cleaner

Have
31

Aug.
To Pay Taxes
Until

quicker laundry

of the

hiirhlifirhta

were a Parachute

Jump by Bill Ross who is a Baker
employee. He also sponsored Air

with

Plane rides for the employees for
80c each and many look advantage
of this.

Gas-Heated

Mrs. Hollis Bake-, wife of the
head of the firm, was presentedwith
a bouquet of beautifulroses by the
employees.
A lively interestwas shown in
the eames and prizes were awarded

liepuiel

for all events.

Free refreshments were served
during the afternoon— hot dogs,
lemonade, coffee and beer for the
grown ups and cracker jack, peanuts. candy, lemonade and ice cream

sunshine
^%S5

sSj^'
Piles of snowy sheets and shirts,
towels and table-cloths are the delight of every woman. If male members of your family take these things
for granted,it’s high time to remind
them that a laundry-day essential is
the 1937 | Automatic Gas Water

for the children.
This picnic was handled entirely
by the employees and from all reports this was a very successful picnic.

Convenient

ttVvttvtvVvvvv?ttVTVTV

Terms

STORE ACCIDENT
INJURES ALDERMAN

THAT

Heater.

FIT

WILL BRING
YOU
A

WASHDAY

Grand Rapids
Looks Into Home

HELPING HAND

son

Y

collection fee.
been named pastor of the St. FranAll real estate taxes for 1935 and cis de Sales Catholic church here
earlier years will go on sale, prob- to succeed the Rev. Frederick W.
John Vogelzang, local hardware ably this coming spring, unless Ryan, who has been transferredto
dealer and alderman of the sixth they are paid in full or are paid the Villa Maria at Grand Rapids
ward, is confined to his home, 210 up to the currently due install- as chaplain.The appointmentInWest 18th St., above his Washing- ment. This means that the 1936 comes effective August 6. The Rev.
ton Souare store, due to an injured taxes must be paid in full and that Westdorp is a native of Grand
right Ileg which he suffered Satur- at least one-tenth of the total of Rapids.
day about
a)
5 p. m., in an accident 1933, 1934 and 1935 taxes must be
at his store.
paid in order to escape this sale.
Mr. Vogelzanghad gone to the This is in addition to the three
basementof the store to obtain a tenths required on 1932 and prior
piece of tin for a customer. In years taxes.
getting the piece of tin, about 50
If the first installmentof 1933,
other sheets, ranging in sizes from 1934 and 1935 taxes has not been
24 by 96 inches to 36 by 96 inches, paid, property will go to tax sale
fell on his leg. An X-ray examina- for the full amount of these taxes.

YOUR BUDGET

Not only that! Gas-heated liquid sunshine shortens housework hours every
day and is such an indispensableaccessory of personal cleanliness and
convenience that everyone in your
home will give thanks every time they
open the faucet.

Dr. John E. Kuitenga. on the faculty of Princeton.New Jersey,who
with his family is at Central Park

Dr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Davidleft this week on a vacation
at his Summer home. “School’s trip through the East and will be
Out." will occupy the pulpit of Cen- away for six weeks. During that
tral Park Church in the place of period several divines have been
Rev. Fred Van Dyke, who is on a prevailedupon to occupy the Hope
vacation.
Church pulpit during the absence
It is quite a coincidence that of the pastor. The list follows:—
this church building was built in
August 8— Rev. Theodore TritGraafschap when Mr. Kuitenga enbach of Schenectady. N.
August 15 — Dr. Theodore F. Daless than four weeks left, Nicholas was pastor there manv years ago.
Sprietsma of Holland,county treas- It was later moved from that vil- vies of New Brunswick Theological
urer, announcedtoday. While tax lage to Central Park, lust off US- Seminary.
August 22— Dr. John E. Kuizenpayments have increased during 31. Undoubtedlya large number
the past few days, considerablefrom the resorts as well as from ga. Princeton Theological Semindelinquency is reported and after Holland will attend services at ary.
Central Park Church, since Mr.
August 29— Rev. Eugene Flipsc.
August 31, penaltiesapplied.
Delinquent taxpayers have two Kuizenga has been in great de- Douglaston,N. Y.
mand all during the summer seaSeptember 5— Rev. Fred Olert of
options, one of which saves mone^
son. He also spoke at different the First Presbyterian Church of
and the other costs. If they pay a
times at the Central Park chapel, Paducah. Ky.
of their 1936 tax and three-tenths
where a great manv of the resortSeptember12— The preacher for
of taxes of 1932 and prior years,
then they» have the privilege of ers also worship on Sur_i?V. Dif- this date has not been selected.
ferent pastors who summer at
paying 1983, 1934, and 1936 delinCentral Park aid in the program
quent taxes on a collectionfee during the resort season.
HOLLAND TAKES ITS
basis of only 2 per cent. This does
not include special assessments
SECOND GOLF WIN
which carry six per cent interest PASTOR IS NAMED
FOR
CATHOLIC
CHURCH
(Allegan
(inset te)
penalty per anum from the date
of their return.
Holland golfers were victorious
If tax payers do not take advanThe Roman Catholic diocese of
tage of this offer, then the penalty Grand Rapids made the announce- over the Allegan group for the
applies at the rate of three-quar- ment Saturday that the Rev. John second time this season when they
ters of one per cent per month Westdorp, pastor of the St. Mary's trimmed Otwellegan at Otwellegan
and an additional four per cent Catholic church in Hemlock, had by a score of 36 'y to 29 Mi.

Less Penalty

Baker Furniture. Inc., held their
Annual Picnic July 31st at Tunnel
Park. Approximately1.000 people Lew thin Four Weeks Remain
in Program; Tax Sale
attended the picnic this year and a
is Announced
good time was had by all.
Vincent McDermottacted as MasIf Ottawa county property ownter of Ceremoniesand did an excellent job. Every minute was filled ers desire to save penaltieson dewith lun and emertuinment. Some linquent tax payments, they have

whiter

JOHN E. KUIZENGA TO AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAATaking Profit
PREACH AT CENTRAL PARK PROMINENT PASTORS TO
SUPPLY HOPE CHURCH
of War May

DR.

The

second tournament

took

place Sunday.

Only two good scores were registered. Art Fredericks of Otwellegan came home with a 76 and L.
Kleis, Holland, brought in a 77
for the two low scores and the only
scores under the eighties. Kleis
also shot a 36 for the first nine,
par score, and Fredericksshot a 38.

BRIDGE IS COMPLETE

The new steel and concrete
bridge on US- 131 over Kalamazoo
river between Douglas and Saugatuck will be comp teted bv August
1, a month earlier than had been
Ijiwrence W.
Dipatea. lawrence
n. Lamb,
uamu,
anticipated.
Stiles and I^slie Cite What
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lamb,
Holland Has Done to
was the builder. The span is 485
feet long, with a forty-two foot
Boost Building
roadway and five-foot walk on
each side with a railing of fabri(drand Rajnds Herald)
cated steel. Fifteen hundred tons
Grand Rapids can learn a lesson of steel, 3,000 cubic feet of cement,
from the city of Holland in the and 20,000 bags of cement were
matter of new homes construction. used.
Frederick E. Stiles, president of
Stiles,Inc., and member of the CHERRY PICKER IS
city’s two-man housing survey
HURLED UNDER TRAIN
committee, asserted Saturday following a visit to that city by himHurled beneath the wheels of
self and Joel W. Leslie, the other the Here Marquettefreight train

All

End
Future War

Rev. Paul P. Cheff Tells Zeelandera
the Advantage of Being an
American Citixen
(Zeeland Record)

* Zeeland Rotary club was honored
recently by having as its guest
speaker Rev. P. P. Cheff, former
pastor of First Reformed Church
of this city, who spoke on the ad-

vantages of being an Americin
citixen, and he developed the idea

that the immensity of our country
permitted the amalgamation of the
many races which so readily flowed
to our shores.He pointed out the
opportunityand room for development, in contrast with European
countries, into a strong and virile
race, in which the opportunity was
to grow up toward greater minds
and achievements in contrastwith
the others where the trend is to
push down from the top.
He was given round applause
which evidenced the appreciation
of the nearly 100 per cent attendance. Dr. Cheff was pastor here
about twenty years ago, going from
Zeeland to Hope church, Holland.
He later took a charge at Omaha
and at presentis located at Sidney,
Neb., where he also does editorial
writingfor the local newspaper, the
Sidney Telegram. He is spending
his vacation at Tennessee Beach.
At this meeting a resolution was
adopted to support the ShepherdHill bill No. 526 in the United
States Senate and H. R. No. 6704 in
the house of representatives,
and
to inform the two Michigan sena-

tors and Congressmen Carl E.
Mapes of the club’s endorsement of
the bill.

The bill proposes to conscript industry and finance as well as men
should the United States ever again
AUTOMATIC GAS
become involvedin war. There are
WATER HEATER
many provisionsin the bill that
tion at the hospital revealed the
While property delinquent on
are not understood at this time, but
leg was cracked in two places at | taxes after August 31 will go on
its general nurpose is to “take the
the knee. His leg was placed in a the tax sale list, it can be paid at
Instant hot water to dry costs
profit out of war" and thus prevent
cast at the hospital and then he any time after that up until the
less than ever before. It's a
war. The World War of 1914-1918
returned home.
date of tax sale by the owner, but
\\
minor item in ANY budgetl
has shown that millionaireswere
penaltiesmust be included in such
made overnight and were multipayment and thus the total amount
GUN SHOT CAUSES
plied by the hundreds. It is the
DEATH OF OWEN JAMES due will be considerablymore than
contentionof those sponsoring this
payments made before August 31.
bill that profit in manufacturing
Although it is believed that a Mr. Sprietsma explains that interand selling munitions for war was
bullet from a 38 calibre revolver est penalties apply on property not
great Incentive for pi
promoting
was the means of a suicidal death brought up to date as of return
war and that the prohibiting of this
of Owen James, 31, Ganges town- of tax rolls. For some years this
element will be the greatest detership farmer, investigationof the interestor percentage will go as
rent to war promotion.
shooting is being continuedby high as 21.
It was urged that every interCoroner E. D. Osmun and memThis method of payment was
ested citizen write to our reprebers of the sheriff’sdepartment.
provided by recent laws which have committee member. Mr. I>eslie is on which he was homeward bound
sentativesin Washington, endorsJames was found dead with a granted special extensionsof time a buildingand loan executive.
from picking cherries at Shelb
ing the bill by number, thus: Senbullet through 1 It heart a few days for payment to the deliquentprop“During the past two years, Hol- Edward Witkowski,42 ve
fa ate Bill 525, addressed to Senator
ago. The gun w .t fully loaded ex- erty owmer.
land has built about 180 four and Grand Rapids laborer, suffered the
cept for tne one discharged shell.
A special effort is being made five-room homes that would be a loss of his right leg in an accident Prentiss M. Brown and Senator
James leaves his widow, Mildred, by Mr. Sprietsma to save taxpay- credit to any community.”Stiles at Ferrysburg near Grand Haven. Arthur H. Vanden Berg, U. S.
Senate, and H. R. No. 6704 to
and one two-year-old child. Mrs. ers money in callingattention to said. "About 100 have been built
Hatton hospital attaches said toJames explained to officials that citizensof the law and plan as so far this year. Grand Rapids, day Witkowski's conditionwas ser- CongressmanCarl E. Mapes, House
of Representatives, Washington,
her husband had been worried over well as dates upon which privileges with 10 to 12 times the population,
ious. His right leg was amputated D. C.
financialdifficulties,which she endshows 120 permits for new houses." between the foot and knee at the
The bill has been in committee
advancedas the theory that may
Stiles assertedthat Holland’ssohospital.
for months and has been held there
have caused the man to take his ALLEGAN PAYS $7,386
lution of the housing problem U the
Cries of the Injured man as the through the influence of strong Inlife.
of private effort encouraged wheels passed over his leg, almost
OLD AGE BILL IN JUNE result
by the “very active leadership of severing it, reached Jacob Ruiterp> terests that are opposed to “taking
the profit out of war.”
William Connelly,secretary
•oAllegan county old ago benefit Holland associationof commerce; who was in bed at his home, near
payments amounted to $7,386 in Frank Essenberg, lumberman an the F. M. tracks, Ferrysburg. Mr. GANG OF BOYS CONRuiter hurried to the spot, about
June, according to figures received builder, and by the co-operationof
FESS LOCAL CRIMES
100 yards north of where the P. M.
here from James G. Bryant, state the manufacturers who took active
crosses old US-31 lo Muskegon.
welfare director.A total of 452 steps to investigateconditionsbcHe summoned Sgt. Earl Secrist, of
A number of petty robberies
persons received assistancefor an fort the housing shortage became
the state police, and assisted in which occurredin and near Holland
average of $16.34 a person,slight- a grave problem."
taking the man to the hospital.
last week were solved by the local
ly lower than the state average of
It's “Contagious"
The Grand Rapids man had been
$17.16.
“Mr. Connelly reports that the riding between the boxcars on a police Friday by the apprehension
o
home building spirit once under coupler, when he was jarred from of a gang of boys ranging in ages
from 11 to 14 years. Two of the
HART MAN NAMED CHIEF
way, is catching," Stiles related.
boys, 13 and 14 years old, were held
OPERATOR AT ZEELAND "Workingmen who didn't seem to his seat about 10:30 p. m.
at police headquarters, Friday,
have any savings have, some way ATTORNEY DETHMERS
pending disposition of their case.
Percy Carlton, former manager or other, managed to dig up four or
OF HOLLAND HEADS
Four others picked up Friday we
of the Hart Hydro electric com- five hundred dollars for a down
PROSECUTORS OF STATE released at night to custody of
pany for seven years, has accepted payment and banking finance has
their parents. Because of their
a position at the Zeeland munici- furnishedthe balanceof the money.
Their annual convention at Es- ages, names of the youths were
pal power plant as chief operator.
"About 35 per cent of the house
Mr. Carlton came from Califor- financing has been done with the canaba brought to a close, prose- withhe' l. Confessionsmade by the
nia over 40 years ago and ope.r- insured mortgage of the FHA and cuting attorneysof Michigan head- boys cleared robberies committed
ated a garage in Hart for 20 the rest has been taken care of ed for home with a new president, last Wednesday afternoon at the
John R. Dethmers, of Ottawa Downtown LG. A. store, 35 East
years.
with the banks’ local plan.
o
“The average new home in Hol- county. Mr. Dethmers was elected Eighth St., and on Monday afterBUILDING DESTROYED
land runs from $2,700 to $3,500 from the vice-presidencyin elec- noon and night at the Beechwood
school,North Shore drive; liouis
BY FIRE
complete with bath, furnace, elec- tions at this meeting.
The building known as Dick’s tric fixtures, etc. They are well de- Other officersinclude: I/eonard I’adnos warehouse,North River
Ave.; Ideal Cleaners, Sixth St. and
place which has been used as an of- signed and a credit to any com- Patterson, Sanilac county, first
CollegeAve.; Holland Furnace Co.,
fice by Lawrence Lamb while the munity. Lumber and material costs vice president; Arthur M. Mann,
new bridge at Douglas was under are about the same as in Grand St. Clair county, second vice pres- foundry, West Fourth St., and the
Bertsch Cider Mill, on US-31, west
construction, was destroyed by fire. Rapids. Carpenters are paid 65 to dent, and John H. Brennan, deputy
The bridge is now completed ready 75 cents an hour. George James, a attorney general, secretary-treas- of Holland, Chief Van Ry said. The
14-year-old youth admitted robbing
for dedication.It is a fine piece of Grand Rapids builderwho accom- urer.
New liquor and slot machine the LG. A. store alone while the
work and a show place over the panied us, told me that the same
is pleased to
to its shareThis
lake at Douglas.
homes with lots could be built in regulationswere explained by V. two of them confessed committing
Grand Rapids for $3,200 to $3,500. F. Gormely, liquor control com- the other robberiestogether.Chief
holders and to the people of Holland generally, that it
The graduating class of 1936 of James has made a study of small missioner, and Capt. Ceasar Sca- Van Ry said most of the money and
varda of the state police spoke on merchandise obtained in the robFennville held their first reunion home construction.
beries had been recovered.A large
“safe highways".
Sunday. A short business meeting
Tops the State
By acclamation,delegatesnamed amount of the money and stolen
“All the money, labor and mawas
held in the home of Edwin
the
merchandise was recoveredfrom an
Payne followed by a picnic dinner terials are furnished locally.Mr. Alvin G. Dimma, Albert Dimmers,
old boat in the boatyardof the
Morris
K.
Davis,
Vincent
Fitzgerin Allegan county park. The after- Connellystartedthe campaign about
inGil Boat Co., where the loot had
noon and evening were spent at a year and a half ago by send- ald, Thomas J. Bailey, Oswald T.
been hidden, Chief Van Ry said.
Ramona,
Grand
Rapids, followed ing out questionnaireswhich were McGinn and Charles W. Austin to
strumentality of the
y distributedby manufacturmanulactur-the board of directors. For the past Police are investigatinga report
by a show. Only fourteen members widely
that a merchant sold a rifle to the
of the original thirty-six were pres- ers. Raymond H. Foley, state FHA i year Mr. Dethmers and family have
14-year-oldyouth and prosecution
ent for the dinner. Apparently director, gave active help, with the lived at Central Park on Lake
will follow if it has been found that
result
that
Holland
today
tops
all
Macatawa
where
he
purchased
a
many members took lightly “the
any state law, regarding such sales,
better the day the better the deed.” Michigan cities for its percentage home.
has been violated.
Each class of shares, including Savings Share accounts,
of new home construction.’
o
SUBSCRIBING MONEY FOR
Miss laicilleBoeve, daughter of
EVELYN WOLBRINK
is protected under this Insurance
Five
BETTER FIRE PROTECTION
Mr. ami Mrs. G. H. Boeve of Rural
Five members of one family were
WEDS PERCY ALLEN
AT OVER1SEL
Route No. 6, and Wilbert Brondyke, injured in an automobile accident
and Dollars for any one shareholder.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Bron- Sunday, about 6:45 p. m. on the
(Allegan News)
The folks in the village of Overdyke of 125 East 21st St., were Waverly road, one mile north of
Miss Evelyn Wolbrink, daughter
united in marriage Friday evening, Crisp. The injured are the Rev. isel are trying hard to obtain addi- of Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Wolbrink
in the parsonage of Ebenezer Re- Samuel Fopma, Noordeloos minis- tional fire fightingapparatus. The of Ganges, was united in marriage
Insured safety has been granted to this Association after
rigid examination.
formed church with the Rev. J. F. ter, residing on Rural Route No. only supply at present is two large to Percy Allen Sunday morning in
Schortinghuisperforming the cere- 3, Holland, fracturedribs, cuts on cisternsfrom which water can be a pretty wedding in the bride’s parthose associations which can meet the strict eligibilityrequirements as to sound conmony. The bnde was lovely in a face and general body bruises; Mrs. drawn in case of a fire which is ents’ home. Rev. Frank G. Wright
dition, accepted policies, and capable
are
you may put
gown of white silk organza, fash- Fopma, his wife, fractured pelvis not consideredsufficient for a fire officiated in the presence of the
ioned on princess lines. She was an a other injuries; Nina, their of any size. A sizeable sum of immediate families and a few
your dollars to
with
feeling of
security.
have the satisfaction of
attended by Mrs. Ray Brondyke, daughter,scalp wounds; Robert money has already been subscribed friends. The single ring service
who wore floweredsilk chiffon. Ray and Orville, sons of Rev. and Mrs. for this purpose.
was used.
that the safety of your investment is insured up to $5000 00.
Brondyke attended his brother as Fopma, general body bruises. Rev.
o
The bride was lovely in an
best man. Following the ceremony Fopma swerved his car, which
School board meeting was held oyster-whitetraveling gown. The
a wedding reception was held at crashed into a concrete bridge at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert couple was unattended. Following
are invited to come in and talk
Insured
Let us explain
the home of the bride’s parents. abutment, to avoid a collision with De Vries recently. Those present the ceremony, which was in a setMr. and Mrs. Glenn Fynewever of another automobile driven by Law- were Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Kamp- ting of flowers, ferns, and candles,
your account here will make you a safe and profitable investment.
Coopersvilleacted as master and rence Prins, Rural Route No. 2, huis, Henrietta Kamphuis and Mr. a wedding breakfast was served
mistress of ceremonies. A two- Holland, as it made a wide turn at and Mrs. Harry Schutte.
and Mr. and Mrs. Allen left for a
course supper was served by Misses an intersection,Deputy Sheriff
o^
trip to northern Michigan. They
Dorothy Boeve, Cornelia Van Leeu- William Van Etta, who investigatMr. and Mrs. Nick Hofsteen en- will be at home to their friends
ed
the
accident,
said. The Fopma tertained a group of their nieces in the Starr cottage on Lakeshore
wen,
Ethel
Oonk
and
Verna
De
Withdrawals Are Now Beiog
Latest
Witt. Mrs. Boeve, mother of the family was en route to Spring and nephews last Thursday even- drive.
bride, wore navy blue chiffon, while Lake. Prins told the officerthat ing at their home on West 14th at.,
The bride is a graduate of Holhud on 30 Days’ Notice
declared at therateof
the groom's mother was attired in he made a wide turn because a in honor of their guest*, Mr. and land High school and for a number
black crepe with white trim. Miss pedestrian was standing
'8 near the Mrs. Harvey McKervey of Detroit. of years has been associatedwith
Fc
car An informal social time was spent her father in insurance business,
Mvhle De Witt entertained with road intersection. The Fopma
piano music during the evening. was damaged and the other vehicle and refreshment*were served. which Work she will continue.Mr.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and sustainedonly slight damages. About ten were present.
Allen is a home decorator and
Mrs. Henry Boeve and sons, Jack With the exceptionof Mrs. Fopma,
-o
painter.
ahd Gerald, of Philadelphia,Mr* the group was releasedfrom HolThe annual election of officers
A receptionwill be held in the
and Mrs. Glenn Fynewever and land hospital Sunday night after of the Beaverdam Christian En- Wolbrink home Friday evening
children of Coopersville,Mr. and receivingtreatment.Mrs. Fopma’s deavor society resulted in the fol- honoring Mr. and Mrs. Allen,
Mrs. Ed Van Haften of James- condition was reported improved lowing elected: Frances Veldman,
o- *
town, Mr. and Mrs. John Hasper early this week. Foster Van Vliet, president; Winnifred De Jonge, HOLLAND STUDENT TO TKACH
of Muskegon, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- of South Olive, riding in the car vice-president; Alma Bowman, secIN GRAND RAPIDS
rit Raterink, Mr. and Mrs.. Egretary; Ivan Posma, treasurer.
bert Wilterdink,Mr. and Mrs. BUI
After the annual meeting held la^t Miss Phoebe Sarbent, of Ganges,
2205
187 RIVER
Wilterdink of Grand Rapids. Mr.
week the group met at the par- who graduated from Hope college
land,
also
riding
with
Prins.
The
and Mrs. Brondyke willi msse
make weir
their
sonage where they were entertain- at Holland in June, has accepted
t., in
Ionia, injured persons were brought to ed by the, Rev. and Mrs. Muyskens. a position as English teacher in
home at 126 Lytle St,
*
Office Hours: 9:00 to 3.*00
the hospitalby Henry Bauman, a Games were played and delicious Fafrview high school at Grand
where Mr. Brondyke is employed
empl
by the General Motors corporation.residentof the neighborhood.
refreshments
Rapids for the coming year.
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official,
elected committeeman mal social evening.Mr. Vanden
of the Fifth District association of Berg was
in Ventura and
the American Legion at the annual spent his entire life in this vicinity.

bom

convention,attended by 250 members from Kent and Ottawa counties, in the Eagle-Ottawaauditorium, Grand Haven. Several American Legion members from Holland
attended.
« • •

Funeral aenricei were held in
the Douglas Congregationalchurch
Monday at 2 p. m. for Mrs. William Lidcll, 78, who died Saturday
IT
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k
f

1
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Pictorial Revieiu

For the past 16 years he has been
a furniture worker and is still
active in this capacity. He was
presentedwith several gifts. About
15 were present at the party.

Showing Progress That Stands As Monuments

Success of the Founders of the Holland Furnace

to the

Company

afternoon in Douglas hospital,
Albert and Jacob DeFeyter,
where she had been confined for
the past year and a half. Prof. Eg- brothers of Mrs. Elver Bailey, and
bert Writer of Hope collegeoffi- a cousin, Mrs. Myrtle Witte, all
ciated. Burial was in Douglas cem- of Holland, were guests in the

Dr. William J. Rooks was surprised at hia home east of the city
last Thursday night by his four
sons and their families on the
occasion of his 72nd birthday. He
etery. Only survivorsare a brother- Bailey home Sunday. — Fennville
was presented with a gift. After
in-law, C. M. McFarland, of Chi- Herald
an informal social evening, his
cago, and several nieces and
• • •
guests served lunch. Include
?d in
nephews.
The Foster brothers — Edward, the party were Mr. and Mrs. John
• • •
Maxwell and Eveard — launched the W.. Rooks and son, Wilis, of Grand
Applicationfor a building permit good ship Gold Bug in Hutchins Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit J.
was made Monday with City Clerk Lake Sunday, and aid pretty well Rooks, Mr. and Mrs. William W.
Oscar Peterson by the Holland Mo- in their first attempts to naviga- Rooks and children,Barbara Ann
tor Express, 1 West 6th St., for ting a sailboat, considering their and Willard and Joe Rooks, all of
permission to remodel and enlarge lack of experience in seamanship. Holland.
their office and to place a concrete With Ed as captain, Eveard as first
floor in the company'sgarage at mate and Max as bosun, they pracan estimated cost of $750.
ticed tacking, yawing, jibing, runA quiet garden wedding took
ning before the wind, and reefing, place at the hoide of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell De Waard, son of Mr. but found they couldn't back er' up J. H. Vander Ven, 83 East 13th St.,
and Mrs. Dick De Waard of 182 like they could a motor car. A too- Friday evening, at 8 o’clock, when
East 6th St., is seriously ill of strong puff of wind finished the their daughter, Helen Ruth, betyphoid fever in Marine hospital lesson by putting the gunwales came the bride of George Veldman
at Detroit.He was strickenmore awash, and a SOS brought I>eo of Grandville.Only the immediate
than a week ago aboard a boat Tuckers motor boat that towed them familieswere present.The double
where he was employed as wire- in. It was decided, however, to ring ceremony was performedby
less operator.
leave the defense of the Americans the Rev. Gerrit Hekhuis. Followcup against the challengerEndeav- ing the service, a wedding luncheon
James Nettinga is dean of boys or, for this year at least, to Harold was served by the sistV* °f the
wid also in charge of sports at the Vanderbilt’s Ranger. — Fennville bride. The couple left during the
xouth Fellowship conference held Herald
evening on a wedding trip by way
in Waldenwoods this week. From
of Niagara Falls to New York city.
there he will go to Westerlo,N. Y.,
Allegan's 35 mail boxes have
to visit his sister, Mrs. A. J. Ne- received a thorough overhauling
Officers of the two branches of
ville.
during the past week and as soon the I.O.O.F. in Holland were inas a doren new concrete posts are stalled during the past week. Last
Dr. S. C. Nettinga, presidentof delivered, that city will have a set Tuesday evening the followingwere
Western TheologicalSeminary,and of uniform mail boxes convenient- installed into office of Holland
Mrs. Nettinga left Tuesday for a y located for all residentsin our 1 Kncampment No. 79: George Hitsthree-weeks’vacation in the East. neighboring town.
man, chief patriach; Fred Van
They will spend some time at the
Slooten, senior warden; George
home of their son-in-law and Mrs. Harry Lampen of Ovorisel Vander Hill, scribe; James Buttler,
daughter, the Rev. and Mrs. A. J. had the misfortune of breaking treasurer;Fred Schnase, high
Neville, in Westerlo, N. Y. Paul her collar bone recently by falling priest; Martin Keller, junior wardNettinga of Chicago spent two days off the back porch of her home, er; James Crowle, sentinel; Charles
with his parents here prior to their She is on the road to recovery.
Harris,first watch; W. S. Shaffer,
departure.
second watch; Raymond Armbrus• • •
ter, third watch, and Ray LightFuneral services were held
hart, fourth watch. The installing
Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the Langeofficer was W. S. Shaffer of Holland Funeral home for Andrew J.
land, district deputy grand patriVan Zoeren, 77, who died early The marriage of Frances Sas, arch. Last Thursday evening the
MR. A. H.
Sunday morning at the home of his daughter of John Sas, Sr., and following officers of the Holland
MRS.
P.
daughter, Miss Henrietta Van Zoe- Sidney Jarvis^Ir., son of Mr. and City lodge 192 were installed;
Co-founder and Beloved Former Leader of Our
ren, in Grand Rapids,where he had Mrs. Sidney Jarvis of Pine ave., Floyd Banks, noble grand; Frank
Widow of the Co-founder of Our Company,
resided the past year. Dr. N. Boer took place in Michigan City, Tues- Cherven, vice grand; Robert SiWarm Friend Organization
of Grand Rapids and the Rev. W. day. July 27.
Mi. John P. Kolia
monson, chaplain;R. M. Simonson,
Wolvius, local retired pastor, ofsecretary;Herman Damson, treasficiated.Burial was in Pilgrim
Miss Jeanette Spykhouse enter- urer; Richard Bell, warder; R.
Home cemetery.Mr. Van Zoeren tained at a surprise party, last Gaitor, conductor; James Crowle,
was born in Vriesland where he week, in honor of Florence Hill’s outside guard; C. Kramer, inside
snent the greater part of his life. birthday. The guest of honor re- guard; Raymond Armbruster,R.
He lived on a farm near Central ceived many beautiful gifts. Games S. N. G.; Russell Haight, L. S. N.
Park from 1909 until shortly before were played, and a two-course
G.; Charles Harris, R. S. V. G.;
Jus wife died in 1926. Since then luncheon was served.
C. Stellema, L. S. V. G.; W. Van
he spent his time with his children.
Vulpen, R. S. S.; H. Hiler. L. S. S.
He was deeply interested in church
« , ITS
Teachers and officers of the The installing officer was District
work and served for years as a Sixteenth Street Christian Reform- Deputy Grand Master George Vanconsistorymember of the Central
ed church entertained their hus- der Hill, assistedby the following
<
• 'fi
Park Reformed church. Surviving bands, wives, and friends at a past guards: Robert Scott of DeVVAirA-*^ **"
are five children, Mrs. R. Burgess
wiener roast at Saugatuck last troit, Bert Habing, T. Vande Waof Byron Center; Mrs. Henry Thursday evening. Sports were in ter, Raymond Armbruster, H. BurSchaap and Albert Van Zoeren of charge of Miss Ruth Geerds and rows and C. Harris. After the inHolland; Mrs. E. J. Belt and Miss
Henrietta Wieghmink. The commit- stallation,ice cream and cake were
Henrietta of Grand Rapids; also 14
tee in charge of the outing was served. Robert Scott of Emety
grandchildrenand one great grand- Ann Ver Houw and Mrs. E.
lodge district,and chairman of the
son.
.
Stielstra.
finance committee of the grand
• • •
1— ~T'
• • •
encampment
of
the
state order,
Three or four electrical wires
A farewell party was given bj gave a talk. Word was receivedby
extending across the road at OttaMr. and Mrs. A. De Groot of 19E
wa Beach were put out of commis- West 28th St, last Monday eve- the Holland encampment that the
next Western Michigan circuit
sion about noon, Saturday, when a
ning, for their brother and sister- meeting will be held in Ludington,
large piece of scrap iron from the
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jon De
grounded Freighter Buriington, Groot, who left last Tuesday for Sept. 18.
which had been loaded on a truck their native land, the Netherlands.
Home Office Administration Building
for transportingto Holland, caught
The marriage of Miss Mabel
They sailed on the S.S. Volendam,
in the wires and tore them down.
Bird’s-eyeView of Holland Plant
July 31. Mr. and Mrs. De Groot Dekker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
have been in America for about B. L. Dekker, 268 West 10th St.,
Gerald Schurman, *272 West 10th
two months, spending a few weeks and Arthur Banks, son of Mr. and
St., is confinedto his home with a
with relatives in the East
E
and then Mrs. J. F. Banks of Allegan, was
fractured right arm which he sussolemnized Friday evening at 7:30
visiting relatives in this vicinity.
tained Friday afternoon when he
o’clock. Dr. E. J. Blekkink performland, in the branch factories, or in possible. It sounds like an “Alad- resentativesand intimate friends,
fell down on a concrete driveway at
Miss Kathryn Dinkeloo,who ed the double ring ceremony. The
the far-flungbranch offices found din” story, only ever so much more and today there are no copies left
Tunnel Park while playing baseteaches in Muskegon Heights, en- couple was attended by Mr. and
in all important cities of the na- substantial.It would be more ap- of this dedicatory issue. This, in
Mll. Mr. Schurman was attending
tertaineda group of friends at a Mrs. George Banks. The bride was
the Holland Shoe Co. picnic at the
tion, are close-knit. That is to say, propriate to use the trite saying, itself,is an outstanding tribute to
attired
in
an
ankle-length
gown
of
bridge luncheon last Wednesday
time of the accident. He is emthere is an intimatefriendshipand "Strong oaks from little acorns these three pioneers who revoluafternoon at her home, 214 East white lace over satin with white acployed by the firm. He was taken
Eighth St., in honor of Miss Roi- cessories. Mrs. Banks wore white
a
kindly feeling when a Holland grow,” for that, figuratively speak- tionized the methods of comfort in
to Holland hospital where the fracorgandiewith white accessories.
Furnace man meets one of their ing, is the story of the Holland the home, and to make this home
ture was reduced. He was then elle Vogen of Minneapolis, Minn. Mr. and Mrs. Banks will make
Bridge prizes were awarded to Mrs.
released.
number, and this, too, is true among Furnace Company from its found- "a spot where folks really live" in
their home at 290 Van Raalte Ave.,
William Balgooyen and Mrs. Herafter August 15. Miss Geraldine
the women of the organization.ing thirty-one years ago to the comfort and happiness.
man
Cook.
Miss
Vogen
was
preDr. Jacob Geerlings, who has
Hoffmeyer and Mrs. B. Dekker enThey have their little benefits, in- present time.
sented
with
a
guest
prize. Guests
The review also gives a pictoria'
been traveling during the past four
tertained with a kitchenshower for
Although the efforts and the en- settingof the industries that have
surance, welfare, and kindred ormonths in July and Greece doing were Mrs. Herman Cook, Mrs. J. T. Mrs. Banks on Friday, July 23.
researchwork in Greek manu- Boaz, Mrs. J. Trees, Mrs. B. Mur- Many beautiful and useful gifts
ganizationsthat with the great in- ergy of this trio is no more potent been created, starting with that
phy, Mrs. P. Fisher, Mrs. William
acripts of the New TesUment, arwere
presented.
dustry make them all akin and in- in its direction and their voices humble beginning in a 50 by 75Bali
algooyen and Mrs. George Murrived in Holland Friday night to
terested in the enterpriseof which have been stilled, this enterprise foot structure as pictured on this
phy,
all
of
Muskegon,
and
Miss
spend a week with relatives here.
they are a part. In other words, has been left in other hands to
Vogen of Minneapolis.
i guest
page. The Holland City News is
this Holland Furnace group speaks
Mrs. Stanley Kleinnekselof Jackcarry on. and it is evident that the pleasedto reproduce in pictures the
Mr. and Mrs. John Kramer have
the
"same
language"
as
that
has
to
Miss Ruth Blekkink,who is son Heights, LI., and for Dr. and
returned to their home on West
First Holland Plant, 1906
do with heat units that enter into Holland Furnace Company is re- monuments that redound to the
spending the summer with her par- Mrs. Rov Eusden of Newton,
17th St. after spending ten days at
tainingits high place in the indus- credit and the memory of those rethe comfort of the home largely.
ents,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
E.
J.
Blekkink,
Mass.,
who
are
spending
the
sumColorado Springs.
303 College Ave., entertainedFri- mer at Macatawa Park, Dr. and
Anyway, where “The Firepot" trial set-up in this city, state and
day afternoon for Mrs. Bernard Mrs. J. Harvey Kleinhekselenternation. That is naturallywhat the Holland will not soon forget them,
The small picture above repre- 1 Rantic heating industry. Today the generallydevotes practically all its founders have hoped for and had for this organizationhas played a
The Rev. and Mrs. David Low- Hakken, who will leave in Septem- tained a group of friends at a dincolumns to its own enterpriseand
enaar of Falmouth and the Rev. ber for the Arabian mission field ner party at their home in Wau- sents the nucleus from which grew nation is dotted with nearly 500
tremendous part in building up our
its large personnel,and goes into been striving for.
and Mrs. A. E. Oudemool of King- after a furlough here, and for Mrs.
kazoo Saturday evening. Dr. an industry,the volume of which branch offices, where this Holland detail relativeto the volume of
“The Firepot" was a fitting trib- city, and by the same token has
ston, N. Y., spent a few days with
Oliver Reese of Hartford,Wis., who Stanley Kleinheksel,who is on the annually totals into millions. This product is sold and installed, and sales and the contest to increase ute honoring the memory of the played a large part for good, as
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.
is a guest of her mother, Mrs. Ed- research staff of the Socony Vavolumes at times, in the issue of three much-belovedpersons, who this relates to our community life.
Oudemool,47 West 16th St. Rev. ward Vaupell. About 25 guests cuum Oil Co., with Mrs. Kleinhek- is the first Holland Furnace Com- give gainful employment to over
July 23 there was onlv one domi- passed away recently, and who A furnace is synonymous with the
and Mrs. Oudemool visited here en were oresent. Refreshmentswere
pany, started in August, 1906, when 5,000 people.
sel, is spending two weeks vacation
nating thought— and that was the were paramountfigures in building City of Holland no matter where
route to Alaska where they will
served by the hostess.
The Holland Furnace Company passing of A. H. landwehr, co- this industry, of which Holland has you go abroad.
with his brother here. Mrs. Eusden Mr. John P. Kolia became the manspend part of their seven weeks’
issues what is known founder of the Holland Furnace been so justly proud. It is eminentis a sister of Mrs. J. Harvey Klein- ager and Mr. A. H. Landwehr was periodically
This publicationmight go on invacation.
“TV.n L’;
__
Miss Henriette Bos entertained heksel. Sunday afternoon t h e the entire sales force. This build- as “The Fi repot," giving informa- Co., and Mrs. John P. Kolia, widow ly fitting that "The Firepot"should definitely,extolling the distinct
tion relative to the large industry, of the senior founder, John P. be dedicated to A. H. Landwehr qualities of the personnel and the
Kleinhekselhome at Waukazoo was
Bert Brandt returned to Holland the office employes of the Home the scene of a private christening ing was 50 by 75 feet and the capi- sales talks, news from the 500 Kolia, who passed away a few years and Mrs. John P. Kolia and to tie unusual growth of an industry that
Furnace
Co.
at
a
surprise
shower
last Wednesday from Madison,
ceremonyfor littleSara Jo Klein- talization was a modest sum of branches as this relates to the fur- ago. The issue is replete with a up in this review the name of the is so intimatelyrelated to the comWis., where he had been taking a at her home at 334 Central Ave., heksel,daughter of Dr. and Mrs. | $50,000. There were only a few nace industry,and such beneficial history of the furnace company senior founder,John P. Kolia. forts of all of us. This has been
last
Thursday
evening.
The
affair
three weeks’ summer music course.
hints helpful to the large "Warm from its inceptionto the present Every copy of this publicationhas repeatedlydone and we, therefore,
J. Harvey Kleinheksel.Dr. Eusden
. .u
He was called home by the death of was in honor of Miss Helen White, officiated, using a choice Dalek men' en0U18: t0 w,or,k. oul lhe e>:- Friend"
’’ fa
~ personnel in day. It also gives a eulogy on those been taken up by members of the conclude by giving this pictorial
family. The
who will be an August bride. Miss bowl, which was later presented to Penmental stage of this present gihis mother, Mrs. Alice Hoeksma.
every department, whether in Hol- who made this industrialdream "Warm Friend" family, their rep- contributionto its readers.
White was presented with a lovely
Sara Jo. A supper party followed
gift by the group. Pick-Up^ticks;l“,a
Miss Mary Bremer, employedin
and otner game, formed the enter- 1
the office of Charles H. McBride,
; morning a party was arranged for
tainment for the evening.
Holland attorney, is confined to her
David Eusden, who celebratedhis
home, 403 College Ave., by illness.
seventh birthday.Pony rides formThe annual reunion of the ed the chief entertainment,with a
Kooyers family was held at Tunnel family luncheon following.
Miss Johanna Boersma left Sat- Park last Thursday afternoon and
urday for Cincinnati, Ohio, where evening. President Harry VinkeThe fifty-secondwedding anniahe is enrolled for one of the sum- mulder called the meeting to order,
mer sessions at the Cincinnati and the secretary, Mrs. Manly Loo- versary of Alderman and Mrs.
Conservatory of Music.
man, reported about 75 present. James A. Drinkwater was celeDevotions were led by John Feen- brated Friday evening at a family
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest M. Terrell stra, and Miss Gerene Geerts sang
•party. The couple were married
of 807 West 12th St., with their two selections.A playlet, “Not a
three children, Forrest, Joyce and Man in the House,' was presented 52 years ago in the Methodist
Donna, left Saturday morning for bv Mrs. Clarence Hoffman, Mrs. church by the Rev. T. T. George.
California, where they will reside. Manly Looman, Mrs. Carl Feen- Mrs. Drinkwater was formerly
Mr. Terrellwas formerly superin- stra, Mrs. Henry Bolman and Mrs.
tendent of the Holland Federal Gerben Diekema. A program of Miss Ella M. Robart of West OHve.
Present at the affair were the
Baking company.
sports and the. usual basket picnic
honored couple, their two daughfollowed. At the business meeting
ters, Mrs. Ada Johnson and Ella
Dr. T. W. Davidson, pastor of it was decided to meet at Tunnel Mae Drinkwater and a grandHope church, preached Sunday Park on the third Saturday of July, daughter, Esther Margaret Johnmorning for the last time before 1938. New officers are Cov Vander son who is in training at the ButPlant No, 3, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Plant No. 2, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
leaving on a six weeks' vacationin Veen, president;Martin Nienhuis, terworth hospital, Grand Rapids.
vice-president;
Mrs.
Clarence
Hoffthe East. Accompanied by Mrs.
Born Julv 6, 1862, in Manchester
Davidson and their daughter,Miss man, secretary-treasurer.
England,
Mr. Drinkwater came
• • •
Cathlene, he left Monday for New
with hia family to thia country in
York City by motor.
Miss Esther Timmer and Miss 1872. After living in Boston, they
mately 125 relatives. Those attend- of the day were closed with prayer address. Instrumental music was tives in Zeeland. Mrs. Mary Pas
ZEELAND
Florence Van Wieren were host- went to Chicago in 1875. He mov• • •
ing came from Spring Lake, Grand by the oldest member present, furnished by Paul and Wayne Van and daughter Retta of Holland also
J. B. Slagh, 83 years old.
The Harlem pickle station, north esaea at a surprise miscellaneous ed to Ventura in 1876 and later
Eenehaam. Mrs. William Van were Sunday visitors with relatives
Thirty-onemembers of the Adult Haven, Elmhurst, Illinois,Muskeof Holland. Is open, with Dick shower held Friday evening in the took up residence in Holland. He
The 25th annual reunion of the Eenenaam of Zeeland describedher and friends at Zeeland.
Plaggemars’
home
on
West
14th retired in 1929 after working 83 Bible class of Bethel Reformed gon, Mason, Grand Rapids,Holland, Huyser family was Jield Friday
Mouw, of this dty, as manager.
recent trip to the west coast. MuMr. and Mrs. Herman KiekenSt., in honor of Miss Ferae Plagge• • •
years as a moulder at the Buss church held an outing at Zeeland Zeeland and vicinity. The officers afternoon and evening in the Law- sic was furnished by Mrs. Minnie
veld of Holland and Mrs. John
mars, who will be an August bride. Machine works. Mr. Drinkwater payk last Thursday evening.. A in charge were John Van Thten- rence Street City park at Zeeland.
Huyser and Mrs. Minnie Schut. A Jurris and Albert Jurris attended
The guest of honor was presented who first became an alderman in short program was presented dur- hove. Holland,president; H. R. Officers in charge of the affair budget was read by RussellHuyser.
that
the Jurris and De Boer family revotes, that is shrewd politics.—with many beautiful and useful 1908 and whe has never been de- ing which Mrs. H. Naberhuis gave Brink, Holland, secretary-treas-were Chester Ver Merlen of Hol- and a historical report was given union at Johnson Park, Grandville,
gifts. Games were played and feated’at the polls, has served a budget and Mrs. H. Sprick and urer; Mrs. Gtorge Sorensen, Mus- land, president;Kate Ver Merlen,
Detroit Free Press
by Peter• Huyse
Huyser.
on last Wednesday afternoon and
prizes were awarded to Miaaes under six mayors. With the excep- Mrs. J. Wiggers gave readings. kegon, historian. At a business Holland, secretary,and B. BergBom to Mr. and Mrs. Harold evening. —Zeeland Record
Thelma
and
Phyllia Grevengoedtion of the administrationof Sports were conducted and prizes session the following officers were horst, Zeeland, treasurer. Tony
Tony Hoesae, E. WashingtonSt* a son; Mrs. Chester Harris
and Mrs. Ben Mulder and
Harri of Buin,
Miss Lueile, 79 W. 16th and Stella Ver Schure. A two* Earnest C. Brooks, aa mayor from were awarded to Mr. and Mrs. H. elected for the coming year: H. R. Huyser of Holland was elected to Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Zeinstra, Wyoming, is spending a few weeks
course lunch waa served.
Mooi,
P.
Wierda,
Mrs.
J.
Van
KamBrink,
Holland,
•
president:’
Mise
1928
.to
1932,
he
has
served
conpresident
for
the
coming
year
ir.
The
Borculo,
a
son,
Kenneth
John;
to
ft* were week-end guests at the
here at the home of
__ 1Mrs. D. Van
• • •
pen and Mrs. E. Lam. The Rev. Gertrude Wabeke, Holland, vice- secretary and treasurer were re- Mr. and Mrs. J*mes Sturing, N.
tinuouslysince 1908. J
no Mrs.
mn. ivuy
home of Mr. and
Roy ucuniBBeardsEenenaam
and
Evelyn, and other
A group of relatives gathered at He was an alderman under C. A. Stoppels is teacher of the president;Mrs. Neal Tieeenga,Hol- elected.The program was opened Centennial Si., at the Zeel
lee of Dowagiac.
iac, Mr. and Mrs.
(eland hos- relativesin Zeeland. Mrs. Harris
land, secretary-treasurer(re-elect- with singing of psalms, accompa- pital, a daughter,- Carolyn; to Mr.
Jam* De Y ur. Central ave., also the home of Gerrit Vanden Berg, Mayor Henry Bnuee, Nicodemus class.
was Miss Jennie Van Eenenaam of
The fourth annual Slagh family ed); Mrs. George Sorensen,.Mus- nied by Paul Van Eeenenaam on and Mrs. Eldon Moore, Wall St, who wwy uciure ner mama
motored to tbs Beardelee’sSunday. 102 West 7th St., last Thursday Bosch, John Vandersluis, Nicholas
this city before her marriage. She
evening,
to
honor
him
on
hia
66th
•KammeraadL
E.
P.
Stephan
and
reunion,
held
last
Wednesday
afterkegon,
historian
(re-elected).
the
horn.
Sietse
Baron
told
of
his
a daughter, Margaret Ann.
• • •
submitted to an operation to CWbirthday
anniversary.
RefreshHenry
Geerlings.
'
noon
and
evening
at
Zeeland
City
Sports
were
enjoyed
and
a
short
On two occasions
recent trip in the East and Rev.
Mrs. Mary Schepers of Holland gjo rjoeakiy and is now irecuperHomer Fisher, Grand Haven
festivities Peter De Vries of Zeeland gave an was the week-end guest of relaented, The
1
postmasterand American Legion ments were served after an infor- he gained office by appointment park, waa attendedby approxi- program presented,
I
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ALLEGAN COUNTY

THB FOLLOWING FIRE8TONR
DEALERS ARB PREPARED TO

NEWS
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SERVE

Funeral serviceswere held last
Sadie Marie Carey, eight-year-old
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. John
Carey of Bravo, located four miles
south of Fennville.She died earlier
in the day of mastoiditis
de________ which
________
veloped into meningitis. Besides
the parents she is survived by two
;nei
brothers
and two sisters. She was
born in the vicinity of Saugatuck.
Her mother was formerly Mias
Hazel Rumsey of Fennville.
• A •
Elmer E. Ford of Allegan county was sentenced to thirty days in
the county jail and Barnara McDonald a term of six months to one
year in the Detroit House of Correction for lewd and lascivious

CHESTER BELT

y

Ya Looz!
POLO SHIRTS

North River Avenue
Holland, Mich.

CENTRAL SUPER SERVICE
Central and 7th St.

Holland, Mich.

CITY

Holland, Mich.

West

Short Sleeves
Formerly $1.00 to

S2.00-NOW 2

for

$1.$0

KNOLL & KNOOIHUIZEN
W.

A. H.

YOU GET EXTRA PROTECTION
AGAINST BLOWOUTS — el
extra pounds of rubber are added to
every 100 pounds of cord by the
Firestone patented Gum*Dipping
process. By this process every fiber in
every cord in every ply is saturated
with liquid rubber. This counteracts
dangerous internal friction and heat
that ordinarily cause blowouts.

the school grounds. Mrs. Edward
Boeve, secretary, would like addresses of all former school teachers so that a program may be arranged. The Rev. Arthur Maat-

The Round “Sailor” Type or

man,

any style of Soft Straw

who

taught in the

school

t YOU

seven years, will be the principal
speaker. A history also will he

Formerly $1.00 to $3 50

,1

given.

GET EXTRA PROTECTION
AGAINST PUNCTURES-because

Houting

& Ten

‘Smart Apparel

for

Cate

Men

HOLLAND

Wolbrink, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
0. A. Wolbrink of Ganges, and
Percy Allen, took place Sunday
morning, July 2fi, at K o’clock at the
home of the bride’s parents in Ganges. The Rev. Frank G. Wright
performed the ring ceremony in
the presence of the immediate relatives. The house was attractively
decorated with ferns, flowers and
candles. The bride was attired in a
traveling gown of oyster white
with matching accessories.The
couple was unattended. Following
the ceremonya wedding breakfast
was served and Mr. and Mrs. Allen
left on a trip to the northern part
of the state, after which they will
reside in the Starr cottage on the
Lake Shore drive. A receptionwas
held Friday evening for the couple
at the Wolbrink home. The bride is
a graduate of Holland high school
and has been associatedwith her
father in the insurancebusinessfor
several years in which work she
will continue. Mr. Allen is a high
class painter and decorator.
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8th St.

Holland, Mich.

The Fillmore school district No.
1 will hold a reunion August 18 at

$1.00

17th St.

Holland, Mich.

gan county deer have formed a
liking for Hamiltoncelery. They
can scarcely be blamed for that
for Hamilton celery is good
enough for eating by any creature
on earth. There has been no little
outcry about this but the actual
damage is admitted to be not large.
Claim is made that from fifteen to
twenty deer have been seen. More
likely it was a half dozen recounted
several times.
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YOU GET LONGER NON-SKID
MILEAGE because of(the extra tough,
long»weanng tread.
Firestone Standard Tires give you all
these extra value features because they
are first-quality
tires built with high*

grade materials and patented
constructionfeatures. You SAVE
MONEY because you buy this high
quality and extra value at such low
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Mrs. Ben Lubbers, a recent bride,
was the guest of honor at the home
of Mrs. Albert Lubbers of East
Saugatuck, recently, when she entertained at a shower. The honored guest was presentedwith
many beautiful and useful gifts.
During the evening a program was
enjoyed. A two-course lunch was
served by the hostesses,Mrs. Edward Boeve, Mrs. L. J. Mannes,
Johanna and Aleita Lubbers, assisted by Juliet Glupker.

Holland, Mich.

"

Holland, Mich.

LOW

idly

— mentally analyze a bank account,
.......

consider well its countless

advantages.... then ask yourself
— can I afford to be without one?

—you’ll want yours at

Peoples State Bank
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
BuranTfl muBXD up to

with

its

urn

capacity to serve

—its willingnessto serve

reunion is being held today August 6 at Allegan fairground. Mrs.
Herbert McCam of Fennville is
the secretary-treasurer.
• • •
Mrs. Nora Barrington of Fennville is recovering from a broken
rib sustainedwhen she slippedand
fell on a cement floor. Samuel
Beagle is carrying his arm in a
sling with a chipped shoulder-blade
caused by stepping into an open
trench at the Sanocide company
plant at Fennville where he was
employed. The right step in time
saves broken bones it seems.
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Auto Supply & Service Store

John Whitbeck,Fennville,who
is convalescing from a siege of
blood poisoning in his arm, spent
the week-end with friends in his
cottage at Pine Lake.

Len Steketee,

Phone 3662

Included in This Special.
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"CHANGEOVER”

ASK ABOUT

udim
/

P11
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DAM MOUNTMSS AVAUMI

PRICE

accompanied her husband’sparents,

Hundreds

these deaths and injuries were

caused directly by punctures, blowouts and skidding due
ta unsafe tires?

ceived of the birth of a son to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Decker of Hart
on July 24. He has been named
Norman Eugene and weighed 7 lbs.
14 ounces. Mr. Decker was formerly
principal at the high school at

Mr. and Mrs. George Myers

SL
CUSTOM IIMT

injured?

THAT more than 40,000 of

Marriat
house, Fennville,has been sold to
the West Michigan Oil company,
and work will start on the new
service building as soon as John
Barron, who is ill of pneumonia,
can supervise the building.
• • »
The first of the string-beansfor
canning was brought to the Fennville factory last week. Homegrown sweet com was picked last
week for market by Ival Wade.
• • •
Two Fennvillegirls picking cherries adopted a different kind of
attire for their work when the
temperature took a tumble Monday
morning. It became so cold that
they donned their winter snow
suits. So they managed to keep
warm, and to look very attractive
as well.

DYKSTRA MOTOR SALES

to

Mrs. Delbert Myers, Fennville,

Shirts

HREST0NE AUTO RADIO
6 AII-Mm.I Tuh«« — fl*

last

Fennville.

Special Lot of

Men's Dress

ON SMOOTH WORN TIRES

year highway accidentscost the lives of more
than 38,000 men, women and children?

The former George

Announcements have been

SHIRT SALE
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Manager

Across from Holland Theatre

Holland

• • t
F

. All Sires

Value* up

$100

White*—

$400

Regular and
Button-down
Collar*

August 8, 1937
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God Feeds a People
Exodus 16:11-20; 17:3-6
• 9 9

on the verge of start- purpose of killing them with hun- hunger. But they forgot that flesh through tears and pain and hunger bread from heaven on the hungry
ing a riot They were developing ger. Of course,Moses could not do pots meant the lash of the task- and believes the world is still good people of our day He does make
an ugly temper.
such a thing. They just lost sight master and killing work and bear- though he has a pretty hard time it possible for us to feed the hunIt is strange that they blamed of the real purpose for which he ing burdens almost too grievous of it. But neverthelessthese peo- gry and visit the sick and clothe
Henry Geerlings
Mosea for all their troubles. They had secured their emancipation. to be borne. Is it not strange that ple of Moses might have been more the naked.
had much the aame disposition that Their hunger seemed to make it im- past satisfactions grow big in our charitable with him. It might have
There is a vast sense In which
so many of us Americans have. We possibleto give Moses credit for minds when we are face to face occurred to them that he waa just we must act for’ God in this world/
The whole congregation
__ blame our rulers for every un- any pure and noble motive in de- with present trouble? The very as sorry as they were that there So many people pray that God will
children of Israel murmured toward economic and social circum- livering them from Egyptian bond- things that we despisedin the past waa as little food as there was and feed the hungry when all the time
rv
against iMoses and his brother; stance that arises to plague us. It is age and leading them toward the we magnify now as lost poods, that he was willing to sacrifice and God is asking them to lead the
They were hungry. People are not so true when we say that we must promised land. But it takes great when we are in present difficulty. suffer for a great cause.
ungry in His name. That Is the
in a very good humor when they have somebody on whom to blame souls to suffer and sacrifice for Of course everyone knows that it
Again
n Moses
moses was unoer
under me
the ne- way He would answer their prayan real hungry. They are liable to our troubles and we often select some great end. The majority hesi- is difficultto be an optimist when cessity of inspiring
'
these people ers, We must never ask God to do
say things and do things under the one who is least responsible tate to sacrifice physical comforts it is cold and one does not have with hiss own
own faith in the good prov- for other people what we can do
these circumstanceswhich they and who may be our best friend for spiritual values and beautiful any coal in the house and when idenceof God. He had to make for them. When we pray, “Give us
would not say and do otherwise/ and the one most interested in our ideals. Not rtiany of us ymuld care one is hungry he has only a little them believe that God in His own our daily bread,1
There is an intimateconnectionbe- welfare.
to be hungry to buy a eood book. bread to eat. Anybody can speak way would supply their physical that we want enough to share with
Mosea was the target of the chil- We are slow to sacrifice
tween an empty stomach and huriflee costly
cost!
of how beautiful the world ia when needs. This happened. Whatever our needy neighbors.CertainlyGod
man dispositions. It is rather sur- dren of Israel'ssharp shafts of pleasures that we may give more he has three good meals a day and the divine process was, suffice it is giving ua Christiansa wonderful
prising that we have as little trou- complaint.How unreasonable these generously to the building of the a gratifying bank account and a to say that their hunger was sat- opportunity to si
show how well we
ble as w* do ip this country now, people were. They told Moses what kingdom of God in the world. So likeable job. Anybody can condemn isfied and they lived on. We are
our needy world.
seeing that so many people are they thought of him. They were so this hungry crowd of Moses longed the complainingspirit when he not anxious to know the how of
pporworkless and hungry; We should be provokedat him and Aaron that for the flesh pots of Egypt. They does not nave rheumatismand has this -giving manna in the wilder- tunity to be ministering
thankful that we do not have more they said they had brought them were sure now that they preferred
pre:
his home paid for. The real opti- ness. We are more anxious to be- We msy cover
riot* than
do. Th« people of to this present place just for the them to liberty, if liberty meant mist is the man who sees good lieve that if God-does not rain down
Israel were

__

t

P. S.

BOTER & CO.

Clothiers,Hatters, Furaishers and Shoers

Holland, Michigan
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Bockf. Jr., 17, rural route No. 4.
Holland. Van Den Bert reported
to police that he was riding his
bicycle west on Seventh St and
Sam Sheler.45. residing on Al- that Bocks turned west on the
len Road, Grand Rapids, was same street off a nearby roadway
treated in Holland hospitalTuesnear the street intersection.
Howard Lillard, Dick Boter, An- day morning for a minor cut on his
head,
suffered
about
7:35
a.
m.
drew Klomparenaand Vaudie VanOTTAWA COUNTY OLD AGE
denberg have returned from a two- when his automobile figured in an
TAKEN CARE OF
day fishingtrip on Lake Hamlin, accidentat 16th St. and Columbia
ical engineer for the DuPont year worked in a St. Petersburg, the past 25 years.— Grand Haven day evening at the home of Mrs. E.
Ave. with another vehicle.After
near Ludington.
laboratory.
Fla., hotel.
Ter Haar lin Drenthe. Miss Mar• • •
Tribune.
receiving treatment he was reOttawa County old age assisJohn Van Tatenhove of the
garet Ter Haar, a bride-to-be, was
leased.
tance payments amounted to $5,Lyle
Smith.
51
East
12th
St..
French Cloak Store returned from
Mr. and Mrs. John Haug of
There was talk last spring to the the guest of honor. Games were
The Calvary Baptistchurch SunThe other car which figured in 967.00 during June, according to
Chicago today where he has been
Brooklyn, N. Y., have been visiting effect that Holland might abandon played and prizes were awarded to underwentan operationfor apeld a picnic last Thursday
school held
pendicitisMonday night in Hol- the crash was driven by Benjamin figures received here by the Old
on a buying trip for Fall goods.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Van
Tatenher
famous
annual
tulip
show,
with
Misses
Anna
Ter
Haar,
Lucille
day evening at the oval at Ottawa
Age AssistanceBureau from James
F. Harris, 64, 359 Columbia Ave.
land hospital.
hove at the Holland State park.
plenty of protest against the pro- Barnes, Jessie Newhouse and LouA youth, who identified himself G. Bryant, State Welfare Director,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Faassen and Beach. Games were played and
posal. Abandonment is far from ise De Kleine. A two-course lunch
their two sons, James and Ralph, prizes were awarded.Singing was
Henry Costing. 579 Lawndale as Teddy Van Den Berg. 10. re- a total of 368 persons receivedasMr. and Mrs. Philip Stiehler and what the city means to do. Bids was served.
led by Gilbert Van Wynen and
Court, who underwent a recent ported to police at 12:05 p.m. Tues- sistance for an average of $16.21 a
devotions were conducted by
the daughter, Helen, and Mrs. Neiser are being receivedfor 123,300new
person, slightly lower tjian tfhe
py ti
major operation in Holland hos- day that his bicycleon which he
The
Royal
neighbors
society
of
bulbs
for
next
fall’s
planting.—
pastor, the Rev. Fred Vandi
Vander of Hollis, Long Island, are visiting
was riding had sideswrped an au- state average of $17.16.
pital.
is
showing
marked
improveHolland
held
‘
a
pit
lenic
at
the
horn*
Wei
eide. Special guests were the Mr. and Mrs. James Vander Hill, Allegan Gazette.
During the month 114 persons aptomobile near Seventh St. and Fine
A Marketplace for—
of Mrs. Sadie Van Oort at Maca- ment. it was reported at the hos- Ave. He reported that he escaped plied for assistanceand 81, or 92 7n
Rev. and Mrs. R. A. Five and son, 430 WashingtonAve., and Mr. and
pital
this
week.
The Holland Shoe Co. held its tawa Park last Thursday evening.
Dickie, of Mt. Pleasant, who are Mrs. A. Van Ry, 201 West 14th St.
were accepted as eligible for aid.
injuries.
annual picnic Friday afternoon and A pot-luck supper was served and
vacationingin a trailer at the oval.
• « •
with all but 17 new cases.
The
car
was
driven
bv
Fred
Nick Wiersma, 252 Fairbanks
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cranmer and evening at Tunnel park. The after- coffee and tea were furnished by
Rev. Five was formerly pastor of
Ave.,
filed applicationfor a buildMrs.
Van
Oort,
who
was
assisted
noon
program
consisted
of
sports
son, Earl, motored to Fremont last
the church.
Tuesday evening and attended a and a basket supper was served at by Mrs. E. J. Clemons. Prizes for ing permit wi‘£ City Gerk Oscar
shower in honor of Dr. and Mrs. 6 o'clock. The evening program the games played were awarded to Peterson for p# mission to install
Andrew Steketee of the A. Stek- Ted Deur. Dr. Deur has completed consisted of a speech by J. E. Tell- Marne Beck, Agnes Gilford, Marie asbestos shingles on the outside
Our organization has avniletee Dry Goods and Clonk Store has interneship at Methodist hospital ing: a guitar duet by Misses Ida- Van Dorn and Jane Vanden Berg. of his home at an estimated cost
abie every faculty for furbeen in Chicago laving in a stock of in Iowa, and will practice medicine belle Hieftje and Evelyn Steinfort; Transportation was providedby of |65.
nishingquotationsand informerchandise for the Holland em- in Grant. Mrs. John Deur returned a play, "Getting Acquainted," by the society.
mation on all principal unporium for Fall and Winter.
Six girls of Holland are attend• • •
to Fremont after spending several Henrietta, Helen and Hiram Weighlisted issues and for execuThe Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp of ing Camp Keewano. located north
days with Mr. and Mrs. Cranmer mink; musical selections by Henry
Two girls known to their friends
ting orders in the principal
here.
and Harrv Driesenga and a sur- Hope College has returned from of Ottawa Beach, this week. The
and guests at the Warm Friend
markets.
prise number. Following the enter- the eighth annual conference for camp is supervised by a Grand
tavern as "The Twins" are alike in
Rapids group. The local girls are
Your Inquiry Is Invited
Mrs. Harry Helder of Lansing is tainment baskets of groceries were ministerswhich closed Saturday at
everything but name. They are the
Joan Vander Velde, Mary Lois De
visiting Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Boeve, awarded. The toastmaster was J. Presbyterian Theological seminary
Fine Granulated
Misses Mary Jane Snyder and
Fouw, Sally Diekema, Joyce Fris,
J. H. FETTER
CO.
rural route No. 6. Last Wednesday, J. Marcus. Committees included: in Chicago. The sessions were openDorothea Dillman, who were horn
Janet
firpoks
and
Doris
Diekema.
Mrs. Helder.Mrs. Herman Slighter Snorts, Bud Woltman, chairman, ed July 26. More than 300 minis25 lb.
Wm. & B. A rends horn t
the same day of the same month in
and Mrs. Glenn Mannes and chil- Hattie Wassink, Richard Boer and ters and college professors were The latter two girls are Bluebirds.
neighboring Indiana towns, where
liocal Rcpresentativefl
Cloth Bag
dren
motored
to
Coopersville to John Kruid; program, Fred Zyl- enrolled at the conference, leadthey first became acquainted as
The Harmon Den Herders of
61 R. 8th St. Phone 4621.
visit Mrs. Glen Fynewever.
man. Ade Vander
di
Sluis, Harold Ver ers of the conference included Dr.
childrenwhile attending school in
Hoef, Rena Ten Hoor and Katherine John Timothy Stone, president of Zeeland have moved into the Jay
Holland, Mich.
Richmond. Ind. This was Mary
the Presbyterian seminary;Dean Den Herder cottage at Tennessee
The Rev. and Mrs. A. N. Doak Fredericks.
$4.90-100 lb. bag
Jane's home town and Dorothy
Karl R. Stolz of Hartford School beach. They moved into the cabin
of Tappan, N. Y.. who have been
of Religious Education; and the last Wednesday, planning to stay
visiting in Holland the past month
Application for a building perRev. Adam W. Burnet, ministerof during August.
as guests of Mrs. Doak’s parents,
mit was filed, Friday, with City Westbourne church, Glasgow. Scotthe Rev. and Mrs. Seth Vander Clerk Oscar Peterson by Walter
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Schilleman,Mr.
Werf, 110 West 10th St., have Ver Hoef, 272 West 12th St., for land.
and Mrs. Abel Nienhuis and Mrs.
returned to their home.
•
•
•
permission to install asbestos
Weener of North Holland were re• • •
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gahagan cent guests of Mrs. Eilander and
shingles on the outside of his home
gu
n.b.c. a 2 package
I/ester Vander Werf and friend,
and
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Schreiat an estimated cost of |200.
Mrs. Helen Smith at Harlem.
Miss Bette Dixie, have arrivedhere
ber and daughter have left on a
a • •
B. C. Ritz
ib. packages
from Middleburg, N. Y., for a visit
motor trip to the East. They plan
Mrs. Edward Helder and Mrs.
with the former’sparents, the Rev.
More than 150 persons attended to visit At Williamsport,Pa., New
John Helder were hostesses at a
and Mrs. Seth Vander Werf, 110 the Laketown District No. 1. York citv and Washington. D. C.
Peas
cans2
miscellaneousshower at the home
HOLLAND, MICH.
West 10th St. Mr. Vander Werf school picnic which was held last
of Mrs. E. Helder on rural route
has been teaching school in Mid- Wednesday afternoon and evening
Harold McLean has returned No. 5, last Thursday evening, in
.
imallcan29c large can
dleburg but plans to enter Colum- on the school grounds. A oroeram from Rochester and Buffalo. N.Y.,
honor of Miss Sally Helder, a bridebia universitythis fall.
of instrumental and vocal music, where he has been three weeks on
to-be. Games were played and windialogues and readings was car- business.
ib. tins
ners of prizes were Mrs. H. De
ried
out.
Prof.
Edward
Wolters
of
Mr. and Mrs. C. Schaap have
Witt, Mrs. H. Grotenhuis, Mrs. E.
returned to Holland after spending Hone College deliveredan address
concentrated Sgiantpkgs.
A daughter named Marie An- Brins and Miss AngelineGrotenabout two months in California. along educational lines. Officers
two-courselunch was
nette
was bom Julv 25 to Mr. and huis.
They visited their son. the Rev. for the ensuing year were elected
Mrs. Casey Driscoll. 5 South River served.
Soap.
cakes
Theodore Schaap. who has charge as follows: president. John H.
Ave.
Scholten:
vice
president
Gerrit
A.
of the Hope Reformed church in
• • •
L. Kamphuis of West Olive is
—matinees daily 2:30—
Wil—continuous performancesdaily
Los Angeles during the summer. Rutgers: secretary-treasurer.
bars
Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Van Kersen owner of a new threshing outfit.
liam B. Mokma. A picnic lunch was
— evenings 7 and 9:15
It is pleasingto hear the threshers
starting 2:30 — prices change 5:30—
and
Miss
Helene
Van
Kersen
spent
F. B. Kammeraad and A1 Bosch, enjoyed.
Scott
rolls 1 5c
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. go, meaning an abundant harvest
local decorators,returned from Dethis year.
Jake
Schaap
was
guest
of
honor
Gordon
Van
Eenenaam
at
their
Fri. Sat., Aug. 6-7
troit last week where they attend• a
• • • .
rolls
ed the 17th annual convention of at a birthday party last Thursday summer home on the scenic drive
Lloyd Jay Streur, son of Mr. and
the Michigan Council. Painters and evening at his home, 743 State at Muskegon.
Fri. Sat, Aug. 5-7
Mrs. Bert Streur of West Olive,
Decorators of America, which was st., on the occasion of his 53rd
soft
24 slices
Feature
The Rev. and Mrs. John Van- returned home last week from Holheld in the Statler hotel three days birthday anniversary. A threeMarion Davies and
beginning Tuesday. The program course supper was served by Mrs. derbeek and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald land hospitalwhere he underwent
Franchot Tone in
• •
.
boxes
includededucational and social Schaap. Games were played and Vanderbeekand son. Gerrv John an appendectomy.
spent Saturday with Mr. and Mrs.
several prizes were awarded.
features.
George
R.
Elliott
of
"BETWEEN
TWO
WOMEN’
Robert Montgomery in
Bernard E. Vanderbeek in Mir>
Miss Grace Bruizemanand Miss
.
bottle2;
Muskegon was elected president
land and Sunday with Mr. and Janet Van Dyke entertainedtheir
for the coming year. The convenThe
annual
Ten
Cate
family
reWilliam Boyd in
Mrs. Herman L. Vanderbeek in Sunday school classes of the Noortion next year will be held in BenCat
. . 3 cans
union was held last week at Piodeloos Christian Reformed church
ton Harbor. Two years ago Hol- neer Park in Muskegon. Entertain- Flint.
'NORTH OF RIO GRANDE”
Since
at
Tunnel
Bark
at
a
wiener
and
land was host to the Michigan ment consistedof a program and
Albert De Maat. who was injur- marshmallow roast. An enjoyable
Bars
e 3 for
organization.
sports.Harm Kotman was chosen ed in an auto accident last week time was spent.
.
OR KELLOGG'S
president for next year, and Ben
Mon. Tues., Aug. 9-10
The Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Ten Ten Cate, vice-president. Those Sunday, is able to be up and about
Post
corn flakes
again. He has to use a cane because CLAUDE VANDER.MOLENUSES
Hoeve and children, Joan and from Holland to attend were
of a stiff leg.
FLY
ROD
TO
PULL
ZEELAND
Tommy, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are Henry Ten Cate, Ben Ten Cate
• t »
YOUTH FROM CHANNEL
Feature
visiting Mrs. Ten Hoeve’s parents,
and family, Harry Ten Cate and
Members of the Holland police
Mon. Tnes. Wed. Thur»., Aug. 9-12
Mr. and Mrs. James Vander Hill, family, Mr. and Mrs. Bert CranGrand Rapids Pre««
Betty Furness in
430 Washington Ave., during the mer and son, Julius Ten Cate, and department began their duties Monday
night, of marking cars found
month of August.
Paul Muni and Louise Rainer
Mrs. Ted Vanden Berg.
‘IT CANT LAST FOREVER"
parked on all streetsfor all-night
A fly rod in the hands of a Grand
• • •
parking. The new ordinances pro- Rapids angler proved a means of
Applications for marriage liThe monthly meeting of the Hol- hibit all-night parking on any saving a swimmer’s life late Satcenses have been made at the counJ. MacDonald and N. Eddy in
land board of health Monday by street in the city and all-night urday afternoon at Ottawa Beach
ty clerk’s office by Raymond Finch.
Dr. W. Tapnan disclosedthat in parking, according to provisionsof pier. A life guard at the same time
“MAYTIME"
25, Grand Haven, and Margaret
July. 26 cases of mumps were re- the ordinance,indicates cars found saved another young man from
Meyers, 21, Grand Haven; Thomas
ported, 2 cases of whoopingcough, parked on streets from 2 a. m. un- drowning.
Peachei and cream, peach cake or just peaches
and 3 cases of chickenpox.
til 5 a .m. Chief Frank Van Ry reClaude VanderMolen. 36. of 1146
out of the hand ... No matter how you preEarth
ported that warnings were left on Veto-st., Grand Rapids, assistant
Wed. Thura., Aug. 11-12
yytttvyttyytvyyyytty
fer them these Elberta freestonesare a delight.
65 differentautomobiles. Monday superintendent in the highway denight. As each violater appeared at partmentat Grand Rapids, saved
A SERVICE FOR BRIDES
police headquarters he was warned the life of James Meyer, 20. of
Tues., Aug. 10 is GUEST NIGHT—
Feature
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aboyt the ordinance and then re- Zeeland as the young man, who
We can take absoluU charge of leased with no fine assessed.The was swimming between the pier
Kent Taylor in
Remain to see Guy Kibbee and
chief said that fines will be assess- and the hulk of the old freighter
all details, from outfittingthe
ed against violatersstartingnext Burlington,was pulled into the wa‘LOVE IN A BUNGALOW
Alice Brady in
bride, to arranging the tables at week. He said violation of the all- ter by the heavy undertow. Van2 ibs
night parking provision subjects derMolen.who already had one
George Murphy in
the reception. Call our Bridal Ser- the violator to a $3 fine.
rescue to his credit in the last few
"MAMA STEPS OUT’
years, was ready to jump into the
Bartlett
3 ibs.
LONDON BY NIGHT"
John Stegenga, who is at the water for the rescue, but as he was
Nicola hospital. Savannah. Mo., for leaning over the pier with his rod
ROSE CLOAK STORE
HONEYDEWS, I2's
each
treatments, is improving nicely.
extended, his bodv being held by
• • •
his brother-in-law,
George Rooney.
Born Tuesday in Holland hospi- 664 Wolverine-dr., N. E.. Grand
outdoor grown
Rapids, the swimmer grasped the
rod and the men were able to pull
him to, the pier. A friendly wave
helped to make the rescue possible
with the aid of the rod.
Selected Casings— No Junk
As VanderMolenwas aiding Meyer. Charles Fles. lifeguard at the
oval, had seen the two swimmers
Good Assortmentof Sizes
in the water and he rescued Harold
Engleman, 21. also of Zeeland, who
all patterns ol 1937
had been pulled under the water
Come In —Look 7 hem Over!
bv the same undertow. Both had
been attemptingto swim to the
sunken boat.
SUGAR
The lads were removed from the
or
pier by the Holland coast guards
and taken to the station, where
Ib.
SHANK HALF
they were given aid until sufficiently revived to return to their
at
i
homes.
Canadian style Viece6 'b*
VanderMolenis wondering where
he will find another rod like his
"old faithful," as the rod was
Warmer weather evaporates
ib.
broken into bits as the rescue was
water faster— let us fill your
made.

LOCAL NEWS

of Clarinda, la., were guests

of moved there from Sugar Valley as E. Straatsma,25, Lansing, and
Seven Star Rebekah lodge will
their uncle and aunt, the Rev. and a child. They are of the same Dora Mae Albers, 24,i, Grand Haven, hold its annual picnic at the Rciga a a
ling cottage, Travelers Rest. Spring
Freaks of nature were in evi Mrs. William Wolvius, on Washing- height and weight, live together
id enjoy the same friends. For
Cornelia Rosenraad, supervisor Lake, Aug. 8. Ail Rebekahs and
fence at the Georre Bale dog ken- ton Blvd. Mr. FaaSsen is general and
nel at Fennrile last week when manager of the Berry Seed Co., the more than seven years they have from Zeeland city, who suffereda Odd Fellows are invited to the potTatay", a thoroughbred Irish set- largest seed house in the world. worked together in various hotels. slight stroke some time ago, was luck dinner.
ter, presented her master twelve From Holland they went East to They were 27 last July 7. The in the city today on business.He
Mrs. William Veurink and Miss
healthy
pur
»y pups—
nine males and three spend their vacation. They took girls, who are working at the was unable to attend the last superfemales. ^Mother and babies are their son, James, back to Niagara Warm Friend tavern,worked four visor’s session, one of the few Aleda Huizen were hostesses at a
Falls where he is engaged as chem- years in Richmond, Ind., and last times he has missed a session in miscellaneousshower last Wednesdoing fine."

H

tal to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Meurer,
rural route No. 4, Holland, a daughter; to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vander Maat, 115 West 10th St., a
son.

AUTO WRECK HERE

INJURES

MAN

UNLISTED

SECURITIES

Extra Special

SUGAR

&

$1.23

THEATRES

Shrtddcd Wheat

23c

N.

21c

Crackers .

New

aaaaaa3

Pick

•

Ovaltine

COLONIAL

HOLLAND

55c

Coffee.

Condor

2

53c

Super Suds

A

35c

.2

.....

Palmolive

11c

••aaalO
Tissue ••••a*2

AjaX Soap

—

Waldorf Tissue

37c

6

twist

Bread

Double

25c
8c

Birdseye Matches

Ever

25c

25c

6

Yukon Club Ginger Ale 3
Calo Dog and
Food
Candy
and Gum ...

Eye

25c

25c

10c

T

D

-a'Toasties

X

1*

Double

PEACHES

Good

t • t •

Double

4

GOOD

USED

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

ib

25c

Seedless Grapes ...

25c

Peers .....

25c

Melons

TIRES

.

17c

2

Tomatoes

15c

50c

Closing Out

SMOKED HAM
29c

WALLPAPER
cost prices

BUY NOW! Even

and lower

For

Warning!

Next Year

It Pays!

FORD’S PAINT

CURED-

WHOLE

LOANS

29c

Veal Roast shoulder^uts

19c

ECHARGING
ENTALS
EPAIRS
OAD SERVICE

Including Auto Loans
At Bank Interest Rates

i9c<1

ROAST
PLATE SAUSAGE

Ib.

19c

WIENERS

ib.

j2c

it

Best Cuta

BEEF

battery regularly.

& VARNISH

Bacon

^

Ground Bcf

chopped

3

ib..

29c

Better Paint at Lower Prices

BATTERIES

e-

Goodyear

KSSi

•oaplatff tka

ism

Paper-hanging, Decorating,

$3.95

HOLLAND

Painting
at reasonable prices
Holland Vulcanizing

VAN GRONDELLE & SON

9820

Member Federal

Quick Ruud Service

L

.....

..

faO.

MEMBER FEDERAL

ssjdsssrtsis.

Oan

FOR THE BEST NAMES
$100000 —

Jwt

••

additionalprize*ol $29.00

«di

fix th. oat

b«t

ghayoeiU the detail*.

^

flpadal
_

’

the pencil who auggcM the bat oame he th.

oama. Better come ia wd M. ow aaafpe-h. will fbdty

fmm
.

to

monthly miftfina which wt will dUtribctcthis £UL Whff'a

more-60

DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

/

• •

DfaUMT

Reserve Bank,

Phone 8928 180 River Avenue

Holland

Uw Cwt

Prop.

former location, 232 River Ave.
Dial

STUHiPWUs

m-

00

TIRES AND TUBES
EXPERT TIRE REPAIRING

152 East 8th St.

foUowinf Mtnua call for
and mwaablt fooda.

>14

Holland, Michigan

Company
CHA8. VAN ZYLEN.

STATE BANK

W—

Halo*

TO

DAN

.

Maahad Potatoaa

f^lSSJ^^JfcftlOaka

Q&P FOOD STOR6S
J!

•4

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Three Sections

Volume Number 66

Money By Paying
Your Taxes Now

TAXPAYERS
Taxes

1935 and Prior Unpaid

It is most important for you to know the provisions ot the Ten
Year Installment Plan (P. A. No. 28 of 1937) which provides for
the continuationof the grouping of 1932 and prior taxes under one
total, and the grouping of 1933, 1934 and 1935 taxes under one total,

divided into ten equal installments.

Third Installment of 1932 and Prior Taxes

Now Due
1937. A

Should be paid before Sept. 1,

added to

will be

the

first,

second and third

collection fee of 2 pet.

installments, if paid before

Sept. 1, 1937.

Taxes

First Installment of 1933-1934-1935

Now Due
1937. A collection fee of 2 petwill be added if paid before Sept.
1937. To be eligible for payment of 1933-1934 1935 taxes under the ten year installment plan,
Should be paid before Sept.

1,

1,

the first three installments of 1932 and prior taxes
tax must be

and

the entire 1936

paid. Application must be made before Sept.

1,

1937.

Balance of Installments of 1935 and
Prior
May

Taxes

time before matured date [Sept. 1st of each
of 2 pet. Any installment not paid by
is due, is considereddelinquent and there

be paid at any

year] with a collection fee
Sept. 1st of the year

it

per month. Special assessment carry interest at the rate of £ of 1 per cent per month since date
of return on 1933, 1934 and 1935 and since Sept. 1, 1935 on 1932 and
will be additional interest of

f of 1

pet.

prior taxes.

Entire Year’s Taxes of 1935 and Prior Years
May

3,

1938

if

matured

WEEKS NEWS

three install-

No Shooting

Squirrel This

The third installmentof the
1932 and prior taxes now due.
should be paid before Sept. 1. 1937.
A collectionfee of two per cent
will be added to the first, second
and third installmentsif not paid
before that time.

EXPECT IT TO
PASSED
“The boya here in town had
been complaining to me that the
squirrela are almost gone. They
iggeetedit would be a good idea

JAP TROOPS ON 1
r
THEIR WAY-A 1

A

ATTRACTIVE!
CANDID CAM*

V

of

per month. Special assessments carry interest at
the rate of Vt of one per cent per
month since date of return on
1933, 1934. 1935 and since Sept. 1.
1935 on 1932 and prior taxes.

'

paneae Infantry, 1
cheering after V
they had aelzed 1

i

A

-

ERA MATERIAL
waa found by
Clown Edward

the town of Lang- Lj

fang, In their at* 1
tack on Peiping.1

Polldorwhen the

Rlngllng
o e
•

n

1

1

He

y.

I

IF

•

hown snapping

the world-famous
asriallsts Antoinette Concllloand

Jannla Rooney
parched on the
fenders of a new

w "•Mpq
a

a.

1V

1

Air

mm-

a

A WELL TAILORED SUIT la

Da Soto car.

an
Important wardrobe item, saya Joan
Fontalna, radio atar. Joan haa choean
a smart suit of Ivory white wool, with
rows of stitchingeubstltutlngfor
lapela on the Jacket. Triangularpockata high on tho Jaekot also faatura

<

atltchlng.

^
\

THE MOTOR

1

CAR OF THE FUTURE? — Boya In
the eaat, weat,
north’ and south

VL

'

'>7

ft

constructing miniature automobile!

of their own design. Above are
three of the atate

DROUGHT AREA NO MORE —

Flold

wlnnera aelected ON THE PAY LINE— Over
In

a half million

the nation-wide

workera feeding the shocks Into the separa- Flahar Body dollars In salary dlabursamanta want to
tor on a farm near Crave Coeur, Missouri, Craftsman’sGuild stool omployooo at Eaat Chicago on tholr
In an aroa which la enjoyinga banner year model car daalgn first pay-day alnca the start of tho qtriktt
rootorlng tho oconomlc pulao of tho otool
following a devastatingrun of drought and
competition.
aroa to normal. -

floods.

"

“

The entire year’s taxes of 1935
and prior years will be offered for Roadside “Zoos” Must
sale May 3. 1938, if matured three

FENNVILLE MAN GETS MAIL
Have Animal License FROM PLANE THAT CRASHED
ON MOUNTAIN TOP

of protection r squirrels. “I
ft
don’t
know of anybody in this vicinity who does not want the season closed for a while to give the
squirrelsa chance to come back,”
he says. “Up near Burt Lake, where
I go Ashing quite a bit, there
to be a acarcity of aquirreloalao.”
He flngures that in a few years
the squirrelswill be back ao that
there can be an open see eon again,
but aa far ae he himself ia concerned squirrel hunting doesn’t
stack up with deer hunting or even
pheasant and rabbit shooting.“To
me, the idea of shooting squirrels
is too much like biasing away at
an insulatoron a telephone pole,”
Eaton eaya.
Sportsmen generally are just
Spo
beglm
nninfij to And out about the
prohibition of squirrel hunting.
Since moat of the dube have adjourned
summer, chances

’"him

try their hand at

--

of years. That’a how I happened
tent to the
to offer the amendment
general game bill to cloae down
oA squirrel hunting," aaya Elton
R. Eaton, of Plymouth,publiaher
of “The Plymouth Mail” and representativefor his district in the
State Legislature.
Representative Eaton’s amendment to close the squirrelseason
waa made in the dosing days of
the Legislature’ssession.He did
not expect it to be accepted by
the Senate. “When the journal
came out. I was surprised myi.‘
self that the idea
had actually been
adopted by the other houM,” ha

Toon is strong In his advocacy

clrcui

vlalted Detroit re-

Application must be made before Sept. 1. with a remittance of
the first installment, also with the
first three installmentsof the 1932
and prior years and the 1936 tax.
if these have not already been paid
if one would have the opportunity
of takine advantage of the tenvear payment plan.

will be additional interest of three-

m

detachment of Ja- V

The firat installment of the 193335 taxes, now due, should be paid
before Sept. 1. To be eligible for
payment of the 1933-35 taxes under the ten-year installmentplan,
the first three installmentsof the
1932 and prior taxes and the entire
1936 tax must be paid.

The balance of the 1936 and prior
taxes may be paid at any time before matured date. Sept. 1 of each
year, with a collection fee of two
per cent. Any installmentnot paid
by Sept. 1 of the ^ear it is due is
considereddelinquent and there

Law

SENATE ADOPTS BILL TO PROTECT ANIMAL. FATHER
OF BILL DID NOT

On the first page of sectionthree
there appears an advertisement
printed bv the Treasurer of Ottawa County. Mr. Nicholas Spriatama. srointr into details about tax
matters. Those taxpayers who kre
delinquent on some of their property would do well to read this announcement over carefully, for it
indicatesthat bv pavin* promptly,
according to the regulationsin that
announcement,a threat deal of
money can be saved not only, but
even the property can be saved in
some instances where taxes have
been accumulatinr.and unless paid
will in time be sold for taxes, as
before the depression period.
Taxpayers’ attentionis called to
the provisionsof the ten-year installment plan for payment of delinquent taxes, which provides for
the continuationof the grouping 0f
the 1932 and prior taxes under one
total and the eroupintr of the 1983,
1934. and 1935 taxes under another
total, these totals each to be divided into 10 equal installments.

'

Fall

ATTENTION TO PROVISIONS
OF THE TEN-YEAR INSTALLMENT PLAN

fourth

Will be offered for sale

In The

COUNTY TREASURER CALLS

ATTENTION
totals to be

Number 31

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 5, 1937

How To Save

and these

Section Three

INDIANS BLAMED
FOR SOIL LOSSES

nothing they
about it until the next Legielature.
Neither the Conservation Commission, nor the Game Division of the
Conservation Department believea
that the prohibition of squirrel
hunting was necessary.“Sauirrels
are among the most plentifulof
small game in moat parte of Michigan,” H. D. Ruhl, chief of the

game

- --

division aaya.
o

PREPARATION ALREADY BEING MADE FOR COLLEGE
OPENING
Dr. Wynand .Wichera, president
of Hope College, returnedfrom
Californiawith his family. Monday

after a four-weeka’ trip, leaving
his son. William, aa a student of
installmentsof the 1932 and prior
the Boeing School of Aeronautics
years and first installmentof the
has not been paid. (Applicationto pay under installment plan must be
at Oakland. Cal. Dr. Wichera be1938-35 taxes have not betn paid.
Roadside “zoos" and other priIndians
who
stalked
game
hunCharles Spencer, formerly of
tran his work in the college office
Application to pay under the in- vate exhibits of wildlife maintained
made before Sept. 1, 1937.)
dreds
of
years
ago
near
Benton
Tuesday morning.
stallment plan must be made be- for commercial purposes will come Fenville, arrivedfrom Los Angeles,
Harbor probably never heard of
He and Paul Brouwer, beginning
fore Sept. 1. 1937.
under rigid regulation throughout Calif., to visit his grandparents, soil erosion. If they had, they
new duties as aaaisUnt to the pres,
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hawley.
Michigan
as
the
result
of
a
measure
If vou are in doubt as to just
Charles made the trip by bus, wouldn’t have burned over the ident and personnel director,are
how your taxes stand if they have passed by the 1937 legislature. The but got to Fennville before an air woodlands.Wind and water ero- handling early registrations and renew
law
forbids
anyone
to
keep
been delinquent,it would be wel'
mail letter,which he mailed at Los sion are acute agriculturalprob- quests and routine business. The
for such taxpayers to ait in touch any wild animal or bin! in captivity
Angeles, to his grandparents last lems in this area and other parts college office is open from 9 a. m.
sure to
applicationfor ten year installment of
with County Treasurer. Nicholas for exhibition except by permit
of the atate, largely because of the to 12 noon on week days. Miss MilDecember.
from
the
director
of
conservation.
Sprietsma. or his staff at the Court
1933-1934-1935 before Sept. 1, 1937, with a remittance of first installdred Schuppert and Prof. Thomas
The letter got to FennvilleMon- removal of timber, foresters say.
Such
a
permit,
however,
is
not
reHouse in Grand Haven and make
day. It was stamped “delayed in * Recent tests by the soil conser- E. Welmers, registrar, are at the
quired
of
educational
and
theatrical
sure. We aeain refer you to the
ment, also with first three installments of 1932 and prior years and
transit," it being oart of the con- vation service on the Jessie Mor- office dally.
announcementon paee one. section institutions,circuses, zoological tents of a mail sack recoveredfrom gan farm in Berrien county show
Work ia being directed on the
entire 1936, if these have not already been paid. Otherwi&e you have
three for further detailedinforma- gardens and public agencies.
that woodlands in this region were
The law authorizesthe state con- the ruins of the air liner that burned over periodicallyby Indi- campus for the improvement of
tion.
several buildings. At Voorhees
lost your opportunity to take advantage of the ten year payment plan.
servation commission to prepare crashed in the mountains of Utah
last winter, taking seven lives, one, ans in order to make their hunting hall. 20 rooms and the reception
and
enforce
regulations
requiring
State Soon to Get Better
easier. The older trees in the stand
adequate sanitation,housing and a beautifulstewardess fronv Mich- show a decided decrease in growth rooms are being re-plastered. Celotex is being placed in the ceilings
igan.
The
plane, it will be rememCar Titles; Buyers Then
safety at all roadsidezoos and prifor certain periodsover 100 years of some rooms. The finished rooms
vate wildlife exhibits. The law bered, was only located three weeks ago. Another proof that burning
Won’t Buy Half Cars
and hall ways will be fixed with
strikes at any possible condition ago, after six months’ search. The took place, according to foresters,
color plaster.Abel Smeenge has
under which wildlife is penned for letter had been remailed at Salt is in the dense underatory of dogthe general contract for the work.
The familiar bluff colored auto- public exhibition under circum- Lake City, where the recovered
mobile title form will shortly be stances offensiveor hazardous to mail bags had been taken after the wood and other undesirablespecies. George Mooi is reroofing• tho
Demonstration of proper meth- south portion of Graves Hall, covreplaced with another of different
visitors.Adequate provisionswill finding of the plane wreckage.
color and style, Leon D. Case, SecOnly fragments of the plane were ods of timber stand improvement ering the library. The slate roof is
have to be maintained by operators
retary of State, has announced. for feeding and sanitationof cap- found, more than 12,000 feet up. is a part of the erosion control pro- being repaired. Under the direcTwo reasons cause the new form: tive wildlife.
Had the pilot flown 16 feet higher gram being carried out by the fed- tion of August Kasten. work is bea color against which typewriting
he would have gone over the moun- eral governmentin Berrien county. ing done in Van Raa'te Hall, classo
is more legible, will be chosen:
tain peak successfully.Since the The soil conservationservice select- room building, and Van Vleck hall,
the 1937 legislature passed an act Jack Miner Brands ^
wreck was discoveredanother rock ed a portion of the Morgan farm bovs’ dormitory. Plasterersare
which reauiresadditionalinformaslide took place, covering the wreck for tests and demonstrations.Large repairing breaks, and doing small
Published in
with
No.
Public
the Starling and bodies still deeper.
trees, beyond the luml>er utilization redecorating.Dr. Wichers said.
tion on the face of the title. The
new
law, passed with immediate
The
letter is prized by Mrs. stage, were cut into fence posts
Acts of 1937.
Jack Miner, of Kingsville, Ont., Hawley as mail from the lost plane and cordwood and sold to nearby U.8. UNEMPLOYMENT DEeffect, but not yet operative,will
require that all chattelmortgages bird sanctuaryfame, says the will doubtlessbe eagerly sought by farmers. Small diseasedand undeCLINES TO NEW LOW;
taken on motor vehicles to guaran- greatest bird nuisance to invade ' collectors.The original envelope sirable trees were worked into
MANY FIND WORK
4-o>-o-o>:o-o>:o-o>:o-ov:o-o>>-ov:o-ov>o>>.o
tee payment of accessories and the his refuge is the English starling. was but slightly soiled after lying polewood. and the understory was
cleared.
Red
oak
acorns
and
seed“The first starlingscame to mv buried in the snow since December.
like, be endorsed on the face of the
lings were planted to provide Secretary Perkins, according to
car’s title, with a true copy filed sanctuary in 1924 and I welcomed
information from Washington, said
future reproduction.
BEE-KEEPERS WILL KEEP
with the Secretary of State, in them," Miner says. "But in 1927 ANNOUNCES CHANGES IN
that rexisteredunemployment was
BUSY AT TUNNEL PARK addition to the originalfiled with they began to wear out their welSTATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM Properly managed woodlots not the lowest in the history of the
only are an essentialportion of
the Register of Deeds of the coun- come for they ate up all the quail
United States employment service
Accordin? to Murray D. Van any farm, but are the moat effect- last month and that private placeThe Ottawa County beekeepers ty in which the contract is made. food 1 had placed out and in the
ive
of
all
soil
conservation
measThe purpose of the law is to followingyear they drove out thou- Wagoner, state highway commisassociationwill hold their annual
ment of workers was the second
ures, according to Arvid Tesaker,
picnic at Tunnel Park near Hol- protect innocent subsequentpur- sands of purple martins that had aioner, the highway advisory board
highest on record.
all
assistant forester of the erosion
land on Tuesday. August 10th, be- chasers of cars on which chattel been Bring in my sanctuary. They has authorized 75 separate milecontrol project, who supervised Announcement that 224,692 priginning at 10:30 A. M. Officers of mortgages previously taken and also caused all mourning doves and age changes on the trunk line sysvate jobs had been filled by the
tem. which includes changes in work on the Morgan farm. Similar service in June. Miss Perkins said
the associationare: N. J. Smith, never discharged,might be execut- red-headed woodpeckers to leave.
demonstrations
of
proper
handling
“I declared war on the starling Allegan and Kent counties:
Coopersville, President;H. E. Bar- ed. In such instances, the new
new applicationswere fewer than
The board's recommendations of woodlots are being carried out in June of last year. The numnard. Holland. Secretary and A. E. owner would have the choice of in 1931, buildinga starling net and
in
other
cooperating
farms
in
the
completing payment for an acces- trap. In a short time we had for these two countiesfollow:
Blink, Holland,Treasurer.
ber of jobseekers registered fell
The speakers for the day are sory he believed included in the caught, drowned and buried over Allegan county. US-31, Glenn area.
CHAIRS
to 5,016,014 at the end of the
17,000
—
but
a
million
more
came
to
relocation, cancellation. 2.428
Prof. H. E. Kelty of Michigan State cars purchase, or of surrendering
month, a 5.5 per cent decline
STOOLS . .
SEATS . .
TOWN
MOVED
TO
ROAD:
ROAD
miles; US-31, relocation at DougCollege; Vester E. Mich. State Api- the car to the seller of the acces- their funeral.
from May and a 22.8 per cent reNOT
BUILT
TO
TOWN
ary Inspector and Colon C. Lillie sory. Heretofore cautious pur- “My personal findings, after ob- las and Saugatuck, cancellation. 4CHAIRS . GRASS RUGS ... All sizes FIBER
duction compared with the preof Coopersville. The question box chasers of used cars were faced serving the starlingunder all con- 03 miles; US-131, Way'.and rer
vious June. That would seem that
All sizes CHINCHIN PORCH RUGS . OVAL
You’ve all heard of a road being
will be in charge of Jay Cowing. Ot- with the nearly impossible task of ditions, are that they are driving location, cancellation,
1.3 miles.
folk are largely finding employRUGS 6x9-ft.
Kent county. US-16, relocation moved to a town but here’s a town ment in private enterprise which
tawa County Bee Inspector. A short checking the chattel mortgages out some of our best weed seed,
in
the
Upper
Peninsula
that
has
insect
destroying,
and
song
birds;
talk will be given by L. R. Arnold, recorded with the registers of deeds
east of Grand Rapids, cancellation.
is indeed a good sign.
moved to the road.
County Agr’l. Agent.
oin 83 counties. Case endorsed the such as the Kentucky cardinal, the 2.2 miles.
Y'ears
ago,
when
McMillan
was
a
mourning doves, purple martins
Prises will be offered and queen new law as a protective measure.
SPARROW CAME TO U. S.
thriving
lumber
town
in
Luce
and woodpeckers.They are the
MICHIGAN SELLS 1,250,000
bees auctioned off for the benefit
o
FROM ENGLAND IN 1850
County, the state highway departworst seed distributorsAmerica
LICENSES
of the AmericanHoney Institute.
ment constructeda spur to the busy
Japanese Movies Here? has ever known. They carry deadThe English, or house sparrow,
o
ly chicken diseases.They are deMichigan hunting, fishing and community from M-28. When the is an undesirable alien, imported
WILD GEESE LIKE
(Chicago American)
structive to fruit and vegetables trapping license sales broke all lumber mills shut down, all that into the United States by He
DOMESTIC FOWLS
and are death to trees on which records last year. The compilation was left of McMillan was moved Nicholas Pike and other din
Japanese movies, in which an all- they roost. Too, they are lowering shows sales of 433,281 small resi- four-tenthsof a mile up to the of the Brooklyn Inatitute
Over a year ago a wild goose
main highway.
fall of 1850. They were luoFia
flew into a barnyard near Havre Jaoaneaecast will speak English, public opinion and appreciationof dent game licenses, 5,517 to nonThis all came to light this week captivitythat winter and
will
be
shipped
to
America
to
combird
life
in
general.”
residents;
136,684
resident
deer;
Tho Old RoliableFurniture Storo
de Grace, Md, and moved in with
o—
874 non-residents;520,814 resident with the announcement by State in the spring of 1851. fyem 1860
the domesticfowls. Just a few pete with American movies.
212-216 River
Holland, Michigan
Apparently^ the competitive inRusscher school, Fillmore dis- fishing;148,806 non-resident fish- Highway CommissionerMurray D. until 1881 sparrows wpe imported
daya ago a gander from another
Van Wagoner that the highway ad- from either Englamj or Germany,
flock' of wild geeae came down stinct of the Japaneseknows no trict No. 1, will have its first re- ing and the balance were made up
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had left out the number of hours
required but had left this to the

mfaMS,

Board of Public Works recommending that the Presidentof tha Board
PROBATE COURT FOR
together with the Mayor and City
Transfers
Direct
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Clerk be requestedto negotiateand
Service
At a session of aaid Court, bald
authorisedto purchase United
Cor* Dykstra et al to John Alat tha Probata Oflea to the City
Holland, Mich., July 21, 1937. discretion of the Chief of the Fire States Treasury Notes in the
29 Em 9th Si.
derink and vift put Lot 86, Mon
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Dept. Aid. Prins objected to any amount of |70,000.
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DAT
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give the Chief authorityto require
bert Eugene Brink and wife Lot order by the Mayor.
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7M P. M. ON WEEK ENDS
WATER, Jndga of Probata.
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46, B. L. Scott’s Elmwood Add.,
Board of Public Works recommendExpires Aug. 7
In tha Matter of tha Estate of
Present: Mayor Geerlinn, Aids. when they were off duty. Both
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ing the purchaseof 4 Chevrolet
• o •
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• e e
Board proposes to turn in their old
Office-overRret State
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the
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Default
having
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made
in the and final administrationaccounts,
Bank
Nicholas Veldman and wife part
Approved.
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conditionsof a certain mortgage, and her petition praying for tha alLot 86, Montello Park Add., Twp.
Holland, Michigan
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lings.
Peoples
Rapid
Transit
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dated the 28th day of November, lowance thereof and for discharge
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;
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the stores and factoriesso that mending the purchase of transOverweg and Dina Overweg. his tate;
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• • •
when
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cil of Hope College. Holland. MichBye, Bar, Noa# tad Throat
Expires August 14—16838
Brouwer, deceased, by Adm. to
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of the conditionssurrounding that
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8
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Further Ordered, That
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Cleric reported that pursuant to
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1987.
ter of Deeds officeon January 7, for three successiveweeks prevAid. Brouwer also spoke against instructions he had given notice of
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CORA VANDE WATER,
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due
for
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Bond approved and license on the matter,
posed improvement.Clerk further on the 27th day of Juiv, A.D., 1937.
It appearing to the court that
tello Park Add., Twp. Park; Est.
Judge of Probate.
end
interest,
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sum
of
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ThouPresent, Hon. Cora Vande Water, the time for presentationof claims
John 0. Katt, deceased, by Adm. to granted.
It was moved by Aid. Steffens, reported having receiveda protest
A
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said
One
Hundred
Forty-six
end
Clerk presented application 2nd by Oudemool,
from Voss A Kuite objecting to this Judge of Probate.
Wm. H. Vanden Berg* part Lot 5.
against said estate should be lim- 62/100 ($2146.62) dollars, at the
Harriet Swart,
paving unless it can be done as
In the Matter of the Estate of ited, and that a time and place be
Blk. A, Holland;James M. Spencer signed by Henry Garvelink for perRegister of Probate.
That
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report
of
the
Ways
and
date hereof, and no suit or promission
to connect his premises at
either
a
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project.
Henry J. Smith. Deceased.
appointed to receive, examine and
and wife to Frederick C. Kuhnlc
Means Committeebe adopted.
ceedings
at law or in equity having
518
Michigan
Ave.
with
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Aid. Bultman expressed himself as
It appearing to the court that adjust all claims and demands aExpires Aug. 7—16164
and wife part Lot 14 and part Ix>t
been instituted to recover the debt
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Granted.
to be done as a straight City proj- against said estate should be lim- said court:
The Probate Court for the CounGrand Haven; Estate Henry R.
part thereof; therefore.
Clerk presentedpetition from be excluded from doing any inspec- ect since there was just this one ited. and that a time and place be
ty of Ottawa.
Scholten, deceased,to Nicholas
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, At a session of said Coart. held
Veldman ami wife Lot 34, Montello residentsand property owners liv- tion work but that Chief Blom he short block unpaved, and a good appointed to receive, examine and said deceased are required to prerequired to do all inspecting.The paved street on either end. After adjust all claims and demands
Park Add., Holland; Wm. E. Van- ing on W. 17th St. between River
sent their claims to said court at that by virtue of the power of sals at the Probata Office in the City
der Hart and wife to Earle M. and Washington Aves., requesting substitute motion of Aid. Prins pre- some discussion, it was moved by against said deceased by and before aaid Probata Office on or before contained in said mortgage, and of Grand Haven in said County,
vailed by Ayes and Nays as fol- Aid. Damson, 2nd by Bultman, That
said court:
Wright and wife Lot 46.
L. the Council NOT to re-route trucks
the 24th day of Nov.. A. D.. 1987. the statutesin such case made and on the 10th day of July, A. D.,
lows:
the street be paved and City EnIt is Ordered, That creditorsof at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said provided,on
Scott's Elmwood Add., Holland; over this street.
1937.
Refermi to the Street ComAyes: Aids. Prins, Kleis, Drink- gineer instructedto make applica- said deceased are required to pre- time and place being hereby apEstate Margaret A. Davis, dePresent, Hon. Cora Vande WaTUESDAY, the l^th day of Aug- ter. Judge of Probate.
water, Kalkman, Brouwer, Damson, tion for a W.P.A. project and fur- sent their claims to said court at pointed for the examinationand
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and wife Lot 61, Lugers' Add., HolIn the Matter of the Estate of
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ChristineWabeke, Deceased.
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P.W.A. project.
ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Adolph Wm. Tahaney and wife part requesting that a committee from Huyser and Bultman — - 4.
It is Further Ordered, That pub- front door of the Court House, in
Isaac Kouw having filed in said
Stt Lots 21, 22, 23 and 24. Har- the Council meet with the Board
Clerk further reported having time and place being hereby ap- lic notice thereofbe given bv pub- the city of Grand Haven. Ottawa Court his first annual and final adCommittee
on
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and
Means
rington Westerhof& K r a m e r’s to consider ways and means to reportedhaving received an offer of advertisedthe paving of West 21st pointedfor examination and adjust- lication of a copy of this order for County. Michigan that being the ministration account and his peSubd., Holland; Ferd D. Ernst to overcome the difficultythat is $668.00 for the City-owned house St., between Pine and Maple Aves. ment of all claims against said de- three successiveweeks previous to place where the Circuit Court lor tition praying for the allowance
Irving M. Orr and wife Lot 12, being experienced with the sprink- at 270 Lincoln Ave. and recom- and that no objections were filed in ceased.
said day of hearing, in the Hol- said County is held, said mortgage thereof and for ths assignment
It U Further Ordered. That pub- land City News, a newspaper print- will be foreclosedby a sale at pub- and distribution of the residue of
We-Gue-Nau-Bing Park, Twp. ling system at Kollen Park since mended that the property be sold his office. Street ordered paved and
lic auction to the highest bidder, said estate.
Park; Cornelius J. Fisher and wife dredgingoperations were carried and a date for hearing set for Wed., City Engineerrequested to make lic notice thereof be given by pub- ed and circulated In said county.
of the premises described in said
It is Ordered. That the 17th day
to Arthur E. Ramsland and wife i in the localityof the intake pipe. Aug. 18, 1937, at the regular Coun- applicationfor a governmentproj- lication of a copy of this order for
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Clerk reported that the Park saw? dav of hearing,in the Holland
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Judge of Probate.
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in arrears, which said premises said account and hearing said petiCORA VANDE WATER,
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Harriet Swart
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the
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